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HARVEST HOME.
Softly fall

the

leaf-shadows,

ground,

mottling

"00

While through all the hazy air

the

rings the flail’s

clear sound,

Telling of the bearded rye,
Telling of the bearded wheat,
Giving to the eater

:

?

Lord of the harvest, may our souls be fed

From off Thy tablé with the everliving Dread,
Thy

angel-reapers come

Msy we bear our sheaves rejoicing, at
Harvest Home!

:

Thy

- Sel.

RELIGION.”

Befdre finishing the account of my recent visitito Germany, a snbject of wide
interest and of large literary and religious
importance demands notice. The accomplished author of ** Ecce Homo” has is-

It appeared a fow

days before I left England and my first
occupation on my return has been to complete ;the reading of it. It is not the
volume promised in the preface to ‘* Ecce
Homo,” but probably an intermediate volume, Asa sequel to *‘ Ecce Homo" we
re to expect a work on ‘* Christ as the
creator of modern theology and religion”;
the subject of the present volume is ‘* Natural Religion.” The preface declares
it is not’ intended to ‘‘ promote either

orthodoxy or heterodoxy,” but to show to
both the ground common to both, and apwith

the

view of

establishing

peace between them und a new religious
confederation. Modern
scientific men,
.it is argued, oppose, like the early Christians, traditional

knowledge, a

human wisdom not won

ance with reality and fact.

so-called

from

acquaint-

They do not

oppose theology as such, but the current
theology. He who believes in the presence
ofa power

in the Universe

which

is not

himself and is immeasurably above him-

self; a powerin the contemplation of which
he is absorbed,in. the knowledge of which

he finds safety and happiness; a power
eternal, infinite, and giving the law to which
his life is to be conformed ; that is to say,

. he who belives in Nature, has a theology
and a God,

a most

impressive

theology,

a most awful and glorions God. Helis
not an atheist. Atheism’ is disbelief in
any regularity in the universe to which a
man must conform himself under penal-

ties, and there is little danger of this, for
itis made

impossible by

science

itself.

When scientific men say all hope and all
happiness lie in the knowledge of Nature,
they create theology anew in the very act

of opposing it. The supernatural is not
essential either to theology or religion.
The thought of a Supreme Being is excitedas much by law

itself as by

suspen-

sions of law : religious feeling, too, is excited by thinking of the universe as a unity, and whether the unity is considered as

immanent or transcendent the religious
use remains. Theology is the scientific
apprehension of the universe and man’s
relationto it; religion is the apprehension of the universe and human duty and

destiny with the imagination

ings.

Love, awe, admiration,

make up ‘worship,

and

religion

the

natural

and the supernatural ; not the idea of the

and feel-

together

is wor-

worship‘of Humanity,

the worship

of

Nature,
the worship of the unity of Nature or God.

The first belongs to the

NO.

3

: 37.

3

Each human being by his natural peculiarities is called by the God

of nature

a spiritual

of living and ‘dead morality.

fH

The great religious of the world have
been mighty social and political forces.

Will

Natural Religion have

manding power?
is an unconscious

a

com-

It has already.
church already

There
exist-

ing, a vast communion of all who are inspired by the culture and civilization of

minister

of

The ab-

churches

The Christian Church is not

a philosophical school ; it is the spiritual
side of the great organism of civilized
society ‘throughout the Western world,
and it needs to take a new development

The Bible and the creeds are

archaic in form, true in substance; and
the principle of historic development-is

not foreign {o Scripture, for the whole
Bible is built upon it. The Christian
Church is the old Jewish nationality idealized

and

transfigured

world-religion.

The

for

a

universal

church of the fu-

ture is to be the embodiment of universal
civilization,
and by the admission of science, the new revelation of God, and the

philosophy of history, the new prophecy,
is to be wider than Christianity without
renouncing it, just as the primitive Christian church itselt was wider than Judaism
without

renouncing

Christianity
may

it.

be.

In

any

case,

incomplete, may

lose part of its value and consolation;
without the supernatural, butit does not

importance of these

Sueh, omitting detail, is a brief

outline

essential bond

and

condition;

the

best

teachings of history, experience, poetry,
culture are to be its staple nourishment
and create the atmosphere of its religion
and life.

With evident

seriousness

and

sincerity it is urged that some such reconciliation of opposing
and
conflicting
tendencies will alone save society and

civilization from the dangers
by the

schism

between

occasioned

modern

science

and Christianity.

That this whole scheme, however wellintentioned,is visionary and impracticable,
that it ignores the actual condition ofaverwords and emptying them

of their

true

meaning surrenders in fact what it congerves only in phraseology, will probably
be the general opinion when this work is

how much need there-is that the teachers

verities

of evangelical

faith,

which

the

sacred, shall yet in their

teaching

velopments,

gent

and

and a more

liberal,

conciliatory attitude

intelli-

towards

than

‘1 am made all things
to all men that by

all means I may save some.” What
nobler enterprise can engage human en-

ergies than that of saving men?

let us

seen

without self-denial

A pastor is not a civil officer nor eccleHe is not called

sim-

ply t® teach or to amuse or entertain
the public. He is not a hireling. The
worth of his labors can no more be measured by money than music with scales.
If an employe the employer can and
position

and

dependence of employes will be determined accordingly. But more of this in

a future article...

This spirit is. scarcely less important or
less diffienlt to maintain in the midst of

save a life.

Dedr reader, bring home to

under the threatening of persecution, torThere is mo man that
ture andideath.

saved a soul from death,

worldly promises of-

*** with

truths

are

more

s+ 84 others with -discour@r" Y80.{he CnuUIvn Ur wuwy

their

ways”?

Crises,

discouragement

and ministry.
Cowards were worse than
useless in the time of Gideon, and cow-

ardly pastors are worse
couraging,

perhaps,

than none, dis-

some

women

who

contract. Hired
caring for fami-

but deep

importance.

important

Some

than

others,

and that pastor who talks and preaches
of God nnd heaven, of Christ and salvation, of sin and -damanation, with as little
earnestness as is shown
by common
traders and secular teachers, can hardly

expect success.

Emotion is not piety nor

weakest, we have the

in feelings, expressions

and

ac-

tions, according to the importance of the
subject in hand, and a minister who ex-

hibits less interest and- earnestness in
the eternal realities and truths of the gospel than other subjects, can scarely ex<
pect to convince others, unless it is of his
own disbelief in what he preaches,
A
celebrated actor is reported as saying to

a clergyman,

‘“We

speak

fiction

as

though it was truth; you preach truth’ as
though is was fiction; therefore

theaters

are filled and churches vacant.”

18 there

more

pastoral

earnestness

generally

labor than in stores, court

in

rooms

and

and purpose?
:
But there must be intense convictions
respecting duty as well as truth. Not a

history

and

expe-

rience of the church, which, in spite of the
numbers and strength of its enemies and

under

the

miles;

a

Park
work,
This
upon

that one can not well attend them and not
have his inner nature quickened and no- *

to pass from the consideration of one of
these local gatherings to take a bare
glimpse at the
:

requested a lectand the hearers
is the abstract,
the relation of

of New York and Pennsylvania, ¢ whither
the tribes go up” for mutual encouragement and edification.
This Association is
chiefly a missionary organization, having
the double purpose of raising and dispensing funds for aggressive Christian work:
but it also subserves other purposes: it
brings the brethren together, fosters so-

cial acquaintance,

softens

asperities

and

work

compact

aud

the

workers

one,

it

has

CHENANGO

no means

«A

DOUBLE MOTIVE.
BY THE REV. J. W. PARSONS,

Moral beings act in ‘view of motives.

They elther perceive obligation growing

out of ¢ertain relations and act in view of
it, or they look upon the end to be gained

as desirable, and so labor to obtain it.
And in every case the effort will be in
Pon to the sense of obligation or
the esteemed value of the end.
i
In al Christian work, both these mo-

47,000

square”

T

2S

we cannot

go

300

miles from Boston towards the Occident
without seeing and hearing things that are
at least curious.
Allusion has been made
to the fact that. New York is celebrated as
dairy

country,

and

It

this

is not

county

is

a rare thing

a

to

find a single dairy of forty, sixty or a hun-,
dred cows, and private farmers will make

half a hundred weight of butter at a single
churning, and churn every day! It seems
to be the rule, however,

to carry

to

it is turned

the factories

where

the milk

butter and cheese by professionals.

into

These

0

PRESS
We
query
marks

-4-——n

OPINIONS.

quoted last week the criticism or
of the Advance touching
the re—
of the Christian
Union on a recent

utterance of Mr. Beecher.
has replied to the
other things, says:

The latter paper

Advance,

and among
rn—————
maa
;

The Bible is of all helps
the most impor-

tant,both in developing the moral sense and
in giving it light and guidance; but it is

not a substitute
common sense.

place of
man can

for either-moral sense or
No book can take the

conscience; nothing external to
, take the place
of moral
life

within him. The authority of the inwarg
monitor
and
the
authority
of the
outward
guide are concurrent; neither is a substitute
for the
other.

factories dot the country almost as thickly

Their

as school-houses

to the Sacred Book; he oftener appealest

and

do a profitable

busi-

ness. The milk is borne thither in cans
nearly as large as a barrel.
An eastern
reader of the Star not leng simce called

one of these milk

cans a churn!

“This

leads me to note that customs and words
are somewhat changed here.
For illustration, a hay-field is a meadow, a drag isa

stone-boat and

a harrow is a drag.

It is

almost the universal custom to drive a
span of horses; a single horse here is
about as rare as a team in the East.
Other peculiarities have been noted, but I will
not now refer to them.
Your New York City correspondent,
¢ Observer”, recently referred to the
¢ FRESH

AIR”

CHILDREN

sent out from New York and Brooklyn un-

der the management of the Tribune Association. Several score of thém have found

concurrent

stantly assumed.

authority

Christ

He sometimes

con

appealed

to the educated
human reason and the
rational
moral sense.
Their concurrent
authority Paul took for granted.
Every

argument

he

addressed

to

the

intellect

was an appeal to the authg¥ity of the educated

human

reason;

every

attempt

to

evoke the echoes of spiritual experience
was an appeal to the authority of ‘the rational moral sense.

more

that the reason and the conscience
concurrent authority with the Bible

the Advance.
80,

have
than.

at.

Certainly, says blind obedi-

to the letter,
says

con-

¢'tra

Is it right to drink wine

a wedding?

ence

the

for Christ

‘ Advance”,

human reason

tells

for

did.

Not

‘educated

us that the wine of

Palestine was a different article from the:
flery wines of commerce of to-day, and
rational moral sense tells us that it can—
not be Christ-like to promote the social
drinking customs of
our day, with all
the

frightful

tragedies’

involve.

gonstraineth us.”

He recognized

and wholesome food of the country make a
wonderful transformation

in

them.

One

which

i

where apples grow on trees and the milk
is pumped direct from the, cow!
It is but a single step from charity to religion, and your readers may like to hear a
word about an old-fashioned

Christian missionary

the

they

longest, had

at

last yielded.
Our Commodore
Shufeldt
had: brought home a treaty opening the
country to our commerce.
But a reaction~

ary revolution has just taken place. The
father, or uncle,of the king has apparently seized the Government, murdering the
queen and the heir to the throne, with the
Ministers’ of

foreigners,

State and

chiefly

a

large number of

Japanese.

Ofcourse

this revolution will soon be put down by
force from

without.

Japan

is. already

moving her fleet thither, but this sad event
will

delay

the

peaceful

-

Lr —

No . paper

tinuously and habitually as

tives are brought to bear in the strongest temporary homes in this county and not a |manner
upon the worker. He is made few have been adopted by good families.
' On the revolution in Cores, Zion's Herto feelithe obligation that springs up in These little creatures are gathered from ald has this paragraph :
the
presence of infinite love, and per- the abodes of poverty and distress and
It was thought that Coréa, which has
mitted) to see that his efforts shall result come away with pinched cheeks and sunk- stood out against the civilization of the
in saving men. Paul said, * The love of en eyes, but the fresh air and pure milk nineteenth century and the efforts of the:

Christ

ee

AL

COUNTY,

far west, but

a

>

of

an agricultural section of the central portion of this great State.” New York is by

dairy county.

- Let pastors, then, assume the right position in the * field,” engage in the work
with earnestness, self-denial and hopefulness, and they may expect suceess.
¢ The word of the Lord endureth forever,” and * all the promises of God in him
are yea, and in him amen, unto the glory
of God by us.”

area

and

from victory to victory, showing thousands of instances of marvelous successes
under great
difficulties.
These are
prophecies of future triumph, encouragements to every faithful worker, and a re-

proof to every hopeless pastor.

an

nd ps eu len ot Evion
. amd ita monnlafion is more than He SE
5,000,000. Tt is guite confusing to aftempt
(your readers will soon hawe the pleasure
to comprehend all the intricacies of its of reading this stirring paper for them-—
railroads, so numerous and complicated
selves).
Py
But I am wearying you, dear Star, and
are they. Its industrial and commercial
enterprises are immense: figures fail ade- ‘must
Close. Standing near the point ia
qnately to set them forth. It is a great Prospect Park and looking outward as the
agricultural country, being justly cele- waters of Niagara River sweep down upon
brated for its dairies, its granaries and its the rocks far below, one may begin to get
orchards.
It is, however, useless to speak glimpses of the might of the Christian
farther
of these thingsand Imay now dis= €hurcirc It is mot an easy or light thing
miss this topic with a bare allusion to the to stop. the waters of Niagara or make
fact that the State is the great epolitical: them flow batk up the hights whence they
hot-hed of the country, and, for a score of have just thundered down, but it is incomparably easier and lighter than to put out
reasons, a grand center for religious work
and growth.
the Christian Church: the one is but a
For reasons that are mainly personal the glimmering glimpse of almightiness; upon
writer is chiefly interested at the present the other is outstretched the omnipotent
arm of God!
Raxyex.
time in the welfare of

professional choice or even a hope

* The committee at Ocean
ure upon practical pastoral
requested its publication,
Suiisingdnost that was said
the pastor, for a futnee time,

I shal

not attempt to describe the meetings or
portray their effects.
It will suffice to say

the

the-obligation under which we are placed
by thellove of God, and labored unceas- gentleman informed me that one of the litto be useful and happy, nor, upon the | ingly to meet it. Love always puts its tle ones at his house gained nine pounds in
two. weeks! What a blessing it is for
other hand, a struggle against duty, but
object pnder tribute. A being who loves
a deep settled conviction of duty to God, ‘us has plaims upon us that no other can these half-starved city children to have
two weeks of solid comfort in the country,
and man. The feeling that ** woe is unto

mere

last and

withers jealousies, tends to an enlargement of plans and undertakings, makes

Perhaps some Star readers will be inter-

the weakness of its friends, has advanced

proof of piety, but every man ought to be
nfoved

for the

and, in short, helps in every way to carry
and in the world to come eternal life.”
ested in some jottings from an old-time
the State for Christ and the Church.
It
4. But, in addition to all other condicorrespondent, and with your permission,
was the privilege of your correspondent to
tions of success, confidence and hopeful- Mr. Editor, he will note some facts and attend
the last meeting just holden in Bufness are indispensible.
impressions relating to his experience in falo.
While others will give you detailed
:
anes
A noted evangelist has said that God the great State of
accounts of the sayings and doings, you .
will not use a discouraged man.
NEW YORK.
will permit me barely to allude to the geWhat cowardly general ever gained a. = ‘Whether oue refers to the territorial ex- nial grace and spiritual fervor of the presidvictory? What weakling in the ministry tent, the population, the wealth, the com- ing officer, Dr. Ball, the strong and inwho with weakly and weekly complain- mercial or industrial operations carried -8piring sermon of Prof. Dunn, which also
ing of b's own inability, the coldness of on, New York is manifestly a great State. led to the dedication of the new and beau=
the chw¢™ and opposition of the world Its extreme length from east to west is 412 tiful church edifice on Hudson Street, and

might otherwise repeat the story of a risen Christ.
There have never been any means for
lies and churches; and yet, for real and
.any
purposes better adapted to eads proultimate prosperity of the family or
posed
than the means of grace. There
church, there is generally something more
can be no truths and ‘motives so powerneeded,—
a real, living identity.
2. Intensity of conviction is another in- ful as those of the gospel, nor promises
dispensuble condition of pastoral success. that will compare with the promises of
Truth may be received and employed God, nor help for any work like the infor literary purposes, to fill out a plot, fluence of - the Holy Spirit. With these
for speculative purposes, for opinion’s divine encouragements, enough to make
sake, for didactive purposes in mere in- soldiers of children and victors of the

its

and

“SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE. .

|-

persecutions;

and faint-heartedness
constitute
the
greatest evil in many of the churches.
Cheerfu) hopefulness and godly courage
are the special wants of our denomination

not a ** party of

to

dren, or lands, for my sake and the gos-

or “conléerted sipDets from the, error of

and

than

inspiration of this double motive consecrate yourself anew to Christian Work. ~~

hath lefts house, or brethren, or sisters,
or father, or
mother, or wife, or chil-

prepare and deliver public orations and

deacons,

better

yourself the thought of God’s everlasting
love to you, and think of the joy of having

isfaction than

then to hire out to preach sermons approaches about as near to a real pastor as
the mechanic who polishes an organ dpes
to a musician, or a hired courier to a general, or a hired man to the real father. The
church organization is not complete with-

of

the people are prepared

great day of the feast—Sunday..

It will certainly not seem jtiéongruons :

for to

is infinitely

The pastor is an elected officer, and not, aidrod
a hired man. For a man to learn how to ‘agemen

be considereda

fron its power and consequences,

save a soul

now in this time

victions of the truth spoken,

Men often put forth untiring “efforts to

pleasing ike people and hiring out-io.

pel’s, but he shall receive an hundred fold

convictions

In'the even:

Others

rescue the victims of conflagration, or
those engulfed in the angry sea. And

pastor.

as

td tears.

bler self aroused.
From them one can not
well come away and not cherish higher
may labor to reform and educate, but the purposes
and
holier aspirations. Three
Christian seeks to save men.
All Chris- things seem to be sought
and often all of
tian work is an effort to rescue the them are attained,—instruction,
ingpira4
perishing.
Z hl
| tion and the salvation of souls.
Ss

r¢jected, because of special care

1. The assumption of a right position
respecting the work and relations of a

social

der, the appeals are pathetic and powerful,
the songs are stirring, and often the whole .

sin exposes men will not be less zealous
CENTRAL ASSOCIATION,
or untiring in his efforts to save them “that great annual gathering of the churches

take a

wider historic view of religion and its de-

important

quick-

and sacrifice. So Christ-and thé hpostles
succeeded and the same spirit must be in
all the successful laborers of all ages.

of this remarkable book. It will be seen
at once that the range of thought is wide,
far-reaching,
all-comprehensive,
yet
nevertheless the purpose is fairly carried
out to keep the attention fixed on the struction. It mgy be received and deground common to orthodoxy and scien- livered with doubt asa kind of choice
tific skepticism, and to suggest how a between probabilities, as mere opinions,
new church may arise on that basis. The -or with all the confidence of moral cersupernatural is not denied, but regarded tainty, as real statement of reality. Only
as supplementary to religion, not its by such positive convictions, as influential
foundation and mainspring. The idea of upon the speaker as demonstration itself,
A pasworship
is widened to answer to the can pulpit labors be successful.
tor
must
not
only
have
unwavering
condefinition, ‘Love, awe, admiration,” and
religion is unselfish devotion to science,
art, or humanity. The church of the
future, of such wide open fellowship and
communion, is nevertheless to be held
together by what is inconfrovertible;
open questions are not to enter into its

But, added to this, is another strong in-

any earthly good.
Who has not seen
ministers withered aiid shriveled, deject-

ed and

more

feelings are

ing another sermon is preached and thus

spiring motive found in the ‘end to be
reached by Christian effort. Paul says,

work, which has in view

The

ened, the testimonies are warm and tenassembly is moved

to constrain every believer to consecrat-

is this

meeting isholden. Thisis usually a meeting
of great power.

or as-

:

stand or fall with it. It will survive and out a pastor, as well
| when elected, he is to
I)
which, organized in some suitable and part of the church and
the second part” in a
appropriate
way—perhaps
as national
churches—and teaching by a free “clergy men have been useful in
the religion of Natute;- of art and ideal
humanity, will. conserve and advance the
highest culture and civilization,and bring
the outlying world into the true city of
God.
i

Especially

business; ‘another sermon is preached, and
after a brief intermission the *‘ covenant”

the Christian who sees the peril to which |

qualifications,

the

of

The meetings begin with a sermon on Friday evening. Saturday ‘morning, aftera
brief service of prayer and a little routine

we have never

toral work.

will direct, and

:

preach sermons, but real pastoral success

select for our present purpose four :indispensable conditions of success in the pas-

siastical governor.

4k

It has been my privilege to attend only
two sessions since coming to this State,

called

Pastors are ministers appointed,

the age. The idea of the church needs
reviving, for religion is not chiefly’ a mat- semblies of believers to co-operate with
ter of private concern; it is the principal them in the great work of evangelization.
piety and
influence by which men are organized in- Natural ability, education,
to communities which afterwards ripen spirituality are necessary conditions of
into States; society cannot rest on a sec- .success in this office; but, assuming the

sence.of all of them is Secularity. Sec- "experience of centuries has verified and
ularity is the English vice and the great the saint-ship of Christendom has made

modern writers, the prophets of the present age, earnestly denounce it. The
modern spirit opposes secularityby cul* ture. What is cultare? An alias which

foroe.

for themselves .in reference to reputation
(influence they term it), support, &o.?
sent to the world with the message of And whoever saw a successful pastor who
A sensationalist
mercy, responsible ultimately only to was nol sell-denying?
God, and bound to do the work assigned may seem to succeed for a time with selas best he can, whether called or refused fish ends, a minister may succeed in
by societies, whether men will bear or
forbear, whether heis paid or persecuted.

mercies

** living sac:
inspiring as
no work is
as that put

ed, untiring effort in Christian service.

tion, providence and the Holy Ghost, he is

or elected to particular

third'is, the old: Hebraic awe of God and of our time, while not relaxing their hold
is revived by science. The blending of in the slightest degree upon the great

these three is Natoral Religion.

attention ‘and

objects infinitely

Therefore every true

Christ must by natural ability, providenfor the Bible in its allusions of letter and ‘tial circumstances and the Holy Spirit
spirit, law and grace, works and faith is have a threefold call.
the unique epic of haman action,the Book
Being thus made a minister by creaone;

No

motive found in Christ’s love to us ought

to his appropriate profession or calling.
And the voice of the people and other cir- for success. In. every work and calling,
cumstances furnish a prOvidential call. success depends upon conceniration of
But the kingdom of Christ is

the life

himself. ‘A general in thue patriotic ser- forth to satisfy the demands of love. The |

work.

by religion,

Testament

God,” the apostle pleads for
rifices.”
No other obligation is so
that imposed by love. And
80 sure to accomplish its end

vice is not studying upon salary and fame,
but devotedto his work and in earnest

rality inspired and

vivified

wonder that, in view of ** the

:

An author writes successfully only while
absorbedjin his subject and forgetful of

D. nD.

in

love of God, from which it springs.

and self-denial.

THE SUOOESSFUL PASTOR.*
DUNN,

Hfe. .

true of pastoral

not to see what great use may be made of
the Deity... The second is the high- its suggestions as a kind of new *analoshipof
er Greek religion and has been revived gy" against skepticism, and not to feel
es-

cially by Goethe and Wordsworth. The

apostolic success, and must be
potent force in every successfal

3. Andghis will lead to self-abnegation

PW
EHC

BY PROF. RANSOM

his love
to us, as expressed

QUARTERLY MEETING.

;

feeling of obligation pressing and death of Jesus Christ, Measured by
than love of happiness or fame, | this standard, our obligation to do Chris- but these doubtless were fair samples
of
than love of friends or life, is the tian work is seen.to be boundless as the all such meetings. Ex uno disce omnes.

pastor's

ty is only read. But it is impossible, in studying it, theaters? Is there success in any work or
very essence of Christiani,and
calling without -intensity of conviction
heretical when separated from the wormodern times by poets and artists,

This

dominion and his ministry a ° peculiar

ship. Three kinds of religion are possi- ‘age human ‘nature,plays a good deal with
without
the supernatiral;
the:

‘ble

crucified

supernatural or the future life, but of mo-

phetic gift.

of Chilwell College, England,

parently

make no distinction between

era revelation of God, and the philosophy
of history, which revives the ancient pro-

BY PRESIDENT THOMAS GOADBY, D. D.,

sued a new work.

It is no book of the

80 as to include science, which is the mod-

PAP
>>

“ NATURAL

does not forbid this,

dead, vo Sibylline oracle; its prophets

ular basis,

Bread to eat.

And gt the last when

natural Christianiby, tha is, {Christianity
:
; supernaturalism. The
Bible
without

be

and all the claims of a ruined world:

* This is stronger’
a lightning-flash that clears the air,” says stronger
our author. He will need such consola- secret of
the most
tion himself.

| morality.
Such Natural
;
Religion does
not break with the Christian tradition,
nor discard the Christian documents ; it is

.| makes the Old and New

<The Rev, J. J Kall, Health of our Mission-

cae

of the law of the upiverse), * in the good”
(i.e., morality) “ and in the beautiful” (i.
e., art). Thus, life inspired by admiration
and devotion is the principle of all relig-

plan you might af least try;

me if I preach not the gospel,” enforced | - To know how much we owe to God
by the law
of God, the example of Christ and his cause, we have only to estimate

and rise again the third day.”

‘ion, i.e., worship resulting in art, science,

CONTENTS,

(poetry) Net...

Goethe's formula of culture is ** Life

in the Whole” (i. e. science, knowledge
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great deal of opinion. True, God Tested
on "the seventh day, and hallowed it.

Moses had received the tables of testinio-

no intimation that it was to be regarded

ments

ny.

But the term seventh (Heb. Shebit) gives

God
as a Sabbath of rest for man.
blessed the seventh day because he had
his

rested from all

works, and, so far as

we are informed, is still resting from creative exercises. . But what of this seventh
Evidently it is not to. be udderas the seventh day of the week, as

day?
stood
we

now,

term

the

use

bat

of

:
Verse 18.
See Deut. 5: 12—15

(the

rehearsed), especially

But after long continued

vows:

oft

and

obrepeated violations of their covenant,

ligations, the divine patience séems_ to
have become exhausted and God annulled; set aside, the old covenant, reject-

command-

thé 15th

See also Ezek. 20: 12, 13,19, 20,
enant.
24, where a violation of the Sabbath is

cove-

ed the Jews, and instituted a new

In

nant established on better promises.

setting aside the old, of course, the whole

to all races; but it is practically and ac-

tually a colored school. The Negro and
the Anglo-saxon, in this beautiful section
of our country, can*not study and recite

in the same

That these threatened punish-

this seal.

that

inflicted,

were

ments

taken away, that the second

was

the old

was estab-

lished, probably none will deny.

Refer-

ence may, however, be made to a few texts

Heb. 7: 11,12, 16, 18, 19,22,

in proof.
94.

See also chap. 8: 5—13, and

chap.

like
spoken of as being equivalent to a viola- 9, where we find this new- covenant,
blood.
with
ed
its predecessor, dedicat
tion of the covenant.
If it be objected that these Sabbaths re- Indeed, this whole epistle is a masterly
ferred to are not the seventh day Sab- argument showing the superiority of the
over Mousually
th,
bath, let the objector look again at Ex. new over the old, and ef Christ
The Hebrew term Shabba
better
much
so
ses; that the new is just
rendered Sabbath in our translation, is, I 31: 16, where it is cxpreshyeclaroesfo
Mothan
better
is
Christ
as
:
than the old,
think, nowhere found until in Ex. 16: 23, be the'seventh day.
than
better
is
love
as
much
as
or,
‘ses;
in connection with the giving of the man- This solemn covenant or compact was
Ex. 24: 3—8. unmixed justice; or, as the sacrifice of
na. Here we find a Sabbath. A period dedicated with: blood.
sacrifices of Moof over twenty-five hundreg«years had The Sabbath was the key note to a scale Christ is better than the
of Christ is
blood
the
as
much
as
or
many
of Sabbatical observances, consisting of it- ges;
+ “nowtpassed into history, in which
und goats.
bulls
of
blood
the
than
is
better
It
ired.
seventh
transp
the
had
important events
self, the seventh month,
the doing
did
,
objector
But, asks the
somewhat remarkable that up to this year, and the Year of Jubflee. In Ex.
in of the
g
brisgia
and
old
the
of
time, and through all these important 23: 10, etc., we find the Sabbatic year away
ble !
Impossi
law?
moral
the
h.
abolish
Sabbat
a
n
new
of
mentio
instituted in close conneetien with the
events there is no
was
which
hing
In answer io all'that may be said in fa- Sabbath day, and immediately followed I answer, certainly everyt
have
we
and
ed,
abolish
vor of its previous existence, I would
by a new proclamation of thé law of the ceremonial was
modestly suggest that it is sometimes Sabbath.
All these sacred seasons. are seen the Jewish Sabbath to be partly, at
In
to provea
much easier to affirm than
found to contain the same wise and be- least, ceremonial. But let as see.
his
in
ed
Those who rely on the neficent provisions; to’ give rights to Eph. 2: 1, 15, Christ * abolish
proposition.
form of expression used in Ex. 16: 23, or those who would be without them, to the flesh the law of commandments conon the #** Remember” in Ex. 20: 8, in my bond man, the bond maid, the stranger tained in ordinances.” But, says the obudgment rest an important argument on and to the beast of the field. See this jector, this cannot mean the ten comThen look at 2 Cor. 3: 7,
a very slight foundation.
mandments.
largely detailed in Lev. 25.
where it is declared
context
the
Having now found a Sabbath, men11,-and
The language of Ezek. 20, above quottioned in Ex. 16: 23, let us, if we can, | ed, seems to mark the Sabbath as belongthat the ministration of death written and
ascertain its significance and the place it ing peculiarly to the Hebrews. If it was engraved in stones was done away. I
was designed to fill in the history of the before this universal, as claimed, it is know of but one ministration (dispenand engraved
Jews and the world.
very strange that no mention is made of sation) which was written
oral
In seeking the nature and purpose of any others observing it, nor of its being in stones. What, then. hic %
the Sabbath, it must’ be borne“in mind practiced by any other nation. No one law? Certainly we hi
;
that
about six hundred
years before this ~& +~+hia tima had ever been censured tion of moral law is ©

In six days (periods) God made, etc.,
and rested on the seventh. Here seems
to me to be a great creation week belonging exclusively to Jehovah.

time post hao Fane
Rbrabam that
with him and his seed he would establish
his covenant.
Abraham was to be set

apart to become the head of a great nation. In him and his seed should all the
nations of the earth be blessed. Not only

was Christ to come through this chan-

for its NONODSEr Tana. mar nam
me. — 3-=a wus

its observance.

And I know of no satis-

factory evidence of its having
served

by any people except

been obthe Jews.

PETE

——

EST

lished by statutory Guns
principles of that law, even the becalogue, are not binding on us to-day be-

becomes in the time and

manner of its

obseryance emphatically Ilebraic, to be
nel, but the children of Abraham were to | observed throughout their generations as

be made a repository for the truth, and the a perpetual covenant.
“I'statute we go no farther back than the
medium through which that truth should |__As a commemorative day,it fitly com- revised copy to determine what is the
flow to the world.
memorates both the rest of God after law of the land, so here, we do not have
They had now become a great nation. creation, and also that setting apart and to go back to the old covenant to deterThey had experienced four hundred years eating of the pascal lamb, the most per- mine what is the law, and binding on us
of evil treatment in a strange land, pre- fect type of Christ. This was to be done pow- - Christ has thoroughly revised the
dicted in Gen. 15: 13. God was now immediately in connection with their de- old, and! brought forward all the moral
about to fulfill his promise, and take parture from Egypt. It might also be principles to the new.
them as a nation into covenant

relations,

as he had before done personally with
Abraham their father. - He promised
them an earthly possession, his personal
guidance, protection

and, afterward, rest

in Canaan. On their part they promised
to observe all the law and statutes required by God. That law was stern and
rigorous, as may be seen from the positive nature of the Decalogue, as well
as the terms expressed in Ex. 21: 12.
Now,

to all

covenants

or

contracts,

there must be two parties and some tangible evidence of the nature of the agreement. In the covenant God made with
Noah (that he would not again destroy

the world by a flood), he chose to give
him a token, or sign, as a pledge of his
faithfulness.
Noah being the second
head of the race, the covefiant nfade with
him was very naturally of universal application. It is: worthy of mention in this
connection that while the terms of this
covenant with Noah, with its instructions, wad almost
identical with that

made with Adam, no mention of a Sabbath is to be found in either. Both these
former covenants were universal -in their.
character and application, while the one
now to be made with Abraham's seed
was

national, of which circumcision was

the sign, and also spiritual, of which holiness was the sign, but was not universal,

both signs being embodied in the general
term obedience.
God gave them his
law, including the Sabbath, the Sabbath

being given on his part as a token or

“gign to them of his faithfulness, and on
their part as a test of their obedience, and

on the part of each as evidence of a determination to keep the terms of the contract inviolate.
There were also in-

volved the questions of

rest, worship,

study of God's plans, etc., but these, although important, I regard as secondary.
Here, then, is a cevenant between two

great contracting parties, God and the
seed of Abraham, and the sign or seal
employed (the Sabbath) had its legal
(ceremonial) as well as its moral aspect.

One ‘demand

for it lay in the nature of

moral.
The other demand, arose from the legal ude that was

man,

and

was

made of it, and hence the time and manner of its observance rested entirely on
the Divine will and belonged with the

d the
regarded as itself a type of the rest prom- ~ Tu is true that Christ recognize
work,
ised

them

in

Canaan, as well

as of

the

higher rest in heaven.
’
So prominent a place did the Sabbath
occupy that its observance seems to be

seventh day Sabbath in his life and

and when appealed to by the people to
tell what they must do to inherit eternal
life, he answered, Keep the commandments. But he was made under the law,

here on the

left

ult.

9th

for

their northern native home, to spend a
fow weeks. We hope they will return to
us much rested.
A PurIL OF STORER NORMAL SCHOOL.
|
Harper's Ferry, Aug.

14, 1882,
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TEMPERAN CE.
BY

THE

REV.

T.

G.

DAVIS.

In carefully reading the doings and sayings of Temperance Day and Children’s
Day, at Ocean Park, find not a word or a
hint of the evil of the use’of tobacco. I consider tobacco, as now used in society, an
evil of scarcely less maguoitude than alcohol
itself. It is said of King Alcohol, that he

slays his seventy to one hundred thousand

every year! Yes, and he will continue so
to do,as long as his Prime Minister, Tobac-

co, continues to farhishthe victims. Boys
do not usually learn to drink before

but which may be found to be the great.

est obstacle to the settlement of the
Egyptian question by the governments
interested, and which promisesto have

upon the evangelization of the

LB

-Roke:

shes

Soeiak-aigas:
3
=
3
peek

our

‘boys

chewers.

from

My

becoming

opinion

ruins more men than alcohol.

probably ten tobacco
of alcoholic liquors.
ing, differing only in
cation of tobacco is

smokers «or

is, that

tobacco

There are

users to one drinker
Both are iatoxicatform. The intoxiperhaps thé more

dangerous, because the more insidious.
The free use of both alcohol and tobacco
is dangerous; destructive to health and
morals, and should :be banished from decent society and kept out of the church.
Central City, Neb.
‘.

* We need to fix

held sway

Sabbaths and all her ‘solemn feasts.”
Verse 23 shows that this had reference to

their final dispersion at the time of Christ.
¢ And I will have mercy upon her that had

not obtained mercy”, etc. “‘ And they shall

silent upon the subject.

No rules are

either by Christ or the apostles

given

concerning it, nor are Sabbath breakers

and collected

included

That

in any list of offenders.

Sabbath was emphatically Jewish, and,
having served its purpose as the sign and

say, Thou art my God.”
—1, it is declared that they

gressed the covenant.

had

traus-

Turn to Jer. 81:

31—34, and we hear God declaring ‘‘ Behold the days come, saith the Lord, that

of the

a revenue

from the wild

tribes of that country;

but recently a

person has appeared who claims to be a

which tells of a prophet to come, and he

aims at nothing less than becoming the
spiritual and temporal head of all true
Mohammedans throughout the world. It
is well known that the Sultan of Turkey
“holds the Moslem caliphate only by cour-

| tesy, and there is » wide-spread desire to

than a sublime impudence” for a man who

home, his religion, his civiliza-

his

tion, his liberty—for a man who owes evofything that is dear to him to the labors

of foreign mssionaries td pagansto discuss, for a moment, the question whether
other pagans need, or are capable of rethe

see this office

vested in some

true de.

scendant of Mohammed. Such this
prophet of the Soudan appears to be.
It is reported that his

claims

are

sup. -

ported by the Sheriff of Mecca, who is next
to the Sultan in influence among Mohammedans, and also that this prophet, or

Mebdi, is advancing into Lower Egypt te
form an alliance with Arabi Pasha,
Should a holy Mohammedan war

be

proclaimed, it would undoubtedly arouse

fied, and the difficulties’ of their conver-

sion vastly increased. Already we learn
that the fanaticism of Mohammedans is
becoming

more violent

in various

coun-

tries, and their persecutions of Christians
more open and frequent. When we remember that Christianity has as yet

upon Islam no perceptible “imprés
mad
sion,e and that it is an aggresssive andac-

tea religions power,It 1s not dicult to

lBast,

from

realize how great obstacles the present

Washington. Our latitude and longitude
we reckon from Jerusalem,

movement is likely to throw in the way of
the complete evangelization of the world.
Mohammedanism is the dominant relig-

reckon

A,

not

from

Greeawich,

nor

“Where our dear Lord was crucified,

i»

ion in Turkey

Who died to save us all.” ”

The Church of Disciples.
BY MRS, M. M. Il. HILLS,

Daring Dr. J. L. Phillips's late furlough
in this copotry,he attended one of the annual gatherings of the Disciples, and
gave them one of his earnest missionary
talks, with

a view of

indacing

them

to

in his welfare, at once decides his course.

was greater than earthly ambition, and

Peace.

‘Honored forever be the faith that

the heart that amid

the fearful

in Asia, Persia, Afghanis-

tan, a considerable part of India, and
over more than one-half of the vast continent of Africa. On the other false relig-

fore all, his allegiance to the Prince of
tempta-

iohs of the

world, Christianity

has

had

an influence, not only in winning con:
verts, but in modifying ideas, and compelling an attention to its claims; but the
Mohammedan front is practically unbroken, and this movement will infuse new
strength and. enthusiasm into the ranks
which were before so compact and un-

flinching.

In

the

older _ missionary

lands, labor among the Mohammedaos
will become increasingly difficult; and it

seems probable that the Egyptian war
will introduce complications into the
workings of the newly projected missionary enterprises in Northern and Central
Africa, which

can not

now

be fully fore-

seen.
We have profound confidence in the ul-

timate triumph of the pure religion of Jesus Christ in all the earth; but it is proper to consider well all the difficulties in
the way, as well

as the encouragements

to the work. Of these difficulties, the religion of Mohammed, which contains so
much of truth mingled with a vast
amount of error, is among the chief.
Except Christianity, it is the only religion in the world which is largely increas
ing its number

of adherents,

Perhaps

two. .At least Islam, in all its phases,is
a highly important object

for the atten:

tion of those who are seeking to conquer
the world for King Immanuel.—Bapl.
Miss. Magazine.
:

Items,"

Wonderful

i

has been the growth

of the

missionary spirit within

the present cent:

ury.

there

At

its

beginning

were

only

the one and lost by the other,and simply be- | tions.of high place and dazzling promocause the young men were social. Young tion kept itself pure in the love of God

seven Protestant societies. Of these, four,
—the Church Mission, the London, the

never let a stranger go away without no-

existence.

seal of the old covenant, standing as it men and young women of our churches,

did, side by side with circumcision, the
In Hosea 6: 4 passover, paying of tribute, &c., when

the provinces

suceessor of Mohammed and who has
won to his support the whole of the
Egyptian Soudan. He bases his claims
to power on a passage of the Kora

ing, invitation to the Sunday-schagl,and the
interest taken by the members of the church

The result is a zealous worker is gained by

over

Eastern Soudan, and appointed governors

enter the India missionary field. How
much impression his presentation of what
he deemed their duty made upon this
more persistently insisted upon than any
people, we are not able to say; but we
that he might redeem them that are
other of the commandments; and natur‘I asked a were glad to read in the Sept.—Oct. numthe law. It is remarkable that in; from a correspondent.
under
ally enough, if our view is correct, for
of such appeals, and- where young woman how it was she had joined ber of the Missionary Review that they
-then it stood Yor the-whole covenant. As no instance
are specifically our Unitarian church. She said; ‘Some are about beginning a new mission in Inc¢ommandments
when a man denies his signature and of- the
had seen me dia. The report of the Ohio Convention
intimation giv- of your people, after they
or
mention,
is
ficial seal to any instrument, he denies all- named,
en of the Sabbath being among them. once or twice, took my hand so kindly I gives the names of two men, Brothers A.
claims and restrictions imposed by that
felt at home with them and remained.’” Norton and G. L. Wharton, recently apMatt. 22: 34—40, Mark 10: 17—22,
instrument; so here, when they violated See
The Many such cases may be found. We do pointed missionaries to India, who will
Mark 12: 28-34, Luke 18: 20.
the Sabbath ‘they violated the whole covtruth seems to be that the Ten Command- not wonder that this correspondent com- sail with their families in September or
enant and denied all its claims, and forments were but an epitome of the entire ments in this way: ‘‘ Take the hint. Be October. Their Woman's Board is exfeited their rights to its privileges. The
law, having the foundations for its moral social. A young man comes to, your pecting to send four lady workers with
Jews found more fault with Christ for his
parts lying in the very natureof things, church; he is a perfect afranger to the them. The report says: * There is eviso-called violation of the Sabbath than
and far back of all legislation,as to its majority of those he meets; his home is. dently a rising tide of interest among our
for any other thing.
principles, and as such must be universal far away ; his church he has left behind. people in favor of Foreign Missions.”
But God threatened them with severe in-its application, and the basis of all He listens attentively to the service, and The same report paid the following tribjudgments, even with destruction, for re- true life, either then or now.
These is pleased and profited by what he hears. ute tothe memory of our lamented Presifusing to keep the covenant. See-the principles must always remain,as they The service
over, he goes out. Al- dent: “James A. Garfield, too, was of our
terrible threatenings in Lev. 26: 29—35. ever have been the foundation of all moral though many know hira to be a stranger, ranks. * * * This Convention, so often
See also Jer. 17: 27, Kzek. 7: 38-15, obligation as long as God exists or moral
yet no one extends the friendly hand or ennobled by his presence and waked to
and 20: 21. It was also predicted that government is known,
in any manner notices him. He is some- heroic aspirations by his thrilling elothe law should perish from the priests,
a little. heme-sickness quence, shall see him and hear him no
While the gospels are full of historical what discouraged,
and counsel from the ancients. [Ezek.7; references tothe -old--Sabbath, and .of steals over him;-but.he resolves. to. .go
26.
Also that the law-should be no Christ's recognition of it, it seems signifi- there once more. He goes, with the same the man whom the world delighted to
more. —Lam.” 2: 9. There was no cant that its observance.is not enjoined in result. Discouraged, he seeks another honor, and who felt it no robbery of his
prophet in Israel; they see not their any instance.
And ‘lore «remarkable sanctuary, where the warm grasp of the greatness and eminence among men to
signs;
their Sabbaths are forgotten. still, that the epistles are almost entirely hand, information about the evening meet- be one with us, and to acknowledge beLam. 2: 6. And in Hosea 2: 11, God
declares, * I will also cause her mirth to
cease, her feast days, her new moons, her

world a

very important and extended influénce.
A few years agothe government of Egypt

an intense excitement among all who bear
native. to those whom they addressed. that name, and might result in a fiercer
The truth is, brethren, we are living in and more prolonged conflict than now
the Sandwich Islands. This is not Jeruappears’ probable. Even if the forces of
salem. We are one of that group of Arabi should be routed in Lower Egypt,
islands upon which has fallen the gospel of they could retreat to the vast conntries of_
Christ, and we are gravely considering
Upper Nile and Eastern Soudan, where
whether the islands which’ are a little | their entire subjugation would be well:
more remote are worthy of this divine
nigh impossible. In any event, it seems
light, whether a man whose skin is black: inevitable that the bittex hatred, of Chris
er than oursis capable of receiving the
tianity felt by all Moslems will be intensigospel of Christ. Ieall it nothing less
owes

Baptist, and the Dutch Soclety 8¢
and true 10 the service of Christ! + Think- ‘English
Rotterdam—had but just commenced their

ing of his patriotism,
let us rekindle the
tice ; never let that chilling feeling of fires of our devotion to our country, for
the covenant was set aside, it was Bet loneliness come over any person in the which he fell a noble martyr; admiring
house of God. It should be your pleas- his nobility of nature and integrity of
aside with the others.
ure to make every stranger at home.

Try

for the most,
ravian, the

Three only had been at work

of the last century,—the Mo-Propagation” Society of Great

Britain, and oat

Phe Tor

mer led in Protestant work among the
life, let us be inspired to make our lives -Jews and ‘heathen, advancing as far as Ioits |
worthy of such high fellowship; and re- dia. The Propagation Society confined
work mostly
to English colonists. TO

it, and your reward will be speedy.”—
I will make a new covenant.” And in
\Bap.
Weekly.
ymembering all his faith in Christ and ser- Frederick IV. of Denmark belongs the
A few weeks ago the F. B. church at
0-0
Isaiah, chap’s 40, 41 and 42, we have a | Harper's Ferry, W. Va., authorized itself
>r-o-re
vice in his kingdom, let us be thankful to | honor of inaugurating the modern m sidngrand description of°the character of him to furnish the office of. Storer College with
It. is impossible to overestimate the Him who alone giveth such victory ary enterprise by sending out the first
who was to be the leader under this new a carpet, a clock, and window blinds. effect of substituting an intellectual for through his Spirit that dwelleth in us.” | Protestant missionaries to the heathen 18
1706,—Rev. W. F, Bainbridge.
an emotional passion in the absorbent
covenant—Christ.
’ Our good principal,N. C. Brackatt, told phases of a woman's life which are covLow Foo, a Chinaman, when converted
The
Egyptian
War,
But it is claimed that this new cove- us that we might sell the clothing which. ered by the decade from sixteen to twenat Canton, sold himself as a slave in order
The war in Egypt will probably have at’ that he might
er
vant was, liké the first, given to the eur northern friends have sent 1s from ty-six.—Sel.
Demerara and preac
Jews, made with the house of Israel and timeto time and apply the proceeds to
injurious effect upon missionary work, The gospel to his fellow-countrymen there.
not lived forty years in deserts and the progress of Christianity in the
] as been 80 successful that he has?
of Judah. True; but this, unlike the the purpose mentioned; so we had a dale | and1 baye
thé
solitudes of the ocean without
-converts, who ar¢
church-of two hundred
]
first one, was to include the Gentiles. on the nights of the 22nd and 29thof July.
world,
which
cannot
be
estimated
at
the
seeing God,
I have seen him, and I besupporting missionaries among their owl
("A root of Jesse, to it shall the Gentiles The first sale realized $17.92, andthe sec- lieve in him .— Garibaldi.
present time. Already the prosperots mis- people.—Bapt. Miss. Magazine.
.
A PUBLIO SALE.

~~
4

3
i

Va

;

'

;

;
]

-

MTL

which is just coming into view politically,

been rescued by Christ's missionaries
speaking in a tongue foreign to them, but

they

cedes the social glass, and prepares the
way for it. If we would save our men
from becoming drunkards, we must save

:

. But there is another element in the war

our language and our thoughts with more
At the same time, we
per month.
lars
geography of the world
regardthe toatlasthe maps
pay the highest market price for" and
a
which are spread beinconall
all we consume. Rent for®sm
fore us. | believe that the common imvenient houses runs from two to six dol- pression is that Boston is Jerusalem, and
Under these circumstan- that Lowell is Capernaum, and that Bethlars per month.
ces we must of necessity wear clothing lehem and Bethany and Nazareth are just
very much thinner than those sent us by outside the gates, and that He who gave
our northern friends. Indeed, with many himself for the world's redemption was
large families, it is no easy thing to ob- born in New England,
and for New Engtain food and clothing sufficient to keep land ; thas He had the New England
We have
away the hunger and cold.
look, the New England talture, the New
no claim upon you, friends of the North. England taste, and that these acres that
It was the southern people who received are stretched around us are those that
the benefit of our labor for many genera- were trodden by the blessed feet which
tions. It is they who ought to be first to were afterwards nailed to the cross for
Both the men and our redemption. Think of the sublime
help educate us.
North who have conceit with which we say ‘foreigners.’
the
the women live in
or College in
School
Normal
a
planted
There is nobody, my friend, that is more
in nearly every southern state, wherein a foreigner than you, and there are very
colored-youth are being educated, Chris- few more distant from the seat of ChrisJL
:
tianized, and elevated.
tianity than you, and you will search
Lincoln Hall is being white-washed, more than one land before you find a
faithful more utter paganism than that out of
Our
painted.
scrubbed and
teachers, Prof. N. C. Brackett and wife which your fathers and mothers have
and sister,

en

which has been suddenly and disastronsly

but thrill and profit every heart that is in

Said Dr: McKenzie,

OO

checked.

‘sympathy with the world's. conversion.
It was the writer's precious privilege to
attend the meeting of this Board nearly

wages range from forty to seventy-five

REPOS

logue, but because Christ brought them
into
incorporated them
forward and
As in 8 revised
the mew covenant.

of those whose souls _are baptized with

the spirit of the Great Missionary can not

cents per day, and from sixto twelve dol-

was

The Sabbath

school-house.

terian brethren can regain the p

Storer College two years ago. Some notes of its speechtherefore, upon whom
A
must depend for students are poor.
et were copied at the time. The followlarge majority are without homes.
:ing” extracts from one of these we are
are nearly all common laborers; our sure will interest the readers of the Star:

instrument went together, signature, official seals, and all.

The people,

our conquering King in subjecting hea-

thendom to his sway. Then, the addresses

DE

outline of

God's plans, and the greal pains he took
to induce the people to be faithful to their

Therefore the Lord thy God
verse:
commanded thee to keep the Sabbath
day.” Why? ‘Because the Lord brought
them out from Egypt with a’ mighty hand
and a stretched out arm,—that is, he began the execution of his part of the cove-

creation.

charity of a very high type; and we do
assure our northern friends that we ap:
:
preciate it.
The doors of Storer College are open

rh

especially Acts 13: 46.
Thus we see the general

school and teachers, actsof Christian

BB

In looking up this question, a few
years ago, to meet the arguments presented
was greatly ticed hereafter.
in favor of the seventh dayI ,
Sabbath
avy
ef
n
But can you prove these propositions?
mentio
no
find
to
surprised
afier
I am asked. I honestly think so. To
for over twenly-five hundred years
the law and to the testimony. Look at
the creation.
the
of
12—17, where God declares,
nt
Ex. 31:
ignora
not
am
I
course
Of
te
«+ For it is a sign between me and you”;
- common view which carries it back
has
what
of
nor
n;
«Tt is a sign between me and the chilthe close of creatio
this
of
favor
iu
of Israel forever”, to be observed
men
dren
good
by’
said
been
a
view; but, for one, 1 beg leave to dissent throughout their generations forever, for
before
was,
.This
a
.
to
covenant
Bible
l
little
perpetua
entirely, preferring a

land, Me., in the month of October.
many of them are homeless and without
is hoped that not a few of our ministers the means ofgaining a livelihood. Evey
will attend its sessions, and catch new if peace should soon be restored fo
inspiration from the intelligence that Egypt, it would seem thatit must be
will there be presented of the progress of years before the mission ST our Presby.

We recognize in the sending of these articles, and also in furnishing us with a good

or

ply for the sake of truth.

They are suspect.

©.

presect some thoughts for consideration,
not in the spirit of controversy, but sim-

sented as deplorable.

This great missionary organization is ed of sympathy with the English, soma
to hold its next annual meeting in Port- have .béen persecuted ‘and killed, ang
It

=

on all important subjects, I beg space to

BY MRS. M. Me H, HILLS.

Stow

as worthy of attention. As I desire that
the Star should throw all possible light

American

pelled to seek refuge in Europe or to re.
turn to this dountry. The condition of
the Christian converts in Egypt is repre.

of Missions.

Board

ae

have not seen advanced which I regard

up, the missionaries having been com.

Conducted bv the Rev. G. C. Waterman,

:

Much has been said and written of late
on this subject. There are sonle views 1

es or by private individuals we know not,
but we hope it will be encouraging to
them to know that while they were giving over fifty dollars to “the school, they
were also making a present to us, as the
things sold considerably under value.

-

B. FELT.

Nw

M.

ans in that country is completely broke

BPD

REV.

gathered and forwarded to us by church-

BTS

THE

Tissions.

$52.09,

in all

making

Whether these articles of clothing were

EDO

BY

%
¢ And
to occupy substantially the same relation - Gentiles.t.
it.” ‘A light to
of
light
the
to
and
come
ure
signat
to this covenant that the
the glory of my
and
Gentiles
t.the
lighten
contrac
legal
any
to
do
s
seal of partie
10; 42: 1, 6;
11:
Is.
God gave it to them, and granted them people Israel.”
32.
2:
Lev.
3.
60:
years
forty
special favors on that day, for
The heathen might indeed beeome parperforming a miracle every Sabbath as a
of the benefits of the old covenant;
peotakers
the
while
;
ulness
faithf
his
of
pledge
by becoming Jews and receivirg
of
only
but
ple were to strictly observe the law
on. Gen. 12: 9—14. But the
t
circumcisi
interes
their
the Sabbath as a pledge of
on i8 not that which is outcircumcisi
true
covethe
of
part
their
to,
y
in, and loyalt
but that of ‘the heart
flesh,
the
in
ward,
Another and secondary signifinant.
28, 29. .The new
2:
Rev.
spirit.
and
its
was
h
cance attaching to the Sabbat
to the Jews;
given
first
covenant was
commemorative feature, which willbe nobut they rejected it. See John 1:11, and

$8417;

ond

>tf Bm [A - | mS

to the
ceremonial. -In short, the Sabbath seems ‘seek.” * He shall bring judgment
Gentiles shall

THE SABBATH.

rl

“| sion of the American United Presbyteri

=
English omitted, would be very helpful to
be

printed in the blank places, and their use
not only helps the children, but: tise

© | parents whom we cannot reach are at‘tracted by our beautiful colored cards and
THE SUNDAY-SOHOOL IN JAPAN. “| unwittingly read the mottoes, and gather
Japan is waking to a new religious life. their meaning from the children.—Sun~ Puring the last year, the growthof day School Times.
QUARTERLY

REVIEW.

Sunday-school work in that country has
received a new impetus in the general

awakening of the Japanese to the claims
of the religion of Jesus, or, as it is there

called, the Jesus way.

Indeed,

and

children.

A Christian

THE

NEW
:

The Revised Version has awakened an

worker, who

has recently been traveling inland, where

the character of the people is,

as yet, un-

"- touchedby aay foreign influence, writes:
« Sunday-school work is.in an embryo

interest in the sources from
which the New Testament textis deriv-

ed.

The most

important source is the

ancient manuseript copies of the books ;
the two other chief ‘sources are the ancieat versions and the works of the Christian fathers.

‘The New Testament. authors wrote in

state in the present condition of Chris- the Greek language: itis possible that
~“!tianity in Japan,—what we
in America Matthew wrote his Gospel in the Hebrew
consider as milk for babes being there the
also. The original copies penned by the
food necessary for thé fathers and mothers.

Men and women must be taught

in

the

Sunday-schools

In

like

many places where

children.

there is no

Sunday-

sacred writers are not known, nor supposed, to be in existence. They were
doubtless writien on the brittle papyrus
then in common

use, and all the originals

school teacher, or even a preacher, the
‘Sunday-school paperis received and by
many who would, perbaps, read nothing

were probably early worn out by constant
use in the churches (see Col. 4 : 16), and

else thut came from a foreigners religion ;
and its simple stories and language
are ap-

which

preciated by hundreds whose youth passed
away without a glimmer of the true light,
or any aid or inspiration to seek after the
truth.
Wherever there
are Sundayschools the paper is a great means of
attraction, even to

the

very

litle

ones.

There has been a great impulse given
Christian work this summer.
As one
their

own

number

recently

said,

to
of
the

native Christians are beginning to realize

that they have something to do.
spiration began in the spring,

The

in-

in a. great

mass meeting in Kioto, which assured the
Christians of

their ground,

same time, roused
“sense of the situation.

and,

at

the

Bud-

dhists have felt only contempt for what

they considered the weak influences of
Christianity ; but since'thé public appearance in behalf of Christianity of men who
can confate them in argument, they begin
to see the result of Christian training ,in
schools and colleges, and the fight is begioning in earnest. At Tokiyo and Yoka-

hama the spiritof - inquiry is abroad, and
Sunday-schools and other Christian services are attended
with interest.
In

Hakone where, three years ago, the peo. ple were quité indifferent,
pressing into the kingdom.

they are

ignorant and

many of them

are

many are
Of course

degraded,

unable

to read;

part of the island I hear of the interest

in

to thé ‘young of our

of illustrated missionary books.

In the

name of the Master, I would charge all
Sunday-school teachers, and parents too,

to combine to arouse a missionary spirit
in the young. It will do more towards
noble
‘character, towards
selfishness,
indulgence,

preand

falsehood, than any other medecine given
. under heaven. If these recently converted heathen can, and do, give up night
after nightto teach others of their new

Master, then surely teachers in Sundayschools at home can inspire their classes
their

early

Christians.

Sunday,

so as

to

make it cover one or two other nights,

employed.

but the
chiefly

There are no ancient

manu-

scripts of the New Testament in the form
of rolls known

the case

to be

in-existence,

of the Old

later period,

as

Tesiament.

certainly in the

in

Ata

third and

fourth centuries, copies of the New Testament books were written upon parchment made from the skins of sheep,
goats, or calves. Sometimes these sheets
have been used a second

time,

the

first

writing having been erased -and another
called

palimpsests.

These are

Paper

made

from

cotton came into use about the tenth centary, and linen paper about two centuries
later. No autograph copy of a New Tes-

tament book is mentioned in the works
of the early Christian writers, but this by
no means makes it certain that the early
Christian fathers had not seen the original
copies. Only mere fragments of their
works have reached us, and some of these

fragments have been preserved by other
and later writers only. As their sacred
books, like themselves, were often eagerly desired for destruction, they would be
careful

not

needlessly

to

expose

their

ancient

works, the books

of

the New Tostament were preserved by
making written copies of the originals,
and these were multiplied again and again by copyists for fourteen or fifteen
centuries, until the invention of printing.

Many copies would be required as Christians and churches multiplied, and mary
would be worn by the faithful reading
perhaps daily, as the Bereans seasched
the Scriptures, to be assured of the truth.
—Rev. Edwin W. Rice tn Sunday-School
World.
RE D
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FOSSILIZED.
The following description of the condition of affairs:in a Southern State comes
from ong who is ¢‘ to the

manner

born,”

little ; so that the people here lose the ad-

vantages to be gained by association with
their fellows ‘of a more
enlightened
country. There are no railroads—at least
a very few ; so that thoughts travel slowly, and itis only a very few that enjoy
the luxury of an interchange of opinions
with their fellow citizens of the more enlightened States, We are almost as completely isolated-hére-as we would be were
we inhabitants of the Sandwich Islands.

We grow
our

up

imbibing

fathers—nothing

|... the translation of ‘¢ Christie’s Old Organ ” its predecessor...
Miss

Dudley

has given

her strength
to it, and the ‘book is now
ready for the press. I have now in; hand
the life of Martin’ Luther, which I am
eager to give to the
Christiups and

thoughtful people of Japan,

in order to

Show them the wide difference between
Protestantism and Reman Catholicism.
An edition of one thousand will cost about

$400

Then

I have

nearly completed

*!, The Church of Madaguscar " ; this book
will show those who are being persecut-

odfor Christ's sake, what strength, vie
tory, and honor, God gives bis suffering
Ghildren.. An edition of one thousand
will require about $550. An edition of

“The Persons of the. New Testament,” a

companion book to the Bible, will be
about $300. As soldiers, too, are being
received into our churches, I desire very
much to give them a Chrisiian soldier’s

Jif
Jy Vicars, to show
1 them how to glorify God {a their ocoupation, and in the face of unusual .tempta-

the ideas
fresh,

of

nothing

We were in a Rip Van

Winkle sleep ; but the American SundaySchool \Union has come to awaken us, and

we are

gradually coming to a state of con-

sciousness.”—Mission Work
School

in Sunday-

World.
O-0-O--0
4-0

DILIGENCE
IN TEACHING.—‘* What
could have been done more to my vineyard that I have not done in it?” Well

might God appeal

thus concerning

his

dealings with Israel. Can we take up
his words and ‘apply them to our own
work—Our work in that- little corner of

the Master's vineyard represented by
our Sunday-class ? Alas! there are very
few of us who have any right to make
such appeal ; and these few would be the

first to shrink

from making

it.

Would

not the most diligent of us cry, ‘ What
should have been done more! rather,
what have we done at all as we ought?
We see the wild grapes, indeed, but we
dare not say that

neglect!" Yet

none

let

are

due "to opr

us set God's own

‘tions. Again, both among the mission- wonderous example before us, and seek
— Sel.
.~ aries and among the native Christians, to follow it:as he gives us grace
O06
there are some who are especially adapt- |.

ed to break new ground and who wih

childrenas naturally as they eat their
daily tood. Cards of reward. with the

DoG-DAYS are over, and now the teachers will come from under the palm-trees,
and the city Sunday-school will revive.

l}

Ee)
i.
ey

ho:

hs

liness is absent.

darest to despise—
angel’s slackened hand
it, that he may rise
firmer, surer stand;

Or trusting less to earthly things,

each

force has departed
3 wretched
el.

the

can

that

bitter

Death
where.

method.

:

the

him

thee

and

over

to

to

any

beside.—Archeverywhere;

expect

Quarles.

death

be

every-

;

symptoms, as gen-

Discovery.”

Pierce’s

* Golden

READ.

GENTS :—~About nine years

re:

ARE

as ende
of

i:

tr

“EBRATED

VERMIFUGE

her a teaspoonful in the
t night, after which she

child,
i! {HY swims so EE : 3ealth 7 ofBeenmy WiHNSL
children reLd

It is not to be expected that one

so good that I had neglecied watching
‘their actions until about three weeks
ago,
when two of them presented the same sickly
app:
ce that\Fanny did nine years ago.
be worms, and went to
So I
ught it mus
work at once with
LANES
VERMIFU

possibly some buwho bear

it as

a

assed

“The

result

The

genuine
DR: €;

now is and that which

and bear the sighaures of C. McLane and
Fleming Bros.
It is never made in. St. Louis
or Wheeling.
:
Be sure ne get the genuine. Price, 25 cents

in

Fleming

a

It shows how transient and

as is

otten the case.

too soon, nor too

friends.

Let

us

sorely,

not

with

a bottle.

who

the

dark-

trust

him.—

HEUMATISM

/

the painful diseases

State.

The Course of Study

years,

consoling

of three

I. F.

EBANON

or

For

con-

PRICE,

further

dispositions

begins

or college.

M.,

Principal,

thirteen

Ts

particulars

address the

Secretary.

COLLEGE.—Rio

Gran-e, Gallia

CT
AT) wo0 Sos
College Er
Preparatory an
College

Comgiercial,
Song

viz. : €lassical and Scientific-

Calendar; - First term,

81.

Principal.

Aug.

22.

Second, Oct.

Third, Jan. 23, 1882. Fourth, Apr, 3, 1882,
College Fees $7 to $8 per term or
to $28 per

year.

feted

;

Board,
(including room rent)
yer week.
For pe BL information py
WA A. MouLTON; A.M., Rio Grande,
Gallia
Co.. Ohio.

.

N

principal

SEMINARY,

For further

10 GRANDE

J.

complete

Students fitted for business

., Ohio. The college year comaists of four
terms of ten weeks each.

EW

HAMPTON INSTITUTION .—New Hamp-

ton,

N.

H.

Kev.

Al

D, meservey,

Fn.

Ind.

of study:
raped

Basin Mes

A

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE.
now

. Waterbury

This irstitution is

under management

with. Prof. O..G.

of Rey.

D.

Augir, A.M., principal.

Powell,

Prof.

Wishing to attend .this Institution wil address
Rev. D. POWELL,
ANGOR

Phom any

Flemington, W. Va.

THEOLOGICAL

course of study.

SEMINARY.

Sept. 14.

Entrance examinations 9 A. M.

Apply
3132 py

Ndvénrber27

PROF,

to

1TWOOD

Full

Sixty-third academical year

| will-opeén Thuréday,

Spring term begms February 26.

$1. LIQUID OR DRY,

SOLD

BY DRUGGISTS,

Dry can be sent by mail.”
CHARDSON & Co., Burlington
Vt,

[1
=
~~
wil
IS UNACQUAINTED WITH THE
SEE BY EXAMINING

WHO

inneapolis
dlontevideo3——Yinnsspol

IM
\

JOHN

2

8. SEWAIL,
Bangor, Maine.

INSTITUTE.—Sena

for

eirculars

L.C. CHASE, A. M., Principal,
Co,, Ohio.

te

Lee, Athens

expense,

as

your

own

selection

from

the

f Sheet Muss, to the value of

:

foll

(Jne Dollar.

(5)

.

2 the Cou

,

to

as

2.

0 believe nothing of the kind till I am
absolutely forced
to it. 3. Never to
drink in the spirit of one who circulates:
an ill report. 4. Always to moderate,
as far I can, the unkindness which is exressed toward others. 5. Always beieve that, if the other side were heard, a
very different account would be given of
the matter.—4non.
:

«

Sullivan

Sullivan
Audran

saloct music tothe amon’ of

a

814,50.

1.L,CRAGING 60. Siieizine

¢ Sir,” said the Duke of Wellingtorr to
an (officer of Engineers, who urged the jm.
possibility of executing the directions he
had received, ¢ I did not ask your opinien,
I gave my orders, and I expect them to be

ECE

(mithnight’s .

told ns to

do?
Something very unpromising, very h
4mpossible, we think ; and we are hesita- |
ting with many misgivings us to how the
thing can be done.
But the ‘‘ how’.is the
Lord’s, not ours; the obedience is our part; /i
SE

I
fr

3

3©,

cy

2

>

Q

%

Need positive guarantee. Price $1.00 per
package. Sample package and testimonials free. Address ®

LOUIS SHITHNIGE®, Canis, Cleveland0
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CHICAGO, Rock

ISLAND & PACIFIC RY,

Being the Creat Central Line, affords to travelers; by reason of its unrivaled geo~
graphical position, the shortest and best route between the East, Northeast and
Scutheast, and.the West, Northwest and Southwest.
It is literally and

strictly-true,

that

its connections

are all of the principal lines

of road between the Atlantic and the Pac ific.
By its main line and branches it reaches Chicago, Joliet, Peoria, Ottawa,
La Salle, Geneseo, Moline and Rock Island, in Illinois; Davenport, Muscatine,
y West Liberty,
Washington, Keokuk, Knoxville, Oskaloosa, Fairfield, Des Moin
lowa

City, Atlantic,

in lowa ; Gallatin,
worth and Atchison
intermediate.
The

Avoca,

Audubon,

Trenton,
in

Cameron

Kansas,

and

Harlan, Cuthrie Center and
Council Bluffs,
an d Kansas City, in Missouri, and Leaven~
the hundreds of cities, villages and towns
{

“GREAT ROCK

| SLAND ROUTE,”

As it is familiarly called, offers to travelers all the advantages and comforts
incident to a smooth track, safe bridges, Union Depots at all connecting points,
Fast Express Trains, composed of COMMODIOUS, WELL VENTILATED, WELL
HEATED, FINELY UPHOLSTERED and ELEGANT DAY COACHES; a line of the
MOST MAGNIFICENT HORTON RECLINING CHAIR CARS ever built; PULLMAN'S
- latest designed and handsomest PALACE SLEEPING CARS, and DINING CARS
+ that are acknowledged by press and ped ple to be the FINEST RUN UPON ANY
ROAD IN THE COUNTRY, and in which superior meals are served to travelers at
the low rate of SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS EACH.
;
4
THREE TRAINS each way between CHICACO and the MISSOURI RIVER.

TWO TRAINS each way between CHICAGO and MINNEAPOLIS and 8T. PAUL,

via the famous

—~

{

ALBERT

“A

LEA

ROUTE.

January |, 1882, a new line will be opned, via Seneca and Kankakee, between
Newport News, Richmond, Cincinnati, Indianapolis and La Fayette, and Council
Bluffs, St. Paul, Minneapolis and intermediate points.
All Through
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the music selected amounts to just$1, eend onl
aay pictures, your name and #ddress: 1t in Ne
: of $l.postage stamps may be enclosed for such excess,
ye make this liberal offer because we desire to
give a present sutlicieritlylarwe to induce every one to
ve
Dobbins’ Eleetric
Soap a tral long enough to
now just how g
it is. If, after trial, they continue to use the
goap for years, we shall be Jepaid,
If they only use
the fifteen bars, getting the dollar's
worth of music
gratis, we shall loge money.
is
shows our confidence. The Soap can be bought of
all grocers
— the music ¢'n only be got of us, See ’
that our nameis on each wrapper, Name this paper.
A box of this Soap contains sixty
hgrs, Any
,
buying a box, and sending us sixty euts of Mrs. Fogy,
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.
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ON LISTENING TO EVIL REPORTS.
The longer
I live the more I feel the

ssibleto the prejudice of others.
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C EOCRAPHY OF THIS COUNTRY,
THIS MAP, THAT THE
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Sidix pills

: rT; cut from each wianien the picture of |fr
and Mrs. Eaterprize, and maj
us, with full
and address, and we will cend/you tree of
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Patience,
(The
net and the Churn),
Olfvette, (Torpedo and the Whale )

have laid down for myself in relation

I

pdrean

Passengers

D.

principal, with eight associate teachers. ‘Regular
courses of study for both sexes. Connected with
the Institution is the best commercial college in
New England.
Tele aphy a Epecially: Best’
teacher of Penmanship in the State.
P enses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each.
Be
Fall term begins August
2%, 1882. Winter term
begms November 20, 1882. 8¢nd for Catalogue to
the
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

For
further
particulars address Rev. S. D.
Church,
at.jWaterbury, or the Principal,
Miss
Lizzie Colley, at Waterbury Center.

$1 Mrortice.
SHEET MUSIC FREEof
fteen bars of Dobbins’ Electric Soap

SIFTS rnin

)

A.

Principal, or E. 8, TASKER,

send fo

s8.the

1, SWNT

alike;

to alleviate

What has the Lord

a

Fall term begins August 28.

absolute!
EE that the music is unaab
y GUARANTEE
far as in our power; not to make allow, and sold SEL
music housesat the
¥
+
.
ance for the infirmities of others; to-con~
INSTRUMENTAL.
ce
sider everything impossible that we can
Artist's Life Waltzes, (Kunster Leben,)
op 376, Strauss
76
Ever or Never Waltzes, (Tonjours on Jamals,) Waldtewsel
176
not perforny; to believe only what our
Chasse Infernale, Grand G.
Brilliant, op. 23, Kolling
176
Patrol Reveille, ~ .
.
nd
finite minds can grasp; to expect to be | Turkish
Pirates of Penzance, (Lanciers,)
D' Albert 50
Sirens
Waltzes,
.
.
ft
.
Waldteufel
6
able to understand everything. The
Fatinitza, Potpourri,
Suppe 1 00
greatest of mistakes is to live only for
Mascotte, Potpourri,
Audran 1 00
Trovatore, Potpourri,
Verdi
6
time, when any moment may launch us
Night on the Water, Idyl,
op. 03, Witton
%
Rustling Loaves,
.
.
+ op. 68, Lange
into eternity.

obeyed.”

term

particulars,

Fear

fiat

Et

each

COLLEGE.— Ridgeville,

y

can not be remedied ; not

as

adthe

teachers cf penmanship in New. England.
nography
a specialty. Expenses less than
other school of equal grade,

R

a

hear

March.

Courses of Study.—College
Preparatory,
Classical, Englich,Commercial. Special attention
given to these preparing to teach. The best Commercial Department in the State. One of the best

[4

not to yield to RIT
tr to look
for perfections
in our own actions; to
worry ourselves. and . others with what

To

and

with

extends over three

particulars,

Three terms per year, commencing on

the first Tuesday of Sept., Dec.,

PRLINU FAY KS, S66 Trustees.

A»

1.

College, itoffers
of any School in

TT

GEN
MOUNTAIN
© Center,
Vermont.

2

of others by our own ; to expect uniformity of opinion in this world; to look for
judgment and experience in youth; to

such matters:

A.

FRISBEE,

Wis.

board of assistants.

FRISBEE,

A,

SEMINARY—Northwood Ridge

H. Hutchins,

Rev. S. D. Bates, A: M., Presidentand Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy) Rev, Thomas Harrison, Av M., Professor of
Latin and Greek;
Elias Baltz, M. S., Professor of Mathematics and
German; Mrs. M. Cuscaden, M. S.,
Preceptress
and Teacher
of French;
Mrs. Emma
James,

enjoyment

importance of adhering to the

F.

each,

AUA xr

accordingly;

JVI

N. H.

A ners, scientific ‘schools ox the best yi
‘MORIUS ADAMS, A. B, P,
cipal... -

SN
2

endeavor to mold all

terms

For catalogue, or further

«It is a great mistake to set up our standard of right and wrong and judge people
the

School.

weeks in length. Fall term begins August 29.
Winter term begins December 12.
ummer
term begins March
27th, 1883. Expenses are a
low asin any similar school ir New England.

number; that it is well to be accurate.
Here, then, are fourteen great mistakes!
measure

of J.

city, and adjacent
‘to Bates
vantages superiorto those

of the

THOUSANDS OF CASES
of the worst forms of this terrible disease
ve beeh quickly relieved, and in short time,
PERFECTLY CURED.

clusion that there are fourteen of them.
Most people would say, if they told the [*
trath, that there was no limit to the mistakes of life; that they were like drops in
the ocean or the sands of the shore in

to”

ORTHWOOD

Maine.

the management

Parsons,

best

the

MISTAKES OF LIFE.
f
Somgbody has condensed the mistake
of life and arrived at

BROS.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

16th, 1383.

2

OCHESTER
SEMINARY.
Full board
of teachers and course of study.
Students
are fitted for teaching and for college. Business
course
complete and
practical. Admits both
sexes. Secures good influences. For further information address the Principal or A.J. Russell,

B, and J.F. PARSONS, A. B., with competent
assistants. "Situa
in the suburbs of a thriving

Winter term

Bo.

FLEMIMG

ness and the light, and who, whether in
the glory or the gloom, is the fountain of
infinite bliss to those
Watch-Tower.

by

Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa.,

term, April

&*

A

quarrel
our

Trust him who sends

only

VERMI-|-

FUGE

come

is manufactured

McLANE'S

the fire purifies the gold. And yet further,
it sets the relative value of the life that
to

DEALERS

Teacher of Instrumental Music. Courses
Classical, Scientific, English and Normal

fies, ennobles, and exalts the
moral
character of him who endures it well, as
is

%

Nichols Latin

IDGEVILLE

trial divinely sent will be richly blessed
for their trust in God. Thereforeone
may glory in tribulation also, because
good and most gracious ends may he
accomplished by 1t. Moreover, it puri-

truer light.

AND

w-bottle of DR. C. Me.

man mistake or error may have procured
it, and because those

ps

21st, 1882.

Ba For Catalogue address J. H.
B., yrincipal,
Pittefleld, Me., July 11, 1882,

#7 3

| ma

will say that adversity is pleasant and desirable in itself. But it may be endured
patiently, because it is ordered in a wise
providence; because it will work out

Monday, Aug.

Secretary, Rochester.

-

Under

ago I had a child

term begins

Summer

Lowell, Mass.

DRUGGISTS

Lewiston,

two years old and almost dead. The doctor I
had attending
her could not tell what ailed
her. 1 eked him if he did not think it was
worms, He said no.
However, this did not
satisfeema ac T felt convinced in my own
._I
obtained a bottle of DR.

The

‘ollege.

Winter term, Nov.
6th.
;
Spring term, Jan. 29th, 1883.

Educational.

Medical

two
stamps.
ASSOCIATION,

of Hillsdale

There are tw:
the
urses of study, embraci
Seriptures, Systematic Theology, Pastoral
Theology, Homiletics® and Chiirch History. Theological students haveaccess to the classes and lectures of the college. -Financial aid is renderedto
those needing it.
J. J. BUTLER, Sec.

BY

IN MEDICINES,

Sold by druggists. For Dr. Pierce’s

MOTHERS

:

system,

de

Superior to cod liveroil as a outri-

treatise.
ou
Consumption
send
WORLD’S DISPENSARY
MEDICAL
Buffale, N. Y.

for a moment in
glory is weig!*
this

BY ALL

tive, and unsurpassed as a pectoral.
For weak
lungs, spitting of blood, and
kindred affections, it

has no equal.

the

4138

Theological Department

Practical and Analytical Chemists.

measures of relief should be taken. Conrumption
is-scrofulous disease of the lungs; therefore use
the great anti.scrofulous or blood-purifier and
strength-restorer, Dr.

in

nual Catalogue:

disorders. Eruptions of the skin are the appearance
on the surface of humors that should be expelled
from the blood.
Internal derangements are the
determination of these same humors to some internal organ or organs, whose action they derange,
and whose substance they disease and destroy. .
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
AYER’S SARSAPARILLA expels these humors from
York. This schoel
was never in better condlsthe blood. When they are
on
thorough work in Academic Instrucsap
, such as
they ey produce u disappear
SE Ulcerations o; Hon. forNodoingprimary
instruction.
win three Sore:
the ALi ny
idney, Lungs, Eruptions andy arranged courses % study.
e Classi
Eruptive Diseases of the Skin, St. Anthony’s Fire,
Seminary
and
English
Coifrse.
For
full eatalogne.
Rose or Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules,
Blotches,
address the Principal.
:
Boils, Tumors,-Tetter and Salt Rheum,
Scald
;
R. M. BARRUS.
Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism,
N
ia, Pain in the Bones, Side and Head, Female
eakness, Sterility, Leucorrhea arising
AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
from internal ulceration “and uterine diseases,
Normal, Classi.
Mite.
College Preparatory,
Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and General De- tal, Scenic courses of study ‘for both
- sexes.
bility. With their departure health returns.
board
of teachers. Expenses 1 ow.
:

eral debality, loss ot appetite, pallor, chilly sensations, followed by night-sweats and cough, prompt:

which

of glory.

umors

are vacancies.

Graduates aided in obtaining Cmployment. Send
to this old and reliable insti n ion for the 42nd An-

that undermine health and settle into troublesome

DR. J.C. AYER &CO.,

TO CONSUMPTIVES.

College,
ST., BOSTON.

dents received at any time if there

~_cure of a series of com\— plaints which are very
~ prevalent and amieting.
t ‘purifies the blood,
Juties out the lurking

Fall

comes

The light afflictions,

some good ; because

expecteth

ADVICE

are for a moment, work out ay exceeding

and strive to see and be obedient

bring

On the appearance of the first

by it, would give ita mission of blessing to

to be submissive to the dealings

than

|.

MANUFACTURED

has
T

them. A mission of blessing, if not directly, yet indirectly, on some conditions
which they could understand and could
comply with. He would not allow it to
be an unmitigated evil to humanity. And
he has not. He has provided that it may
contribute to the most beneficent results.

Rut

belief,

wise, therefore,

Father, knowing how full this world is
of sorrow,and how constantly it affects and
afflicts his creatures who must pass all
their lives associated with it,and oppressed

is only experienced by such

Sy

of

“a

J Thorough and Practical Training in all the studies essential to those proposing
to engage in Busines 8, consisting
nsisting of
ol Book-keeping
ng as p!
in
the best mercantile houses; Penmanship, Sal
and rapid, as best adapted to business;
e-”
tic in i rc! applieation to every day work ;
Correspondeift¥, commercial and friendly; Gram.
mar; Spelling; Reéading; Composition; History;
Geography; French; German and the Higher
Mathematics, including Navigation, . One study,
or as many as can advantageously be taken up.
No classes. Separate department
for ladies. Stu-

This
compound = of
the . Vegetable Altera.
fies Sarsaparilla;Dock,

of

ion d®man to

opinions in whatever else
bishop Leighton.

Now, it seems certain that our heavenly

exceeding, and otornal.

con-

soul to save, dnd induce him to live up

harvesd-eomes,
after the toil and tears,

weight

certain

most orthodox knave in the world; and I
would rather convince a man that he has a

seed has ripened into the sweet and
gracious fruit, and when the joy ‘ofr the

evil,

in

pv

I prefer an erronéots

say,

the waiting and weeping of all that
gone belore.

lights

every lamp in the whole church of Christ
over the land. Brooklyn is not lighted by
two or three calcium-burners in the public
squares, hut by innumerable lamps distributed into every Fires} and alley.
A
genuine revival means a trimming of per-sonal lamps.— Theodore L. Cuyler._

taste.

‘fliction has subsided, and after the

affliction is light and
the comparison; the

2

electric

Qollegie

COLLEGE.

666 WASHINTON

For Purifying the Blood.

are

Trow-

spicuous places, but the steady shining

*¢ it is good for me that I bave been afflicted,” says it after the anguish of - the! af-

and an eternal

and

Admits both Sexes,
and’

Commercial

AYER'S SARSAPARILLA

mainspring,

Whatwe need is not the blaze of a few

remote and uncertain ; the pain and grief
it brings are present and positive. No
chastening for the present seems joyous,
but grievous. Faith is not strong enough
to grasp the remote and uncertain good,
and triumph over sense, which suffers in
the present and certain evil of adversity.

real good.

world

profession

mockery.—Sword

powerful

Thereforewe call it evil, and not good.

seeming

from" the

COLLEGE.~Michigan.

Sec.

POUGHKEEPSIE, N. Y. A somplete college
course
for women, with Schools of Painting and Music,
.and a preparatory department. Catalogues sent.
10t28
8. L. CALDWELL, D. D., President.

ht

$777 SE

contradict

the

S000

repel it. The medicine may work good in

So that out of the

we

teach

the face’and hands of mere

THE MISSION OF SORROW.

who

we

Lspas

FUL-

A. HOWE;

COMER’S

the outward becomes a total failure. When

__** Manifold are the uses of adversity.”
Not only are its uses manifold, but often
very blessed. And yet we do not welcome adversity. We shrink from it; we

And he who said, and he

useless,

and

S.J.

VASSAR

editors,

A YEAR and expenses to agents.

nothing” worth its knowing.
It is a
great pity when, for lack of the inward,

&-9-o

to

other,

Bieyeles.
Thousands in daily use i 5 doc-

tors, lawyers, ministers,

SCHOOL

D.D., or Prof. JOHN

01
a
y
Room, 40 to 75 2h mpi week. Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimi ted time, $30,
Music 302 and Painting $12 a term.
For
ogue address,
;
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

AA merchants, &c., &c.
Send 3c.
gly stamp for elegantly illustrated36
page catalogue to

Religion whenit ceases

not going we are

And judge none lost; but wait and see,
With hopeful pity, not disdain; The depth of the abyss may be
The measure of the hight of pain
And love and glory that may raise
This soul to God in after days!
}
~—Adelaide Proctor.

bitter

i
Jk

to be useful,
and is only set up for
decorative purposes, is an utterly vain
thing.
If we are not wound up by the
'| divine hand we cannot go, and if we are

May henceforth learn to use his wings.

‘ PI
JER

“|

THEOLOGICAL

CHENEY,
i

studiés.

COLUMBIA

order, or had not been wound up.
Nothing could bé learned from them ; they were
oRpamental
apologies for clocks,
and
nothing
more.
;
Even so the example of
professing Christians is of small service to
the world if the real life and power of god-

unsubstantial are the earthly; how pure,
and who knows whereof he ‘affirms. In full, and abiding are the heavenly. Ada letter he says; There is no immigra- versity, may be one of our very best
ga
we may not find eut the
tion"to this State—at least comparatively vin
value gf our best friends till long after,

advanced, presents.itfor the sake of the rich knowledge that is new, nothing
pouring in from all the dark lands ef self to our minds. Our notions of things
earth. know there are Sunday-school in general, of the Sunday-school work
teachers who are doing all that talent and in particular, have been framed for us
enthusiasm ean do,—only let their num- .one hundred years ago. Our system—
bers multiply. We are doing our best to when we have a system—has become foscreate a Christian literature for the sake silized, and we are handling a muminy
of the rapidly increasing churches and when we should be handling a warm,
Sunday-schools ; you will see the neces- live, throbbing body. We got lost many,
sity of feeding these growing minds, with many years ago, and generation after genhealthfnl life-giving thoughts.
I feel eration has been wandering around in a
grateful for the $200 sent to Japan, for circle, each stepping in the footprints of
into Japanese;

you were sure to he: deceived. The "fact
was that all these timepieces were ont of

B.

N, D. D,, Lewiston, Maine.

Ho

BARLOW’S INDIGO BLUE!
t
ranaty
and, Quant,t]
mars Dello,
233 North Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

In a hotel were a number of clocks, one

COLLEGE

further information address the Pres

. 0.

| LO!
;

T

at least for each room, but as they each
told a different story, they were never depended on, and if you did believe them,

May be a token, that below
The soul has closed in deadly fight
With some infernal fiery foe,
Whose glance would scorch thy smiling grace
And cast thee shuddering on thy face!
a

ATES

Be

Store and One Tefiement 0f7 |

Rooms at od dy Park... RITE Ss
_
for
JSC)
WHITE, Lewiston, Me.
June 7, 1882,
. 24tf

O-0-0-0-0

" Aod of his heart thou canst not see;
What looks to thy dim eyes a stain,
“In God's pure light may only be
A scar, brought from some well wor field,
Where thou wouldst only faint and yield.

the end, but it is

One Grocery

UNWOUND CLOCKS.

Vellum or strong parchment was in oc- ‘The good it works is to our apprehension

casional use in the apostolic age,
cheaper Egyptian papyrus was

Like other

churches. He writes, ‘* Let them be led
to this by a loving teacher, or even turned
into a garret alone with a respectable lot

to lengthen out

the

but,

idings, andof the good
it does as a means of instruction for both
adults and children. Native teachers and
preachers use many of the illustrations
from its pages in their addresses.”
The Rev. J. H, DeForest, of Osalka,
Japan, strongly urges the need of giving
a greater impulse
toward self-denying

forming
venting

upon

treasures by too frequent mention of them.

cvidence—a turning from idols to serve
the living Ged—they are made one with
the church. In many places in the southern

work

fell

and

they know that Jesus has died for them,
. and on this siraple belief and its outward

missionary

perished or were lost in the persecutions

their enemies to a work written over the first.
Hithertothe

NOT,

Judge not; the workings of his brain

The fall thou
May be the
Has suffered
: And take a

For Sale or'To Let.

to the Omnipotent, and that the Allwise
| cannot err. So let us hush our querulous
questionings and do his will.

The look, the air, that frets thy sight,

MANUSORIPT OOPIES OF
TESTAMENT.

Sunday- unusual

schools are, in Japan, the chief means of
spreading the gospel buth among adults

JUDGE

5

-

Fipessom XIHL.—September 24.

W £5

Bowels.

Japanese texts can

:

we forges that there is nothing impossible

and

many a worker.

»

¢ Selections.

291

Kidneys, Liver

- Snnday School.
hg
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carried on

Fast

Express

Trains.

iy

For mbre detailed information, see Maps and Folders, which may be obtained, @.8
well as Tickets, at all principal Ticket Offices in the United States and Canada, or of

R. R. CABLE,
Vice-Pres’t & Cen’l Manager,

CHIC ACO.

Es ST. Jonn & Pass'r Ag'te

L

and faith and hope. Let us, even while we
weep, go bravely on with our appointed

work till the day of life is done.
meeting our afflictions, they shall
for us-a sure and abiding glory.

N

Thus
work

‘ Grow in grace.” In commenting upon
this familiar injunction of Peter, a distinguished scholar has justly said: ¢ Religionis as susceptible of cultivation and of growth,

.as any other virtue of the soul.
There is
no piety im the world which is not the result of

cultivation,

and

which

can mot

be

measured by the degree of care and attentian

bestowed

eminently

upon

it.

pious, any

No one

more

becomes

than one

be-

comes eminently learned or rich, who does
not intend to; and, ordinarily, men in re-

ligion are what they design to be. If this
is so, then'we may see the propriety of the

injunction to * grow in grace.”

_THE MORMON HORROR.
Thirty-five years ago an advance guard
_ ‘was sent out in search of a place where
Mormonism might grow and thrive in
defiance of law and the moral sentiment

of the age.

immediately the Mormon

made,

effeminacy a sin, and

than force; it involves

Soon

yet if the record

of crimes

committed

at

‘and those who do work have little skill.

Christian

land"ia "the last half of the nineteenth
century could have endured, with scarcely a protest, such terrible wrongs. Had
it not been rocked from center to circumference by the mighty
death throes of
that other monstrous evil which has been
justly aamedjthe ‘sum of all villainies,”
it is searcely possible that. this terrible
blot of polygamy could so long have
stained the fair face of our country.
Not to speak now of the sufferings involved in the sundering of the bonds of
holy matrimony, borne often in silence
and unrecorded save

in heaven,

nor

of

the ten thousand evils incident to the
system, but insidious and to the careless
eye unseen, what shall we say of such
« facts as the following, furnished by

Mrs.

A. G. Paddock, for many years a resident
of Salt Lake City :
A prominent citizen, who filled various
hportagk offices, tied his fifteen-year-old
wife to a post, and whipped her with an

ox whip, because she would net say, “Yes,

gir,” and *¢ No, sir,” to him.
A

well-known

resident

of

fh
the

purpose

of them ; the cause of Christ. languishes:
through their defects. If one-half of our
church members ‘sere as strong as they
might be, the working force would be
increased tenfold. The majority shirk,

,a heap that might almost rival the Rockies
themselves !
:
that a

a right

consecrated, active, skillful energy. Such
as know not what to do, nor how to do,
are weak, babes.
The churches are full

whieh-it has thrown its sanction, were
written out ip full, the books would make

incredible

who

creaseth strength.” Wisdom is knowledge applied, and strength in the Liord-is

the instigation of this gigantic evil, of
sufferings caused by it, of wrongs over

It seems

some

and skill to execute.
¢ The wise man is
strong, and the man of understanding in-

the wilderness began outwardly to ~blossom
as the rose:
But not so, inwardly.

Several years before the hegira, plural
marriages had been secretly consummated
by the Mormon leaders, and as soon as
they had pasded the pale of civilization
the new revelation permitting and commanding polygamous marriages was promulgated, and a great dark shadow settled down upon the doomed territory.
Only thirty-five years have passed away,
a single generation, a mere span of time;

rebukes

are babes when they might be men. His
idea of strength is practical.”It is more

and

refugees began

to pour into the Salt Lake region.

nine-

tenth ward, a saint in good standing,
tried to drown one of his wives because

"|" 8hé refused to take his team and haul corn

¢¢ He that winneth souls is wise,” 7. e., he

is ¢ strong

in

the

meazs to ends, lays

Lord.”
hold

of

He

adapts

souls,

an open

"

without

the

floor,

garret, in bitter winter
, bedding,

or any

in

weather,

comforts.

The woman had a baby only five days old
at the time, but she was ** possessed by
an evil spirit,” and the husband felt it to

‘be his duty to resort to severe measures.

Sla

:

dl

and

more

themselves.

by

would

prefer |to worship

In /the

thaj this preacher

was

an ‘ifiveterate

| y Boker, and

when traveling spent much
of his time in the ‘‘ smoking car.” Upon

our remarking

that if his

thus aristocratic

and

people

the subject of Christian consecration

has

had a high place. There is a deep and
pervading feeling that this is mow our
special need. Great issues are at stake,
the age is one of investigation, enterprise,
progress in ‘every department of life.

exclusive, it might

sequence, this may be no evil, but a good.
If financial
measures
and
political
schemes
useful in themselves
linger
through poor advocacy, the result is not
so disastrous. Bat if the immortal interests involved in the gospel suffer from the

formation, and so we reserved the subject
for subsequent thought and investigation.

For a clergyman to smoke asia gentleman-in a common smoking car, may
mean that he declines joining his comrades

mer.
Strengtk is a precious treasure. IL pays
a large return. Every one enjoys its use.
It is an unspeakable luxury in experience.
One feels ennobled by ability to do difficult tasks and effect large results. All
men honor such strength and emulate it.
Success in gaining wealth or fame finds
its best reward in the consciousness of
ability it brings, and the esteem for ability it excites in others. ¢‘ Strength in the

were caught in it

Lord” adds the higher luxury of seeing

the Saviour.
best of all.
tests it.

to

This strength is highest and

The truest sense of men

at-

Why are the virtues of the de--

brance, while bad men are forgotten

but once, and

this

oc-

curred in case of great haste to board a’
crowded train. As soon as we were reminded of the state of affairs by an atmosphere suggestive of the pit, we remonstrated with the

promise of

conductor, and

the first

vacated

got

seat

the

else-

where. In the meantime, we proceeded to
take a survey of our surroundings. What
especially attracted our attention was a
group of four men, facing each other by

twos and intensely,engaged, over a table
or stand between them, at card playing,
whilst

from

possibly four

beneath

wreaths

of smoke,

a like number of noses,

arose to form a worse than sulphurous
cloud above their

parted more cherished than their vices?
Why are the good held in sweet remem-

We never

mous

preacher,

heads.
it

or joins no such crowd

is

fair

Now
to

this

fa-

presume,

as that, in such a

influences often come from those who
have finished their earthly toil? It is all
because strength in the Lord has infinite

place, but sits apart wrapped in his own
smoky meditations,
Perhaps, moreover, his general position and attitude distinguishes him from
the generality of smokers. We.have noticed that many are apt, when enjoying

merit, and the moral sense of our race

this luxury, to-sit back with feet-elevat-

execrated? Why are men * strong in
the Lord” more useful often after death

than before?

Why do the most helpful

is,

compelled to recognize it. So we remember the good and forget the evil.

ed, where

We are commanded to be strong, hence

drill, study, practicesto gaj efiiciencyin
secular affairs, but expect ‘God

spiritusl skill direct

It is sin not to be

is possible,

and having

who can compute or repair the

so great a blessing

comes

less?

If

to hifi who

converts the sinner from the error of his
ways, what shall the lot be of him who
fails in duty and leaves the soul to perish
in sin ?
It is not for a creed or dogma that we

would contend.

A doctrine that exists

only as an abstraction is deceptive and
worthless. Theory or no theory it is the
heart and the life that tell. - What is, now

"fiiogtneeded in the pulpit is real, full consecration to Christ and his work—the
anointing
from
on high. What the
church most needs is this same consecration of mind, heart, will, means, influence

—all for God and humanity.
THE SCHOOL QUESTION IN BELGIUM.
A very interesting controversy has been
in progress in Belgium for two yesrs over
the question whether the public schools
shall be ander the control of the Church
or the State. In 1842, a law was passed

that there should be at least ode primary

school in every commune, except where
one school may serve for several communes,or where education is provided for

afford them a better view of it.
men

hardly

have

wmsthetic tendencies!

supposable

that

our

Some

= “It

is

classical

friend ever condescends to assume such
a rakish and * don’t care” attitude and

wise to

tlemanly ‘smoking. Some ‘men, either
from the want of taste or money, smoke

bad pipes and bad cigars.

The materinl

used, may have been hurt in the

curing,

or in some other way, and so the fames

gibbeted

in

libelous songs.
the priesthood

caricature,

lampooned

in

Neither the dignity of
nor the sanctity of the

pulpit lias availed to save them
schools from the most

scurrilous

or their
abuse.

tia +h eat hat EB
a da

¢¢ perhaps the most inviting field for missions.
the whole of South America
ry operations.in

The Sultan has hesitated so long ‘about pro.
claiming Arabi Pasha a rebel that it must be
but lictle

satisfaction to

England

to

have

i;

done now, The reasons,
for this hesitation are
rene- | munifest,—his dislikeef the Kbhedive,who is but
gades, wolves in sheep's clothing, Zulus, the tool of the Sultan's enemies, —his fear
nihilists, rotten hearts, whited sepulehers,
Heretics,

schismatics,

apostates,

apostates of Satan, men who go abot to”
gather the

largest

possible

souls for the devil, are a

harvest of

fair

sample

of

the epithets applied to them.
It was the policy of cruel

:
and wily

priests * to keep the chiidren

of liberal

parents out in the cold at the church door,
waiting for their lesson in thé catechism;
to thrust them into inferior places during

divine service, while the children of the

of alienating his Mobammedan. subjects, who
sympathize almost universally with Arabi,—
and the thought that the overthrow of Arabi

will end even his nominal rule in Egypt; for
the substantial revenues he now receives will
not more than pay the English for

their pres-

ent efforts, nor will the English readily give up
the prize when it is won. So the Sultan,
unpleasant as it is to him, declares Arabi u
rebel and offers to aid in the war, forming an
alliance with the natural enemies of his subjects, with the hope of lessening England's

Catholic
schools
are
-ostentatiously influence when the settlement shall come.
brought to the tront; to adopt -every The wonder to us on this side the water is that
means which could degrade them in the. England shoald be willing to bother with him
eyes ot their fellows. In the confesssional ‘or seek his help,at all, It may be needed just
they were taught to refuse obedience to now ; but it is a broken reed, or worse, a staff
that shall pierce the hand that leans upon it.
their parents and do anything rather than
attend the liberal school.”
:
The Missionary Helper for Sept.— Oct,
As to the results of this frenzied strugcontains the earnest and stirring paper on the
gle, Mr. Leach says: *¢ The conflict bas immediate needs of the India Mission, presen-/
produced bitter - divisions in parishes ted by Mrs. Hills at Ocean Park. It-should be
where harmoony used to prevail. It has widely read. ' Mrs. Ramsey, anticipating the
alienated vast numbers of her peaceful close of the financial year, asks, ‘* Have we
followers from the church.

Ithas shaken

the authority of the priesthood in districts
where it was deemed

to

be

immovable.

It has driven a large proportion of the
agricultural population into the Liberal
party.”
oy
Sad as this struggle is, we can not but
hope that it is the feul scum which denotes
the fermentation of truth in the Catholic
church of Belgium. It is earnestly to be
hoped that the Liberal party will stand
firm until the school system of Belgium
is made unsectarian.
I

1

is

called

E. K. Davis tells the * Story of a Bed-quilt,”
which will well repay reading.
How many
people there are who bless the memery of

good ** Saint Indefatiguble!”
The number is
full of good things, We can not believe thst
any of our readers could

by it.

is hard
make a
a great
pockets

to

the

fact

that

at work, but one swallow can.
summer. We pray earnestly
opening of eyes and hearts
during the next few days

not
for
and
and

be

interested

the magazine

regulariy send to Mrs. Brewster, 91 Smith St.

Providence, R. L. for this as a specimen nun
ber.
:
>
Strange as

it may

seem,

there

are

truth

are anxfogis to woo truth, und to win it, but
afterward they neither love it nor care to wear

it. But of what use is the advice of a physi
clan, whos2 counsel we have sought,
if straight.
way we go and forget the thing he has told us?
And of what value or help is a wholesome
precept in morals, or a deep spiritual truth,

if

we forthwith put it aside and think no more
about it? Some one bas said;** To let go old
truths is as hurtfulas to adopt new errors.”

The attention of all, espeeially of pastors, is
called to the last resolution on Foreign Mis
sions, passed by the New England Association
at Ocean Park, and published with others this

We hope

the firs

Sa

DIY

Detobe

will be observed as requested, and that in all
our churches fervent praye
willrs
that day gps!

up to God for the re-enforcements that are so
greatly needed. Let the situation be frankly
and fully statedto all the people and the d-

vine Spirit will certainly move in the hearts of
thousands who shall listen.
We insert here

weeks.

the following paragraph from the Annual Report of our Foreign Mission for 1882, which

NOTES.
+

fail to

Let all who do not have

seekers who are not also truth-keepers,” They

3. JL

The attention of all our pastors and

churches

done all we can?’ A letter from Mrs. Bache.
ler speaks tenderly of the departed Miss Crawford. There is also a letter from Dr. Nellie
Phillips, addressed to Ohio friends.” Mrs. C.

In a communication to the

National

Educa-

tional Assembly, in sessibn at Ocean Grove,
Secretary Teller gave expression to the fol-

~has just been recelved :
Again we are constrained to say-to our friends

at home that more men are greatly needed in
this large and promising field. As yet no one
has signified
his desire to enter "upon this

lowing important opinion on the vexed ques«
tion of Indian civilization: I believe that with
work, so far as we are aware.
Several strong
men
for excellent openings at prominent
the Indians placed on reservations, they can be
made useful citizens, if the Government
will points in these districts of Midnapore aad Dala"Sore are urgently needed at once.
How long
make
ample provision for putting the chil- must we wait for them ? Will the churches at
dren in properly conducted schools—schools
home remember our want, and ip the spirit of

not simply teaching book knowledge, but educating them into the ways of civilized life. With
additional labor, schools established within
easy communication with the tribe, yet mat
near enough to allow the influences of savage
life to counteract and undo the work of the
school, we may hope to repeat on a large
scale what Capt. Pratt and Mrs Armstrong
have so successfully done at
Carlisle and
Hampton.
Heretofore we have confined our
efforts tothe. education of a. few, hoping to
make such persons-teachers and examples to
their savage brethren; but experience bas demonstrated that a few well-educated youths

can nol withstand
savage

life,

the baleful influences of

with which they are at once

rounded on their return to

their

sur-

tribe.

We

can not hope for thegpeedy civilization of the
Indian unless we can \extend our educational

efforts so as to include the great mass of Indian children. To do this now, as the Indians
may be located on reservations easy of access,
isonly a question of appropriation and the
ordi support of the administrative authori
ties.

Ly

pd

our Lord's command, idm in the last
verse of the ninth ehupier of the Gospel of
Matthew,

lift

up

their

earnest

prayers

for

more laborers ? And will the young men in
the schools at home seriously consider the condition and claims of these perishing millions *
The article on

* Untenable

Close Communion,”

by

E:q., which appeared

Arguments

Theodore

M.

for

Banta,

in the Siar of August

16, hes been republished in circular form for
general distribution. Mr. Banta 18 a trenchant
writer, and is a thorn in the. flesh of Close

Communioniém.

But Ged put him there, and

may he there be » means of grace unto others
even as Paul’s
him.

thorn

‘undoubtedly

was

unto

The Indian Report of the Orisa Baptist
"Mission for 1881—1882, which we have re
ceived, states that the Mission has done more

in printing and distributing the Word of God

durfog the past ten years
am in any formel
decade daring the sixty yedrs of the work of
thé..missiog. During the year, 47 ecomverts
have been baptized; 290 of them at Cuttack

where Dr. Buckley is stationed.

by private schools. Moral and religious
The Anti-Compulsory Vaccination folks are
A pastor whom
The Christian Advocate
instruction was to be provided for by | endorses
as one of the most useful pastors in to have a conferencein Hartford the 96th inst.
delegates from the religious bodies, But the South writes as follows to that paper :
to consider the bést means to adopt to effect
as there are only 15,000 Protestants in the
In the South there are many white men, the total abolition of compulsory vaccination,
SER

entire country,
the remaining being
Catholics with the exception of three
thouaand Jews, the school system rapid-

passed under Catholic control. In
1879, the Liberal party felt itself strong

chance to ascend, and at the same time to constitutional basis of 1842 of indépendent

He

send

lack of those to whom they are entrusted,

their hats or whatever head gear they
may chance to wear, slightly elevated in enough to reassert the authority of the
front, 50 as to give the smoke a freer. State in official schools and reverg:to the

demeanor as that. “The quality of smoke
also may have something to do with gen-

to

from heaven.

does inspire, but limits his gifts to those

who strive.

that

before the bishop's answer canld be obtained.
[Those who have adhered to the
national cause] have been burnt in effigy,

or particularly

its capital city Cuiaba, situated in the cep.
tral part of the continent, is spoken of

|alternative.
there is but one
Mr. Perkins | week.

world are half-hearted, and fail as a con-

not be agreeable (0 them to have their
pastor associate with the common crowd,
including the unwashed, that resort to
that particular locality, ¢“ Oh,” said he,
‘he always smokes as a gentleman.”
That puzzled us.
We thought we would
not expose our ignorance by asking for in-

dying

next Sabbath is the day designated
for collections in behalf of the Boston
church. God tries us ofttimes by the gift
Let us remember this
till he became a conqueror and more than of opportunities.
How we shall come out of the
a conqueror. The bright catalogue of just now.
the world’s benefactors is well known —if trial it is for us to say. It is reasonable
not here,in the records of the book of life. to assume that no miaicle will be wrought.
The work to be done is so great and A large sum of money must be pledged for.
pressing, and the number. of gospel labor- the purchase of the Shawmut Avenue
ers is still so few, that we can not afford church before the first of November, or—

were

trayel has been very limited.

rich blessings flow to others and glory

course

of the conversation, he stated the fact

into himself and adapts it to his fellow-

-

bl

exclusive,

of the pastime in that locality? 'Our observation in this department of public

suades and saves.
‘The gospel is the
power of God,” and he takes that power

manage church affairs and promote piety,
Are these men, called saints,” brutes? courage, harmony and ¢fficiency. This
In condemning them, however, it must is the Christian’s stock in trade, the talent
not be forgotten that the system is chiefly given. Woe to those who bury their talresponsible for their degradation. It is ont and gain no increase! The poverty
I"
a

agreeable to the members of his{ society,
as they were somewhat high-toned and

in card playing, the usual accompaniment

per-

from the farm.
The woman was saved are responsible for creating the endowby the interterence of neighbors, and at ment. ‘‘Be strong” means make yourselyes
the investigation which
followed, these’ strong; develop active force and skill.
neighbors testified that the husband had
eaten the woman, * until her flesh was | This is accepted in physical and mental
life, but not so fully in spiritual things.
like a piece of putrefied liver,”
Another saint in the Fourteenth ward We serve apprenticeships, go to school,
chained one of his wives to

revengeful. A mule, a dog, a reptile, can

is not a

there

“BE 8TRONG IN THE LORD.”
This is a peculiar exhortation. Paul is
earnest, and repeats himself. He styles

With a sagacity that befitted

a better cause a selection was

ugly and

torn by uncertainty and the fear of

~
=~ BE a
ll

com-

it: But a

can be proud,

In the various gatherings ofthe season,

there ‘‘is no child’s play,” Ia South Amerie,

the province of Matto Grosso,

—

their

to do

vin-

idea of toleration, liberty of conscience, ang
‘parental authority,” in their attitude toward
Protestantism, but the progress of the truth

el D SETSOS

us

dictive-are quite sure
very weak man

and

~ CONSECRATION.

Austria, religious libertyIs gaining ground,
In Italy, the Papists have but a * feshle

LI

nature, make

The proud, willful,

for

sion has been cut short that the priest
might obtain the instruction
of his
bishops ; the poor moribund all the while

I,

possible,

otherwise

were

than

bilities

a

and

panion,—if we can not welcome them with
a smile, let us, at least, make thé best of
their presence. Let us never lose courage

weakness

may mean.

In some cases the dying person's confes-

Jesuitismthe
, Catholic church must become

everywhere an organization of higher pogs;.

EE

live with us; when calamities, of whatever name

strength?

mistake

that

cr

ot the Catholic priest and people; and as
soon as, at confession, the avowal was
made that the
penitent in any way supported the official schools, the little door
of the contessional was closed and the
suppliant dismissed nnabsolved.
* * *

national schools. “These schools were to

be supported by the commune and not

by thé Church.

It was'also enacted that

in

financial

circumstances,

colored women, by whom ihey

their living together dating

or thirty years.
by

these’my

though

they

living with

have

back

families,

twenty-five

These women were selected

wives in unte-bellum

were

never

formally

days, al-

married.

They have
happily together, and the women would likéto be formally married.
The

husbands objectX

The laws of South Caroltha,

under pain of imyrisonment, forbid the inter.
marriage of whitéand colored.I can not now,
in their declining
years, recommend these
womento leave thelr
children and homes
where they have lived in great comfort all
these years. Now, suppose the lives
of
These Wome ure Fegalur and sXamplery in evr

excep

8 one,

and

they

a

d the Methodist ey ably
the teaching of any dogma contrary to to bewimitteto
ve Lhe sacrament
the creed ot the Catholic chureh should . aceep
or reject
ut, ai 1 40
t them
be prohibited, and that the priest

be in«

vited to continue as a pastor the religious
instruction which he had previously given
as a master. Against this legislation and
liberal movement the Chureh concentrated

all her energies. It was her plan to embarass the Staie at every step. Most of

thereof become
offensive
to
others the teachers were Catholics and easily
whose tastes and- habits are different.
Ldissuaded from entering ~ unsectarian
"

It seems to us that the editor of

the

Advo-

cate answers the question correctly, when

he

concludes that they are morally, though not
formally
y married, and that the pastor should
not hesitate to receive them to the sacraments.

What reflections does such

a state of things

call forth! How dark a shadowis still left upon the fair South by the terrible critiof slayery, and how many years must yet

before it shall be altogether lifted!

pass

>

away

an

SEE

EURO

A

Ah, friends, when Sorrow, with her
white lips and beseeching look, comes to

not some

** as a gentleman,” whatever

grace; without

though all too slowly, being ‘met. In Spaip
the loss of power and influence by the Jesuits
ediable. Purified of
seems complete and

and also for the purpose of organizing »
League for united uction, About a score of
M. D.s have appended their names to the
call for the conference.

eS

hopeful, even joyfal, and confident, through
" © every storm and trial.

.Do

smoking car,

mo

absolution;

, No possible salvation, is the

to be

eS

firm, calm,

smoke

8 common

it is some comfort to know that he goes
there not as a rowdy or a rough, but to

absolution,

no

wants

a

make them

would

them which

suited to him' as

conciliate, falter or persevere, be fickle or
brave, to be silent or to give testimony,to,
bury talent or increase it, is ever at hand.
If we yield to the wrong we grow weak,
if we stand to the right we grow strong.

without

confession,

are deep religious

|

INN

d the triwe are to understand that.amiall
als of life they should have that within

tain unto it. But if a minister at Christ's
holy altar must from habit or for sanitary (!) purposes resort to a place so ill

Without

France, there

| satisfied,” and that these wants are gradually,

The Christian who puts aside his religion
because he is in a° worldly company. has been
likened
te a man who puts off his: shoes be
cause he is walking among

BT

reverses
But
all.

care, from bereavements, from
at
Not
disappointments?
and

be too high for us, so that we can not at-

or encourage, hinder or help, strive or

We make a few

It may | quotations :

a

from

exemption

understand

to

we

Are

to his disciples?

Now, in all this, possibly the marrow of feat the goverament.

a

Christ promised

which

crime!

obstruct

that * underneath the professed skeptieism apg
to de- even atheism, now unhappily so prevalent in

account of the methods employed

equal the excited man in these bad deeds.
Raging passion, a stubborn will, burning
leader in the Mormon church to-day whose jealousy, in one capable of strength are as
hands are not stained with human blood! signs of the weakest of weakness. All Who are the men that succeed? Not alIt is a terrible arraignment, but the sin, unkindness, greed or selfishness, are | ways those of the greatest ability, learncharge is sustained by the facts. Indeed, weak as they are wicked. Satan f the ing, opportunity ; but those possessing
thereis no crime against man, or sin prince of weakness, but Christ is
singleness of purpose and+ persistence.
against God, which has not- been freely might, because King of righteousness. A half hearted man never succeeds in
and shamelessly committed for this latter- -Sin often seems strong, raves and dashes any thing.
* Unstable as water, thou
day church and at its command !
about like a giant and destroys, but in shalt not excel.”
:
These then are a. few of the charges the end it will be plain that all was frandWhy do worthy enterprises often make
which constitute our indictment of the ulent and deceiving. Itis really destroy- little advancement, or utterly fail, while
Mormon horror :—It has cruelly robbed
ing its victims, and all who yield to its others inferior obtain high prominence? It
woman of her most precious heritage; it
-| wiles sink to utter disgrace. The man depends upon their supportand following.
has turned wives into slaves and made
who resists provocation, holds. fast to A good cause must be worthily prosecutmotherhood a curse rather than a crown;
honor and truth, and cleaves to the Lord ed, or it will linger and give way to
it has despoiled childhood of its rights;
is strong. All others are weak. And those more energetically put forward.
it has debased and brutalized manhood ;
the weakest of all are those who seem Worldly men understand this. Not all
it has sanctioned and commanded the
“indeed. Not all of them are in their genstrong in sin.
most diabolical crimes; it has defied huIf the brotherhood will control self, re- eration wiser than the children of light;
man law; and it has blasphemously arsist passion, seek duty, bear burdens, co- hence failures everywhere abound. Still
rogated unto. itself the sanctions of a
operate:in service, ‘‘ study to be workmen the maxim holds. Worldly, selfish, base
beneficent God.
‘
that need not be ashamed,” they will men frequently pursue their schemes with
1s it not, then,time that the moral sense
steadily increase in the grace the apostle indomitable perseverance, and in that reof the country were fully aroused? For,
enjoins. Great will be the comfort to spect set : n example deserving all imitaindeed, this is a living horror; it. is not
them, and the froitage in souls saved, . if tion.
dead nor decadent. It is even now lengththey do it. They feel the need of it, are - The best cause ought to have the best
ening its cords and strengthening its often in agony because they lack it.. The support. Is it not a shame to see secular
stakes, Its missionaries are constantly Lord Jesus longs for more
strength plans prosperous, while sacred objects
winning recruits. Itis only waiting to
among his people, and all who perceive side by sidewith them are dwindling and
gain a little more ‘power when it will pat
the possibilities of Christian power, strive dying?—to see a town full of life and
its hand upon the very neck’ of the gov- and cry for strong men in the Lord. In
vigor, while the church is weak and falernment. Already the winds from the one way these prayers can be answered.
tering ?—to see the physician, the lawSalt Lake Valley come laden with sullen One by oney each disciple for himself
yer, the merchant, achieving success by
threatenings.
Ex-congressman Cannon must use the facilities for growth, and
well directed efforts, while the minister
cries aloud in the Mormon Tabernacle:
seek the discipline dnd experience which is time-serving and ineflicient? But such
|- In spite of Congress,
in spite of any create strength. Then our weak mem. instances are too common.
:
statue,leveled against us, in spite of a bers will become pillars in the church of
What
an
example
did
Jesus
set
forall
fanatical and hostile pulpit, in spite of all
the hostile forces that can be brought God, and rejoice in being ¢* strong in the his followers! He was ever consecrated
against us, we must and will continue to Lord.”
to his work, about his Father’s business,
:iy
r HM
—=ie
fight for our privileges without flinching
going about duing good, with singleness
a
aa)
or wavering, but with unswerving faithorpurpose,
earnesiness, perseverance; so
SMOKES
AS
A
GRY:
So
fulness.
Th- wer 0ay an enthuskdstic” 4d firer laboring and finishing
the work that God
- What more is ncadad?
of one of the most popular preachers of gave him to do. The apostle Paul had
Before it shall be too late, let us blight
New England, in describing him and bis the same spirit. Once set upon the right
and wither this horror with the ~odiom
congregation, which usaally ‘erojds his course he followed it without faltering
rightfully belonging to it. ;
‘church, remarked that this was not quite through all opposition, besetments, trials,

not too muchto say that

|
by the peace

What are we to understand

or chdritable, to shirk or serve,

of the hundreds of murders consummated,
Tt is
and at the command of the church!

and

divine

is

kind or ugly, haughty or humble, jealous

red to the attempted drowning ef his wife
by a Mormon saint; but have not spoken

skies.

in storiuless

there

-erous, cross or gentle,dilatory or prompt,

We have refer-

gotten by this monster.

The oc-

of Macmillan's Magazine, ives a detailed

so as not unWg8pect.

the thing has not been touched.

casion to be fretful or patient,stingy or gen-

Brutalities such as shame our manhood
and make us blush for our race fill but a
small portion of the catalogue of evils be-

Blessed is the man who carries about in
heart a glad, sweet song of - thanksgivhis
~
It is summer in his soul
ing and praise.
shines

and - gigantic

of this organized

A growing and practical interest in the
highest welfare of our fellow-men is as
suYe an evidence of genuine soul-growth,
as increasing reverence toward God.

The inefable peace, which
:
eterna’, reigns there.

feeling,

and of the choicest flav
necessarily to offend in that

thorns.|:

EN

to the Editor, and all letters
SR
be
on businéss, remittances of money, acs should ConH.
r, Dover,
Publishe
the
to
d
addresse
of
side
tributors will please write only on ene
their paper and not roll 1t preparalosy to mailaddress, not
ing. Trey must send full name and
necessarily for publication. We cannot return
manuscripts unless stamps are sent for that purpose. We need at least a week in which to decide
whether we can ygse contributions of any length.
We have a large corps of paid editorial and special
contibutors and cannot pay for articles contributed by others unless an understanding is had to that
effect before publication.
:

. The sun

in

we must choose between them,

—in a degradation forced upon them from
without; but the men suffer in character,
—in degradation voluntarily “af8umed,
taken up and cherished from within,
‘Would, however, that it were unnecessary to proceed farther in the arraign ment

ed tor publication

mmunications d

alternatives of strength or weakness, and

for Sep.
World concery.
Christian
We welcome
is fair to presume that our popular | schools. The children were frightened;pa- | tember,
with its thetimely
information
preacher with an alleged
ghlary of $8,000 rents coerced and the teachers outlawed.
ing affairs ecclesiastical and religious through.
uses cigars of the most
approved brand, Mr. Henry Leach, in the current number -out
the world. We are glad of its assurances

Denominational.
New England Association.

rT

They suffer in body, in mind,

women

this evil.

from

are the greater sufferers

C. A. BICKFORD, Resident Editor.
__ CYRUS JORDAN, Assistant Editor.

the

whether

doubted, after all,

They never lack opportunity to grow.
The common current of life supplies the

be

Indeed, it may

ed and made brutal.

=

—

of

ir

OH]
a) ld
ali bl

scarcely pessible for men to live in the | of church members is appalling. The
atmosphere of such a monstrous. wrong. ‘most of them are babes, when they ought
is
and not have their moral natures debauch- to be strong men.
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The following resolutions-were passed by.

the New England Association at its last ses

sion} held at Ocean Park August 16—18:
THE MNDOWMENT OF EDUCATIONAL INSTI.
Resolved,

That

TUTIONS.

sentiments Jiosonted
bury Bachelder on

we

heartily endorse

in the paper

the Endowment

A

asin

the

by Kings-

of Educa:

tional Fnstitutions; that we appreciate the
need of giving immediately to our schools ade
quate financial aid, and that we pledge our
selves to co

this end." *

perate in all wise efforts to secure iy
.

a

H

PE
Br

a

sis

bers.
;
"Suggestions for Christian and
ings:

as a day of prayer for our Mis-

read-

Gospel;

the

It is'to be hoped that the readings this year

Health of our Missionaries.

extend.
reports

to the Corresponding Secretary are expected.
COMMITTEE ON READING.

BY MRS. M. M. H. HILLS.

_

prayers of God's

Sunday

John’s

will help prepare the way for a course
ing through several years. Quarterly

ob-B+o
ob

earnest

Isaiah;

Phelps; © The
ret of a Happy Life,” by H.
‘W. 8.; “ Frank; or, the Record of a Happy
Life,” by H. W. 8.; “ Credo,” by Townsend.

to be divinely

the needs of our Missions,
ht
J. J. HaiL, Secretary, N. E. A.

The

Psalms;

mem-

‘writings of St. Paul, “ Memories of Frances
Ridley Havergal;” ‘The Still Hour,” by

called
to enter upon that work.
We also request all our pastors to set forth on that day

“#7

in

people

ah

are

—-

Special Notice.

asked that the health of our sick missionaries
muy be restored, and that the waning strength
of those not yet driven from their work, may

If our late sister, Lovina Crawford, has any
legal heirs, they will please correspond with

he renewed,
and that God will forgive

Col. Charles E. Balch, cashier of the Manches-

past tardiness in sendjag

us

ol

them
the helpers

fbr ter National Bank, Manchester, N. H.

whom they have so longand so piteously plead
in vaine

7

:

\

0-0-0

A note just received from Mrs. J. L. Phil-'
lips, dated July 21, says, ** We
ing daily encouraging news

are now

from

Burkholder],
who is now under.

The

hav-

Julia

i,

N. BROOKS.

[Mrs.

the doctor's

care, and at Darjeeling.
She has been there a
month or more.
At first, she seemed to be
failing constantly, but her present physician
seems to understand her cass, and we can but

Minister's

Manual.

A revised edition of this work is now ready
for sale, and every minister should have a
copy, and some parts of it are useful to laymen.
It contains 91 pages, and its five divisions are Seripture Selections, f8r funerals. and

other services, Order of Exercises for various

‘hope, and pray that she may be well once
more. Her husband is with-her, as she needs

meetings, Formulas for drafting a variety of
papers and special services, Suggestions and
copstant nursing.
Mr, Marshall and Ida Rules of Order for deliberative bodies. - The
Phillips are also at. Darjeeling, they are beth | former edition was received with great favor,
gaining. Mr. Marshall has been very ill with
and this is an improvement
in matter and
fever, and Ida was all run down with overmechanical work,
work. Oh! when “will some live helpers
The price in flexible, leather covers is 60
come! ! The heat and climate and care are
cents; with cloth covers, close imitation of
telling on us all, and other hands must lose
leather,50 cents; postage, 8 cents.
:
os Ms
I. D. STEWART, Publisher.
their grasp e~2 long. I do hope no pains will
~-Sept. 18, 1882.
5
be spared to send Miss Emma Smith this fall,
!
SEED 0 4h fnquent
In
i
* * My husband has bad fever twice lately,

but is better now.”

2

Lyndon Tnstitute.

o-oo

The Furnishment of Rooms Again.
Some three years ago, an enterprise was

set

‘on foot with a view to suitably

the

rooms for the

occupancy

theological

building

work

on,

went

for some time,
the demand,

of

not

furnishing

of students
Bates

in the

College.

rapidly, but

Indeed rapidly

The

steadily

evough for

Of late, however, there has been

4 lull in the enterprise, and, there being now a
larger proportion of the students then usual
who have occasion to occupy the rooms in the
building, I take this opportunity to call atten-

tion to the matter. There is urgent need of
furnishment for three or four fooms at once.
* Will not some few

churches,

ings, or individuals

Quarterly

Meet-

undertake

this work?

I will furnish

a list of ar-

Pittsfield is secured, Lyndon comes next.
It took heroism to save Pittsfield! It will take
some
heroism
to save Lyndon, . perhaps.
Who are the heroes? Not many are call ed for.
Five
thousand dollars more, and
Lyndon
Institute goes on its prosperous way free

from

the incubus

of debt, with a respecta-,

ble fund—the pride of the beautiful town of
Lyndon, a blessing to all our churches in the
region around, an-hpnor to the state of Vermont.
It was just .the right thiog to do, to
give the Institute the prominent place it had
in the session of the Yearly Meeting
just closed.

It

seems

to

me

it will be just

the

right

thing next, to fill up that subscription with’
speed. Let
every one—especially
every

Freewill
Vermonter—say
with a
will—
* Lyndon must be, shall be saved;” and then
ticles and money needed. Thus far we have
pray, work and give, until the time come¥
been greatly indebted, especially to certain pas-.. to appoint a Thanksgiving Day over the
Upon application,

tors, and ladies’ church circles for the prompt
and cheerful manner in which they have vol-

unteered.
their services ip. this

work.

It has

made my agency in it so easy and agreeable that I am rather gratified than otherwise
for the opportunity of its continuance!”

J. FULLONTON,
AW
AW

on 4

reer

E. N. FERNALD,

+=

e,, Sept

‘ore

result! That Thanksgiving ought to be celebrated this side of Christmas. Let Vermont
with generous co-operation from all quarters
concentrate, . *“ consolidate” if you
please,
on Lyndon
a few months and there can be
no doubt about the happy result.

Sept.

+

Ocean Park a Stimulant.
Not physical,

have

The John

but spiritual is what we now

in! view.

The

greetings

of old-time

friends, frequent devotional services, reviews
‘of Christian experiences and work dome—and
to be dove—with
its methods and results,
give soul-power, beyond ordinary means, and
will bring great blessings by extended plaus
and purposes.
In our associations with brethren from different sections, it was most grati-

tying to know with what fullsatisfaction the
action of the Woman’s

in June

was

Board at their

received

in

appolating

Mrs.

place

Jella-

Smith to take Miss Crawford™s

sore,

which

meeting

was so cordial and

at

unanimous.

We know from Miss Crawford's own pen of her
appreciation of Mrs. Smith and fully believe

had she been aware that the end was so near
and that her work must so soon fall into other
hands, it would have been a matter of joy that
it was to be taken up by one whom she so
fully trusted, both as a worker of more than

ordinary executive

ability, and

a woman

of

deep Christian spirit, and of large faith—he‘role faith, as one of our missionaries express«od it. It does seem to me that the F. M.

_ Board will not fail to concur in the action of
‘the Woman's Board and so secure at that important station one whose qualifications emi-

__néntly fit ber for the work, with the advan-

Wheeler Y. Meeting.

The fourth anniversay of the John Wheeler

Y. M.

convened

with the

Hon

Valley

church, Sullivan Co., Tenn., Tharsday, Aug.
24. The opening sermon was by S.D. Cox.
The conference met at 4 P. M. and the house
was called to order by the clerk.
Letters were
received from the Q.M’s and the delegates

were enrolled.

There

has been ‘a small

in-

crease the past year. Two Q M’s and two
churches were not represented: Big Ivy and

Round

Mountain

Henry’s Chappee.
tion was effected
moderator; and J.
~The preaching
L. McCulloch. and
D. M. Simerley.

Q. M's

and

Flat

church.

The

of

and

The permanent organizaby electing J. L. McCulloch
W. Chatham, assist. clerk.
Thursday evening was by J.
Friday by R. P. Moore and
R.P. Moore and 8. D. Cox

were chosen to visit and
importance

Newhope

labor with the Piney

conference

establishing

considered

a local

the

religious

newspaper, asking the concurrence of

the oth-

the convention, te wit.: J. A. Ray, R. P.

the right of substitution.

' Corresponding dele-

present arrangement

Chatham,J. L. McCulloch;

J. L. SINCLAIR.

Since the above article was

put in type ‘I

“have learned that the Board has approved of
the action of the Woman’s Board, so that Sister Smith is to follow Miss Crawford in the
work for which she is so éminently

sured,

The reading for ¢ The Young People’s Lit‘srary and Social Guild” of Ocean Park for the

coming year can hardly be classed as a course
of reading. The decision at the Park was that

the reading of only four books should’ be required for this year, but that a greater num-

ber mightbe suggested for those who have
time to read more.

Our society aims

to

unite

intelligence with pleasant social enjoyments,
therefore we plan that some of our readings
shall
be alike. For the coming year we will
reid together in the lines of English History,
fiction, missions and science.
;
For the first three months

date one

of the following

from

the present

volumes may be

read: “Dickens's Child’s History of England”

or ‘“
This
Those
study

Robert Collier’s History of England.”
is a good ontline of English History.
who wish to begin a more extended
will find the first volume of Knight,

Macaulay, orGreen, a good beginning.

1t is

hoped that many will desire to continue

their

readings in the other volumesof these authors.

Yonnger members of the Guild will do well to
select either Dickens or Collier.
er
For the second quarter, one of the following
‘works of-fiction: * Ivanhoe,” by Bir Walter
Scott; ** David Copperfield,” by Charles Dick1

to Clinch

Valley,

Y. M., 8. D. Cox, 8S. Hilliard, R. P. Moere, J.
W. Chatham,

A. L. Bowers,

J. L. McCulloch.

The first item of business was to organize a
branch

the

General

Y. Ms.

The

Conference for the benefit of

second. item. was

on

the

financial condition. It was resolved to appoint for evangelistic work this year Rev's R.
Agreed to hold the
P. Moore and J. A. Ray.

“Tiaxt session with the Mill Creek church, Ash
Co., N.C. R. P.Moore was chosen to deliver

- Reading for the Y. P. 8.L. &.

New

The Rev.’E. W. Ricker has so.far recovered
his strength as to make it safe for him to ac.cept the pastorate of the Luke Village F. B.
church, which has been fendered to him.
He
enters upon the duties of the pastorate the first
of October.
Rhode Island.
==
"The Rev. J." T. Ward closes his pastorate
at Georgiaville and
is to assume charge of
the Park St. church, Providence,
for the present.

New

Butitwo or three

the opening discourse; S. Hilliard, alternate.
Moved to change the time of holding this Y.

M. to embrace the first Sabbath ia October instead of the fourth Sabbath in August.
A. J. Raymond reported in regard to historical work, and the time was extended to
the next session. The committee reported
that no more be paid on Woolsey College, un-

til a good title is secured.

J. A. Ray preached Sabbath at 10 A. M., and
D. M. Simerley at 1. P. M. A good interest was

manifested.

"The

Monday

:

Ministers’

was

Conference

st 8 A. M.” It was

moved

held

on

that the

and efficiendy. of each minister
moral character

be closely examined.

Ministers:

J. A. Ray,

J. L. Ray, J. L. McCulloch, J. M. Cox, 8, D,
Cox, D. M. Simerley, M. W. Winters, R. P.

Moore, W.J. Braswell, A.J. Harden, J. H.
White, J. A. Head, J. H. Ballard, D. W. Ad-

kins, W. R. Husketh, L, D. Patrick, I. P. Sor-

rells, Z. Solmon, G. Henderson, Jolin Parham,
A. K. Parham, Wm, Swan, W. Miller, A. W,
Perry, B. F.
Parham, R.
Campbell, J.
Bowline,A.

pointed

Garland, Silas Hilliard, Henry
B. Justice, A. A. Cox, J. J.
L. Stuard, J. W. Chatham, J. J.
Ap.
L. Bowers, B. F. Howard.

a committee of D. M, Simerley, 8, D.
"
“ry

PR
or

man,

now remain below that were

these tokens

sympathy.

of respect

McDonald

and J.

and

The Rev. J. P. Hewes, who goes to Hillsdale, Mich., as announced in a former number
of the Star, writes:
* I closed a three years’
pastorate of the Fairwater church Sunday,

acia in the black dye.

Aug. 27.

consumption, scrofula

York

this Jelly than

Great

ommended

one

to

try

Me.
Rev.

S.,D.

i
Bates,

Rev.A.E

Wilson,

Lansing,

Mich,

with the following programme:"1, Organ
prelude; 2. Anthem by the choir; 3. Report
of council by the scribe; 4. Scripturé by Rev.

J.W. Hills;5. Prayer by Rev. A, W.

Paul;

(52138)

to whom

all

money contributed within the bounds of the Mich.

money for thjs Y. M, work should

evening

have

(25622
Free Com-

Ohio

B. Loomis, of Oxford, as scribe, and proceeded
with the examination which was bighly satis.
to proceed pr the instal-

aud Educa-

(358)
Treasurer

to whom all
of the Minn. Y. M. Mission Society, be sent.
(10128)
Wis.,

Treasurer

of the Home Mission Board, to whom all money
should be sent for Home Missions within the W}is..
+ M.
:
Y.
Rev. N.C. Brackett, Harper's Ferry, W. Va,
and Agent of -ShenanCollege
Storer
of
Treasurer
h Mission.
~
a
of the Freewill
Treasurét
ae B. Smith,
AO
Home Mission and Education
Baptist Foreign
(132)
:
gi
Societies,Concord, N, Hs
Rev. J. J. Butler, Hillsdale, Mich, Treasurer of

6. Hymn 180; 7. Sermon by Rev. B. D.
_thu.Western Education Soc. ;40 whom contributions
for the
Peck; 8. Installation prayer by Rev. 8. 8, may be sent in aid of those preparing
.
0
Gospel ministry.
Cady;9. Hymn 450; 10 Charge to the paso
Treasurer
Neb.,
. 8.F. Smith, Fairbury,
tor by Rev. G. L. White; 11. Hand of fellows, th Soc. of No. Kan. & 8. Neb. Y. M., to whom
ship by Rev. 8. A. Worden} 12, Charge to all money for this Soc. ghould be sent.
of
H. H. Withington, Toledo, Iowa, Treasurer
thq church by Rev. A. B. Loomis; 18, Fra.
the Home Dep’t Iowa Yearly Meeting, to whom

ternal welcome

in behalf of the villagetpas-

torsby Rev. E. Taylor, D. D,,

Cong. churéh of Norwich;
the choir;

15.

Benediction

pastor

of

the

14. Anthemby
by

all Home Mission funds are to be sent.
H. H. Withington, Toledo, Towa, Treasurer

the Iowa F. B. Home Missions.
Rev. Charles 8.

the, Pastor, ! ton, Mass.

"Perkins,

18

Clerk.

WHOLESALE
M

Appleton

Shir

AND

RETAIL.

Ed. Soc,

i
20.00

West

1.00

NY

Harper’s Ferry

Teacher
Marilla N Y church
¢ Harper's Ferry
Teacher
Genesee N Y Q M collection at Attica
Rev M H Abbey For Minutes
Rev C H. Jackson Pike
NY

2.00

2.00

2.00
1.89

2.00

L|
1.00

N
5

.
AXMINSTERS,
ORIENTAL RUGS,

1.90
A.28
;
1.24

aw
2.65

Y

M Soc D Pauville
NY
¢. «
Keenville
*
Dayton N Y church
Lawrence
NYQM
Rev G P Linderman
© Marks Professorship
William Dioehart
Rev T A Stevens
Middlesex N Y church
Chas 8 Pendleton
Norwich
N
Y Marks

of

Dow

9

1.00

W

:

yp

WILTONS
:

6.00
10.00
10.00

10.00

Beth-

Y.

’

1.00

And every grade and variety of Foreign
and Domestic Carpeting, Oil Cloth and
Matting.
/
—

538 and

¥

560 Washington

BOSTON.
1.23

St.,

13635

Professorship

Mrs E Mathewson
Norwich N
Y
Marks
Professorshi
Collection at Buffalo
Rev J C Steele For Minutes
E J Morgan Oneonta
A M Richardron and
wife Cowlesville N H

(per

19.74
A Few

for Emma Smith
W M Soc Fairport N Y
Otsdawa NY ch

West Oneonta N Y ch
Myra

Beers

For outfit of Emma

Smith

Geo Parsons
Mrs

1)

“

N

Henry Burleigh™
Rev
Wm R Stone
F Bacon

:

Otsdawa N Y ch for Min.
Rev R Dick Buffalo N Y

Mrs. W. T. Brown, Monroe, Téxas,
writes: “ I suffered with Asthma 30

Murray ch

Other sources

Rev B F Marsden Teach-

1.00

v0

1

Mrs

“

W

Hinman

Mrs E J Morgan
Rev B F Marsden
« 8 Aldrich
+ A F Bryant
«“ JC Steele

|

Miss Carrie Norton

F W Brown
Rev J S Harrington
8 Mix
N C McKoon

Rev G R Foster
Mrs E Green
Miss Carrie Bassett

MJ Kellogg

Rey
Mr
Mrs
Mrs

G P Linderfan
Blossvalley
G P Linderman
J C Steele

Rev C E Brockway
¥ Cartwright
hn
Rev A Griftin

Sold

50

29
5,00

by

i¥Teow
|

5.00

5.51

er at Harper's Ferry

Rev J W Durkee
C H Woodworth

.

5.

Amount Paid at Buffalo
to make up remittance to India Mrs
|
Bornnell
W Brown
Friend
Mrs Wm White
Rev G H Ball

years. Your Great Remedy
completely cured me. I wish all Asthmatic Sufferers to send their address and get a trial package
Free of
Charge.
It relieves instantly, so
the patient can rest and sleep comfortably. Full size box by mail $1.
sts Jeneral) Address
LANGELL, Wooster, O., Prop.

7.00
7.00

2,78

: AUBURN:

B. WARDWEL

D, uplls Adhma ual Cimh Bel,

YX

M. Soc
the W
From
N YQ M
Rochester
Penfield ch

particulars and an elegant outfit free.

4487 H.

Husoong

Sherman N Y ch
John Phelps Sherman

More

energetic salesmen. Our new
girculars
ex.
lain all about
1
he best paying
business of the season, Just at this time there are
immense quantities of pictures to be framed, and
agents are meeting with wonderful sales. Full

2.

Quilt

Buffalo

Peck, of N. Y. city, as chairman, and Rev. A.

which . took place ‘Sabbath

H

3

Rolfe

Catharine

Waupun,

J HLPRAY SORS&E0.

the

tund) Teacher at

medi-

they

Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M.

Rev. J. H. Walrath,

over

1817.

Association.

N C McKoen
Mrs Anne C McKoon

tion Societies.
"ag
Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn.,

lation

your

munion Baptist Association, Marion, Ohio.

©

giv-

Harper’s Terry
Collection at St. Thomas

bottle

Treasurer

CARPETS
ESTABLISHED

Whitcomb.

bBaogur

FM.

Contributed

All money contributed for the Maine State Misgion should be sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,

pastor elect, convened as requested with said
church in connection-with tie Chendngo Q.

The council retired and

Dest

H. TRUEX,
wd

sold

a

Missions,

A full attendance is looked for.
J.8. WARREN,

W M Soc PhilN

to

Post-Office Addresses.
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.

The council called by/ the Birdsall St. ¥. B,
church of Norwich for the examination and
installation of the Rev. G. S. Ricker, their

ferred until after evening sermon. At9 p, m.,
the council ‘organized by chosing Rev. B.D.

any

irom

Abigal Filkin§ Albama
Center NY
Rev Horace Perr,

to

Itself.

Y.—Having

return

Sarah G Jackson Pike N Y

Aatices.

Installation.

not
de-

a

come back after more. I have used all your medi.
cines in my own family and find them all excellent
family’remedies.
Yours truly,
J. E. CHASE, Druggist.
Pripe 25 cts. per bottle 1

work?”

M. at 3 o'clock P.M., Aug.25.
Council
all being present, the examination was

N.

oulton and

«

by double the quantity of the liquid

Valley,

W.

Society will hold a meet-

Varysbarg N Y church
Cowlesville N Y church

The

not

G.

One fare to Bangor and return will be

W M Soc Attica

cines for the past two and a hall years can cheerfully recommend all of them, especially Baxter’s
Mandrake Bitters, as I have sold several gross of
them, and in every instance wherever I have rec-

Y.

manuged

Who will take up the

| voted unanimously

ing.

W P

Telegram.

.

facto. to all present.

C. F. Penney, G. N. Howard and 8. C.

“The Woman’s Mission

Rev J Shoemaker Deanvile Pa For Min

tubercular

will

State

a

Missions

Park,C. E. Woodcock,

Miss M A Wilson Harrisburg
NY
Columbia N Y church
ollege

the gallic

and general debility.

Explains

Special

to save more than niany ministers do out of a
salary of $600.

and

For sale by all druggists, and E.
298 Pearl St., New York.

present, being
removals, and

have

bronchial

oil, and the most delicate stomach

$250 is about the extent of the salary they can
pay. But they are very liberal in making
By working some I

for coughs, colds,

M.

of

W.

Hill, Thos. Kinney, B. S. Gerry, F. D. Tasker, E.
D. Wade, Esq., and others; on Education, Rev’s

“

most mild, bland, and nutritious form in which
Cod Liver Oil can be used, and with more benefit
secured to the pEuent by a single teaspoouful of

These

parsonage is probably the best in the Wis,

presents.

owing

To Patroms.

Rev

J.

will" conduct
Graves,

Permanent Fund

QUERU’S COD LIVER OIL JELLY"
Approved by the Academy of Medicine of New

regret that I sever

M. The church is weak at
much reduced by death and

seaside

the action of the salt in the sea air upon

G.

!

4

Black hats turn rusty at the

Wiscousii!

Howard, H.

.

Lyman Hope Ames N Y

Ld

depression should take Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

McDonald,

Bubar,

Speakers on Foreign

Central

bounty

purify and vitalize the bleod.

W.

F. H.

Advertisers.

No further guaranty concerning advertisements
can he given than the above.
Readers must exersise their own judgment on articles advertised.

Receipts for Augusl, 1882.

No one whose blool is impure can feel well.
There is a weary, languid feeling, and often
a
sense
of discouragement an
despondguey. Persons having this feeling ol lassitude

baptized and reof the Macon

z.

and F. Cooper, Jr.; on

any N.

during the war.

and

Rany

Clerk.

Oakland
Jitich.} with
the South
Salem
church. Opening sermon Friday evening at7:

A Whitehaller claims he 18 entitled to a pension

jumping a

\ To

Clerk.

meetings willbe led by

5 tiie

No advertisements will be admitted to the eolumns of this paper, of whose pure and truthful
-character satisfactory evidence is wanting. If at
any time it shall appear that the managers have
been deceived, the deception will be exposed.

V. Tabor; on Sunday-schools, Rev’s A. G.

o’clock.

it.—

————————————————

W. CRAIN,

:

ih
‘Worth.—In
Lynn, Mass., Ang.™20, Marks
Worth, aged 35° years, 2 months and 21 days.

mw. se N. A. $5.76. Tlekets to be bought Mon, and
Tues. and to be good till Sat. night.
By Com.

=

for an ankie he sprained while

i Died,

will
last

eu over the Maine Central from
Augusta, Dexter,
Burnham. Notwrnart,
elfagt aud
Brooks.
(One

By giving
Price 2
52121
of

the

RICKER, Clerk.
es

Rev Jas. Boyd

Rey’s Jas. Boyd,

Sey

acquisition

and

Social

memorial service.

like the thirst of rich
the

Penney

Carr and others.

tures during that time without success.

H. WHITCHER.”

Another person has been
ceived to the membership
church.

with-

F.

will be Rev’s R. L.

From Frank J. Plerce, Periodical Depot, 138
Water St., Augusta, Me.
=
I am pleased to say that two bottles of your
valuable Adamson’s
Botanic Cough
Balsam has entirely cured me of a cough of nearly a year’s standing. I have tried many mix-

Michigan.

Itis with deep

C.

Woo dstock.

\

ever

CHAS.

E. Harding, C. E Woodcock,

Elder Na- |

members 50 years ago when Elder Marks dedicated their house of worship.
For a country
church thisis a very important interest, and has
a. promising future.
This is our fiftieth year
of married life, and some of our old friends
and relatives have remembered us in gifts and
material aid. I take this public way to acknowledge their generosity and most heartily

thank them for

.

fare to

erne.

Alice M. Callahan of Lewiston; Me,

Penobscot
(Me.) at Holton, Sept.
26—28'
Sermons. will be preached by Rev’s E. G. East-

(Troy, N. Y., Press.)
Attica church and supplied Bro. Cook's place g
EDITORIAL APPROVAL.
| on the Sabbath,
This church I visited 53 i Mr. W. J, Melvin, Editor, Warren, Mass., Heryears ago in company with David Marks. ald, was cured of severe neuralgia by the use of
St. Jacobs Oil.
i
;
‘Then they worshiped on the hill; now they
ZoBphytes are so low in the order of animal life
are in the village. This church is doing very
that
they bave no nerves, mo vessels, no articuwell,-considering the church edifice is old and lited
members, no skeleton, and/no brain.
not in very good condition: They are now
Forty Years’ Experience of an Old Nurse.
planning to build a new church next season.
Mis. WINSLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP is the preIn their social worship there is a real degree
scription of one of the best female physicians and
of spiritual power, Sept. 4 I spent with the nnrses in the United States, and has been used
Bethany church, which is the mother of the F. for forty years with never failing success by millions ot mothers for their children. It relieves the

es, increases

Rounds—Callahan.—By the same, Sept. 5,
Mr. Charles A. Rounds of Portland, Me., and Miss

Com.
Epsom

~ A. M. FREEMAN,

York.

The desire of knowledge,

with

the same, Sept. 2,
Miss Annie Spinney,

both ef Portsmouth,

2 P.

Strafford (Vt.) with the church at East
dolph, Sept. 2)—Oct. 1.

3 Telievey tiensia er indigestion when

griping in the bowels and wind colic.
ealth to the child it rests the mother.
cents a bottle,
7

LS

H.)
E. W.

2p. M.

“Following the Q. M., I spent a week Iu we

"thaniel Brown lived, labored and died, and here
Eld. Hermon Jenkins was converted and labored much.
This church has done well and
been increased in numbers and strength under
Bro. Crowell’s labors the past three years.

Sermon;

get hall-faré - tickets by applying at the R. R.
stations.
*
A.M. JONES, Clerk.
Root River (Minn.) with the Pilot Mound
church, Sept, 15—17, commencing Friday 15th at

4% The Diamond Dyes always do more than
2% do. Color over that old dress... itp
ye inew. Only 10 cents,

-i

11,

;

Mrs. MarthaJ, Hale, both of Wakeflelt;Ma:s.

Hunefeld—-Spinney.—By
Mr. Henry A, Hunefeld and

Bowdoin
(Me.) Persons attending the next
session, i> ggield at Topsham, Sept. 27, 28, can

can enplace it.

ne,

(N.

.Q. M.
(3t33)

}

Raymond, of Harrison, Me., has received
call from the Greenville church to blumie it
©

.

Business;

church, Sept. 19-21.
Pastors and churches
‘please notice change ot time as per vote of

rendered

Thought is the property of him who
tertain it, an 1 ot him who can adequately

Emerson.

-didates.« were received by baptism to the
Olneyville church,Sept., 8.....The Rev. L. W.
r

session,

Page; 10,

B. Minard.
New Durham

Inst Wednesday .in October. - Ministers’ Conference Tues. preceding at 3 P. M.
’
J. M. BAILEY, Clerk.

One person was received to the membershipof

“me

interesting

and

by

by Rev. J. B. Jordan; 4, Business; 71-2, Prayermeeting led by C. E. Tedford ; 8, Sermon by
Rev.

Jess to the people, Z. J. Wheeler; Benediction,
. R. Franklin.
A council was appointed to examine and, if thought best,to ordain 8. Wakely at
West Poland where he is preaching.
Next session with the Little Falls -church the

the Georgiaville church Sept. 8....Three can-

pastors"

Itwas an

led

M., Prayer-meeting led by C. C. Foster; 3, Sermon

the more so by the examination and ordination of
two brethren, J. R. Franklin as pastor of White
Rock church,and J. M. Remick, of the Cape Elizabeth church. Ministers took part as follows: Invo.
cation, J. Boyd; Prayer, T. F. Maxim; Sermon, J.
. Bailey; ordaining prayer, W.J. Twort; Charge,
E. Blake; Hand of fellowship, A. L. Morey;
Ad-

Hampshire.

ifest desire of the people for a continuance of
the relations that have been so long sustained.
The farewell service was one of the most affecting a pastor can experience.
The church
is now without a pastor, and desirousof securing one at an early day. They have an exceljent church property in good condition,
The

Moore, D. M.: Simeries;=8. Hilliard, J. W.
Chatham, D. W. Adkins, I. P. Sorrells, with

Rev. E. G.

7 1-2, Prayei-meeting

Rey. C. W. Purington
; 8, Sermon by Rev.O. D.
Patch. Thursday, 9 A. M., Prayer.meeting led by

covenant-

Cumberland (Me.)—Held with the White Rock

to appoint a committee of six to meet

with

meglings.
A rain selling in, in the evening our
sisters were deprived of their usual
mission

‘church.

regrets are all the deeper because of the man-

Agreed

tions and remarks;

Q. M.

[We invite the sending from all our churches of meeting to the regret of many. Sunday morning,
items for this department of news. These items Bro. Green again gave us one of his best sermons,
on the text, * Simon Peter, son of Jonas,
must be accompanied by the addresses of the writ- “fonnded
loyest thou me?” After a sweet commuaion serers, not necessarily
for publication, and should
bi
we
parted,
saying * 1t was good to be here.”
reach this office before Saturday night in order te
Next session at Windham Center, Oct. 21. Rev.
get into the next issue of
e
Star.
We,
M. H. Abbey preaches the opening. sermon.
course, reserve the right to condense, and to reject,
{
G.
W. MAYHEW, Clerk,
when for any reason it shall seem wellfto do so,
matter thus furnished. ]
1

Conference.

General

gates reported Y. M’s. Chose delegates as follows: . To Tow River, D. M. Simerley, J. W,
Chatham, 8S. Hilliard; to Union Y. M., J. W.

is only temporary.

Ministers and Chavches.

mon Saturday at 10.30 A. M.
Theme, the love of
Chlist: Text 2d Cor, 8: 9.. In the afternoon we

enjoyed anotherof those good

resentation

tages of being near. It is understood that
‘those in charge at Jellasore, at present, are
-0ally needed at other stations, and that the
-

axried,

associations that have been so pleasant.

the

1.00
1.00

Pouey Letters Beceined,

er Y. M’s in our bounds; also the propriety of
holding a convention to effect more fully a repin

Rev H Blackmar
Mrs S R Evaus

Educa-

Quarterly Feetings.

B. churches in Western N. Y. Here

11.

Baptist

8%

apart

and especially for men

* Ferns

“The last two are bétter adapted to older

men who

pray the Lord of the harvest to send fort
more laborers fato that field; (2) That we
we recommend the first Sabbath in October to
sions,

Gray;

The annual meeting of the Free

; 1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Mrs J Davidson °
100
tion Society
for election of officers and the
9
Mrs EO Griffin
1.00
transaction of other business will be held in the
tribution $67.25. - The Lord’s Supper was celCollection
3.61
A
..| F. Baptist church at Great Falls,
N. H.,, Wed nesebrated at night, and the services closed on
day, Oct. 4, 1882, at 3 o’clock, P. M. The Ex.
187.04 5
444.58
13.46
Com. will meet in the vestry of the church same
Tuesday with, a sermon by J. A. Ray.
While
;
J. H. DURKEE, Treas.
day, at 11 A, M.
C. A. BICKFORD, Reo. Sec.
Pike, N. Y., 1882.
Eee
this series of meetings was going on the
ver, N. H., Sept. 6; 1832.
(2637)
Waupun (Wis.)—The 1lith sessfon was held
with the Grand Prairie church. Owing to the
NOTE. . In future all contributions for the Cenweather was hot and showery. The citizens
busy season but a small delegation was present.
Notice.
tral Association should be sent to Rev. J. C.
were kind and liberal. Invitations came from
):
A very pleasant season was enjoyed.
But little
Steele,
North Parma.
Cre
The annual meeting of the Freewill Baptist
business was presented to take thé attention of the ‘Foreign Mission Society for the transaction of
Methodists, Presbyterians, Disciples, Baptists
brethren, so
there was plenty of time for social business will be held at the Free Baptist church
and non-professors as well as F. Baptists,
and religious enjoyment. Rev. J. R. Pope was
at Great Falls, N. H., on Wednesday the 4th duny
fresent
om the Rock & Dane Q. M. The
Ladies’ of October next, at 7 o’clock in the afternoon.
for which they have our warmest thanks.
igsion
Soc.
held
a
very
interesting
mesting
SatL P Abbey—Mrs P B Allen—E H Butts—H
By order of the Ex. Committee.
J..A. RAY, Mod. Min. Con.
urday evening.
:
Byun $ Bean—D R Bartlett—S Curtis—W Clark
:
O. B. CHENEY, Rec. Sec.
Next session with the Hortonville church. Rev.
D. M. Simerley; forthe Clerk.
—Murs
M R Carpenter—R Clark—A 8 Durgin—J 8
Lewistown, Sept. 8, 1882,
(2637)
D. B. Coffeen is to preach the opening sermon. The
| Dinsmore—J A Flint—J T Fellows—Mrs M A
clerk, having resigned,
Rev. B. L. Prescott
Fields—Mrs J Gregory—N Gammon—J H Green—
Yearry meeting Notices.
was elected to fill the yagancy.
;
G W Gould—B Grover—L Hersey—R Hayden—/T
Quarterly Meeting Reports.
.
. P. HEWES, * Clerk.
Northern Indiana at Ridgeville, Sept. 22.
L Hammett—S8 8 Lemont—A D Merrow—C W
Penobscot
at
Houlton,
Me.,
Sept.
26—28.
Nelson—N W Palmer—D Painatey M Sanborn
No reports have been received from the
—T E Smith—Mrs E B Seavey—N
A Trokham—A
Troy
(Pa.)
—Held
with
the
East
Granville
church,
following Quarterly Meetings for the Register
Kansas
&
Southern
Nebraska
with
the
Trafton—J
D Vandoren—Mrs Nellie’ Ward—L N
Aug. 25—27. It was a very interesting and prochurch, Cass Co., Neb..
beginning
Wood—J H Yeoman.
;
of 1883. If mot received soon they must be fitable meee, The churches were all represented Centerville
29, at 10 o’clock A. M. Ministers’ Conference
and the reports encouraging. Bro. Wm. Porter Sept.
marked as delinquent,
pod fu
begins the day Pevio 8 at the same hour. Center‘Books Forwarded
received license to preach the ospel for one
ville is located
five miles west of Weeping Water
year; Bro. Harrington, of Elmira, N. Y., was
BY MATL.
and nine miles sonth of South Bend.
Persons
Cairo
Macdonough
with“us and so preached
Word that many
Miss Emma L Smith Care
from the west on the B. & M. R. R. will
Cass & Berrien
Middle Caney
hearts were made: to feel their need ot a Sav- coming
York Sly Bus zil
i
r v Page Esq New
at" South Bend on Thursday
| iour, Six renounced the world aud came over on’ find teams in waiting
Central Kansas
Midnapore (India)
Rev B G Blaisdell Dickenson Cen N Y.
and Friday, Sept. 28, 29. Those coming irom the
the Lord’s side, and all felt that it was good to be
Clinch River
Montcalm
south
and
west
on
tne
Missouri
Pacific
R.
R.
will
r thers
This has been a revival year with us;
East Baton Rouge
Noble
<«
stop at Weeping Water where they will find
some of the churches having TSATIY. or
quite teams
Fond du Lac
Norton Co. (Kan.)
ready to convey them to the place of meet.
a have
doubled
their membership and all
been ing. Those
Fox River
Osceola
coming
by private conveyance will
strengthened. Bro’s Payne and inanp are workfor Daniel Klepser,
Edward ~ Williams,
Franklin
Righland & Licking
Holt—Cleaves.—In Abbot, Me., Sept. 3, by
ing faithfully and earnestly, and the Lord blesses inquire
B.
F.
Allen,
W.
8.
Gordon,
or A. C. Beach. It is the Rey. F. E. Bliggs, Mr. Frank G. Holt of
Geauga & Portage.
Rockingham
their labors abundantly.
Jos H. WARD, Cierk,
hoped a good attendance will be had and a profit- Sangerville, and Miss Kunice D. Cleaves of Abbot.
Grand Rapids
Rock River
able time enjoyed.
8. F. SMITH, Clerk.
Jones—Stubbs.—In Lebanon, N. H., Aug. 10,
Hocking Valley
Sauk Co.
by the Rev. Theo. Pease, Herbert E. Jones,
M. D.,
Lawrence. (N. Y.)—Held with the church at
James River
South River
Quarterly
Meéting
Notices.
Pierpoint Center, pug. 26, 27. The meetings of
-of
Turner, Me., a graduate of Bowdoin College,
Johnson
Springfield
‘worship were well attended by the community,
glass
of
=
and
Miss
Martha
E.
Stubbs
of
RoekBowdoin "(Me.)¥with the Topsham
church,
Lake George
Tama
and,
Me.
and the preaching of the Woril was listened to Sept 27, 28, for which the committee submit the
Lebanon
Warren & Clark © +
with interest. CoHection on the Sabbath, $10.23.
Heath—-Stubbs.—In Rockland, Me., Sept. 5,
following programme:
A
Next session with the church at Fort Jackson.
l.iberty
Wayne Co. (Ill)
¢
Wed. 2 A. M., Prayer-meeting led by Rev. B. M. ‘by the Rev. E. G. Eastman, at the residence of the
bride’s father, Mr. W. E. Heath and Miss Abbie
:
WM. WHITFIELD.
Looney Springs
‘West Moreland
:
Edwards; 10, Organization and business; 2 Pp. M.
8. Stubbs, both of Rockland.
Prayer-meeting led by A. T. Hilman; 2 1-2,Sermon
T.orain
West VirginiaAsso.
Otis—Hale.—In Portsmouth, N. H.,Aug. 22. by
Owego (N. Y.)—Held at Apalachin, Aug. 2%, by W. H. Bowen, D
D.—Subject, ¢ Tre Ground of
Marion
the
Rev. J. Herbert Yeoman, Mr. Osmond
Otis
27.) Rev. J. H. Green jneached
the opening serour Missionary Obligation,” followed by
ques.

8r

more op

are offering
themselves
for this work; therefore, Resolved, (1). That we will earnest!

be set

by

_A. B. Loomis, Scribe.

>

2

field, and the want

have no, Joung

Grow,”

prayer.

41 conversions ; baptized 23; -received by con-

a

=

48

we

Plants

pectations more than realized is our earnest,

162 sermons; received 159 members; witnessed

1.00.
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

3

Mission

more men-is to become still

and .

Gib-

‘heir Homes and Ours,” by J. Robinson; ¢ Refon and Chemistry,” by Josiah P. Cooke;
‘The New Chemistry,” by Josiah P. Cooke.

There is an insufficient force in

* our Foreign

Agnes

“Chemistry of a Candle,” by Faraday;

‘ How

"FOREIGN. MISSIONS.

Whereas,

erne;

by

looking for great results. May we see our ex-

preached

3a¥%8%3s

excellence and obtain for it a far

Foundations,”

713 miles;

Surmaa®

volume and

wider circulation.

World's

Traveled

—

i of our ‘denominational literature, Por ind
we will renew our endeavors to increase its

both pastor and people. The prospects of the
Norwich church are very flattering and we are

preached 26 sermons; attended the Q. M’s;
received from individuals $5.10. Report of
R. P. Moore:

upon

E2g2

the import

blessings

HONS

we appreciate

to Light.”

8S. D. Cox, distance traveled 175 miles; aided
in receiving into the church30 members;

to pour large

w

hd

esolved, That

“ From Darkness

For the fourth quarter, one of the following works connected with science: * The

will be pleased

orrison St

d

v2 whic!
WANTe ED Fore a choice work
Ee Treat naio: LINCOLN. MEMORIAL
J

=

AAA

ust

al book of the age;

completed,

eminent

writers, au-

thors aad statesmen
both in this Sountry and
Europe; nothing like it ever published.
New!

[=] collected within two years, and a fac simile
au

r'3 glowing

aph of each

contributor.

tributeto his memory.

All giving

Kres

an

original. Men or women wanting this rare
work should secure territory by sending for
circulars that explain all, to
437
D. L. GUERNSEY, 61 Cornhill, Boston,

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
CORRODERS

AND GRINDERS

PURE WHITE LEAD.
AND MANUFACTURERS
|

LEAD
AND
-

Field;”

DENOMINATIONAL LITERATURE. ,.

sionaries submitted their report as follows?

.

—
~
S

‘works ‘on Missions: ¢ These for Those,’ by
Dr. Warren; ** Modern Heroes of the Mission

The Conferenee met again at.2. Pp. M.; and
various questions were discussed. Our mis-

1

Mrs. T Stowell
F.H
ng
Mrs A F Bryant
¥
Se ————————————————
ba.
AJ Cole
‘The Printing Establishment.
8 Gray
’
“The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Print- 1 Rev C A Hilton
Mrs
AM
Peadleton
ing Establishment are hereby notified that the
—— Johnson
annnal meeting of the , said corporation will be
Rev F O Dickey
heldat their office in Dover, N.
H.,on Wednesday,
J W Barker
Sept. 20, at 11 o'clock A. M., for the presentation
Rev L E Bates
of reports, the choice of officers and the transac.
Mrs I O Dickey
tion of other business.
I..D, STEWART, Sec’y.
Rev
Ira Day
Dover, N. H., Aug. 14,1832.
Louise Rundle
Mrs CE Brockway
Education Society.

ville, Mass.

gratulates the Norwich church in securing the
bats
lo Bro. R., and our prayer is
that
ffs very important field may be so
thoroughly cultivated by our brother that God

rn

For the third quarter. one ‘of the following

Tay

oT
=

last two are better adapted to older members.

:

Te

Wi.

Bk

the great Northwest as a Mission field for Free
@ That we heartily sympathize
‘Bal sts
with the se Feabiiicing labore of our brethren
in the West; and (8)
That we see in the great
Northwesta Mission field of great promise
which we will endeavor to occupy te the extent of our ability.

bo

Rev. J. P. Hewes, Hillsdale, Mich.
Rev. C. H. Smith, 12 M
ow

a

Mrs. A.D, T. Whitney; “ Romola,” by Geo.
Eliot; ¢ Hypatia,” by Charles Kingsley.
The

by J. A. Ray.

!

over the Norwich church; but the, Q. M. con-

bed ORD MD

in presenting

Thus Bro. Ricker is not. only ‘installed pastor

Cox and Daniel Tolly to investigate the case

of W.P. Braswell. Adjourned for preaching

g 38883

{ Bro. A. A. Smith

Life,” by

He

Summer in Leslie ‘ Goldthwaite’s

23233333828

Resolved,

ens;* Bleak House,” by Charles Dickens; ‘A

That we appreciate the ear-

po

(1)

SesEeEaiEEEtistsstts

solved,
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PIPE,

SHEET
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LEAD.

SALEM,
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27 stops, $125.

“Pianos

FRANK A. BROWN, Treas.
:

'& Organs,

BEATTY’S $
207.0 e Factory runnifi
day
Catalogues free. Address Daniel ¥.
and night,
25t10
Denier) Washington, N. J.
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Family Circle.

yr

Now falling, falling from the sky,

There comes a pleasant strain,

That lights with joy the floweret’s eye—
The music of the rain.

, Ds

“x

And falling, falling down in showers,

And falling, falling in its mirth,
It wakes to life again
i
The fainting world of lovely birth,- —

;

| It falls on hill and plain,
And speeds the rills that dancing ow —
The music of the rain.

help and Frank was the fustto go..

child, it seems to me

And falling, falling from the eaves,
It mingles its refrain
.
With his who waits to gather sheaves,—

The music of the rain.
And falling, falling far and near,
It never falls in vain:
Oh, welcome then with heart sincere,
The music of Herein.
— Harvey Rice.

ANNIE'S PER
PERPLEXITY.
MES. E.S.
S. BURLINGAME.

+ Oh, Aunt Hannah, I am just discour-

aged! I don’t know what to believe,
“and I begin to think nobody else does.”
Ardent and impetuous, with a tell-tale
face, on which her soul wrote its secrets,
Annie Lee looked as though. she felt every word she had said, as she entered
* Aunt Hannah's neat sitting-room and sat
down on the chintz covered lounge with
an air that seemed to imply that she was
sitting down for the last time.
Aunt Hannah looked over her glasses

a quizzical air, then slowly took

them off and wiped first. one glass then
the other on her checked apron.
She
thought she pretty thoroughly understood Annie and knew there was nothing
lost in giving her time to calm.
¢ What is the matter now, child? Have

make fun of me.

don't

It is something serious.

You know that [ am really trying to be
a Christian, and I want to do just right,
and it seems as though right lies in two
opposite directions and I don’t know
. which path to take.”
Aunt Hannah showed by the increasing rapidity with which her knitting
needles flew that she was becoming
-deeply interested.

“Tell ‘me all about it, child. . Our
Guide is a sure one, and I think he will

show us the right path.”
“ Well,” said Annie, ‘¢ something has.
just happened that helps to explain what
I mean.

As] was ceming here,

Giles’s wife

~and

Deacon

was at work in her garden

she was singing,

¢ Work

for the

night is coming,” and I thought; Yes,
that is the true ideal of a Christian life,
—one crowded full of work for the Master.
:As I came near your house, 3I beard, a
Only to lie at his feet,

window.

Now, how

to work all day for the Master and at
the same time lic at his feet and do
nothing is a greater puzzle than
I
can solve.
There are
passages in
the Bible that seem just as contradictory.
Jesus pronounces especial blessings
the humble, and rebukes the mother

on
of

one of his disciples because she wants
her sons to have positions of influence,
and yet Paul tellus to covet earnestly
the best gifts.” Which and how?
That
is what 1 want to know.”
Aunt Hannah

pushed

her

laid down

Now,

that these two

young men are good illustrations
classes of professed Christians.”
Annie looked bewildered.
nah sat down near ber and
plain :
5
:

of two

Aunt Hantried to ex=
®

~ g*Frank midant to do jest what he must
do and no more.

His whole

object

was

to look out for self. Ben worked faithfully.
He didn’t do it for himself,

but for anoth-

er. In one sense his time

was ‘ nothing’

for himself, it was all for his employer.”
« But in the end it was better for himself, than Frank's course

was

for

him,”

suggested Annie.
¢¢ Certainly,

child.

And jest so, when

we are at work for our Hedvenly Master,
though it may seem as though our whole
souls and bodies are given to his service
and we are doing nothing

for

ourselves,

yet that self-devotion develops in us the
very best qualities of mird and heart.
It even beautifies the face, for that is

the

window of the soul, you know."

«1 begin to see
plied Annie, ‘but

your meaning,” reit really seems as

though

we ought to do things fur

selves.

Now,

Aunt

Hannah,

our-

you

are

her

knitting,

spectacles ™ up on her fore-

head, crossed her wrinkled hands

Was

TO

Ben your

Rally!

in” her

lap, then looking kindly at Annie said :
“My father used to keep a country
store. They did a good deal of bartering
in them days. And father was mighty
pertikeler what kind of fellers he hired

But, What, became

of Frank?”
“He has lived just as he began, determined to succeed in life, and using the
most selfish means to accomplish his purpose. He united with the church and
was very particular about outward forms,
but nobody ever knew him to do anything
to help anybody else. - When he was in
the legislature,

he

succeeded

elected speaker and when

in

vote about havin’ a prohibiterry

was a tie and he could a turned it in the
right direction, but he wiggled and twist-

the simple grace was said;

Aunt Hannah

was up in this State,

so

he

went West

and 1 baint heerd much about him since.”
Well, Aunty, I have learned a wonderful lesson to-night,” said Annie, putting on her gloves. The way to reach
the highest success is not to seek success
as an end. To be nothing for self and

everything for Christ really ennobles and
makes life grand and true and does the
very best thing for self. Now I can go
to school | to-morrow and work with a
will, asking my Heayenly Father to help
e very best scholar that

I can

to

be

Miss Hall never neglects her family and
there aint a better housekeeper nowhere;

but if theres a person sick in town, she
book

that told jest how

to cook

for.

the

sick, so’s she might larn all about it.
She’s jest like the spring out there on the
hillside “that

streams

is always

fall,

keep trickling down

grass and flowers all round
always fresh and green.”
«J

see,

Auntie.

but

and

litle

the

there are

Each uses her

abili-

ity the best-she—ean— But-Mrs. Simms
aims only to make hers add to her own
popularity and influence, while Mrs. Hall
seeks to use hers in such a way as to
‘| honor her

Master,

who

gave

it to

her.

But really, Aunt Hannah, Mrs. Simms
doesn’t secure what she aims at, for every body knows her as a very selfish woman, while Mrs. Hall is like an angel in
the village, carrying happiness wherev.)
ér she goes.”
¢ Jest so, child.

You know

the

good

For example;

take three from a

German

publisher’s advertisement, Stephenson’s
Prize locomotive, Napoleon in his coronation robes, and Andreas Hofer’s last
walk. First let the children read Smiles’
life of Stephenson, and if they grow to
care for locomotives, what a field is open
before them!
Then read to them a fair
account of Napoleon. D0 ‘not let them
have Abbott's for they will be obliged to
unlearn it all. ‘When they are tired of

him, find the touching story of Hofer and
the Tyrolese insurrection, and let them
learn the translation of-the ballad about
him to speak at school. A book of pictures may be made of the greatest use in
this way.
5, Do'not let them depend on school
“’speakers” and the ‘Hundred choice
selections” for the poetry which they must

learn; Find it for them in Shakespeare or
Scott, or whatever poet you love, and
arrange a scene from the *‘Midsummer

‘* 1 hope Frank hain’t done nothin’ he

ought not to,’ said my mother, anxiously,
stoppin’ right in’ the midst of her mixin’

and looking father stiddy in the face.

¢ ¢ Wall, no, not exactly,’ suid father,
‘ but the trouble is jest here.
He's very
ambitions; Fraok is, but it isi all for self.

Now there's'where the puzzle iy with me.
If I attend faithfully to my school,

is it

Spencer
and the English positive school, though

Not the trump’s alarum peal,
Not the beck of waving banoér,
|
Not the call of rolling drum,
Fiery breath of raging cannon—
"Tis not these that bid you come.

its returns are poor and more than problematic. Indeed, there is nething, perhaps,more

Rise against that foe of manhood,
Honor, purity and truth,
Cutting down by countless millions
Hoary age and ruddy youth.
Shame and sorrow, want and horror
Follow in its fearful train;

' boundless resources of its civilization,

lation, there is

since

1840,

mitted by men in a state of drunkenness,

to limit

the

number of licensed dram-shops.
It is
“rent that wine and beer are no pre-

Rather

they

«ken and stimulate the appetite for
stronger drinks.”
One more plea should be examined—
the allegation that the consumption of
beer is conducive to health. In this connection, Sir Henry Thompson, a distinguished London physician, says:
¢« The habitual use of fermented liquors
to an extent far short of that necessary

to

produce intoxication, and such as is com-.

mon in all ranks of society, injures

the

body and diminishes the mental power to
an extent which 1 think few people are
Such, at all events, is the

re-

sult of observations during more than
twenty years of professional life, devoted
to both hospital and private practice.
Thus I have no hesitation in attributing a

large proportion of the most dangerous
maladies which came under my notice,
as those which every
medical
man
has to treat, to the
ordinary
and
daily use of fermented drink taken in the
quantity which is conventionally deemed
moderate.”
S40
+04

Talking with an intelligent physician on
the use of alcohol in the sick room, he
advocated thé use of small quantities in
cases of extreme debility and in old age

on the ground that alcohol arrests decay.
same

Night's Dream,” “The Tempest,” or *‘As

Yet from

premises

he

was

forced to admit—he did it with

the

best

recuperation,

and

grace in the world—that what will arrest

decay will also arrest

living for self, and if I say, as Idid

this

rhorning, to our S. S. superintendent, *1I
can't help in getting up the floral concert
this time,’ is it selfish ?”

graphy of England and the United States.

from

celebrated

ple

tures,

8.

Remember Jit Abbott's sensible

rale, to give children something that they
are growing up to, not away from, and
keep down their stock of children’s books
to:the very best.— Religious Herald.

he

%

market than ‘the

for reading

of any

than in England, ‘and sales are so great that
the publishers can afford, and are compelled by
competition, to sell their publications at a price
much below the English rates,
Moreover, if a
‘book is really ‘good, it will generally be reprinted in a still cheaper form, the excellence
of these reprinted works showing very plainly
the sound popular taste, which the reviewer

finds it convenient to ignore.

If is difficult to

see what better way there is of

estimating the

number of novel readers than from the.sale
novels, and this
favor.

is

evidently

strongly

doubt, somewhere in nature an as yet un-

discovered principle which may serve as
a medium as conveniently as alcoliol now
dees without any of its deleterious quali-

4

NEE

And now that Emerson is gone, we have

no original writers of philosophy to put with

Fiske should
here we have
und graceful
Review was

of

in our

not be entirely passed over, But
departed widely from the light
literature of which the Edinburgh
speaking, and our. deficiencies

are tiot to the point,

‘Whatever ‘gaps there |

may be beyond, within that field we have not
failed. We have no Contemporary, no Fort.
nightly, no Nineteenth Century. But we have
a Century, an Atlantic and a Harper, which
are far beyond the English monthlies.
We

have

left ourselves no

space

to discuss

the reviewer's remarks about our learned professors, further than to

say that

whether we

consider the estimation in which they are held
or the works by which they merit it, the Eng.
lishman’s

depreciative

inexcusable.— Boston

blunders

are

eymlly

Advertiser.

PO
a.
or

SHORT-HAND IN A UNIVERSITY,
* All connected with journalism know the im.
portance. of the short-hand

reporter,

and the -

intelligent general public cannot well fail to be
aware of the growing demand for stenographers. Young men eapable of taking down spok.
en language as rapidly as it is uttered are in

great demand by statesmen, bankers, ahd all
heads of large enterprises.

With the wide and

growing field for short-hand writers

there is,

strange to say, no public school for the acquirement of the art, which requires long and careful study for its mastery. There are in mdst
of the large cities stenographers
who have
turned teachers, and profitably employ leisure
hours in instructing others how to write shorthand.

These enterprises are all ‘of a

limited

If we now turn from quantity to quality,
snd briefly compare
the productions of literature in its * lighter and more graceful form?”
in the two English-speaking countries, we
shall find anything but the absence of books
that he blindly laments.
Inthe novels of Mr.

stenography was

James,

High School, greatly to the benefit of the

Mr.

Howells and

Mrs. - Burnett and

character and, of course, supported by the pupile. “Young men without means who are anxious to become short-hand writers are, there

fore, excluded from these sthools. * Years ago
tanght

in the Philadelphia
lads

who had » knack of acquiring the difficult art,
As the study was a new one, not at all to the

their followers, we have the only new movement thats taken place of late years in that
form of writing on either side ofthe water, and
a very refined and delightful one it is. With
George Eliot departed, the last really great
Cnglish writer of fiction, we
need not be
afraid to compare the Americans that we have
named with the smaller fry that
remain.
Either in. style or imagination, in
refinement of conception, or subtle
analysis of
character, or vivid desc riptive power,they are,
to say the least, unsurpassed by any English
writer. One has but to recall the monotony of
Trollope and the melodrama of Reade to realize

portance that they should be afforded equal
facilities for mastering a stady of practical

this.

value to them in winning a livelihood.

‘

Tf we turn to'other branches of light literature the result is much the same. Take poetry,
In that broader
variety of humor
which
mingles sarcasm and irony with drollery to
point an earnest purpose, there is nothing

from the older branch of our race of late years
to compare with the * Biglow Papers,” aud
the rhymes of Bret Harte and his followers,
except, perhaps, Gilbert's burlesques, where
the music is 80 necessary an element.
And in:
the more quiet and refined kind of light verse

tastes of the sons

of

well-to-do

parents,

who

did not like the plebeian idea of their sons becoming reporters, this useful branch of" pratti_
cal education was discontinued. It has never
been resumed, as it should have been, in our
grammar schools, though the study of drawing bas been:introduced into our primary divisions.
It is well that boys and girls should

be afforded an -opportunity of becoming
draughtsmen and designers; it is of equal im-

In the more progressive West, short-hand
writing has just received merited recognition

by being made one of the

regular

the State University of Towa.
stenogruphy

studies

The

in

cogése in

has been chosen by a class

of sev-

enty young ladies and gentlemen; Eldon Moran, ex-officfal stenographer for the Supreme
Court of Indiana, is the teacher, and as his
pupils are enthusiastic students, they

are

rap-

idly acquiriig proficiency. Already applications for short-band writers have been made

Dr. Holmes is equally without a peer. There
is nothing in the way of parodies in modern
literature that is nearly as good &s “Taylor's

to the State University of Towa,

and

members of the clasg are. certain

of attaining

“ Echo Club,” and one must
go back to the
old ‘“ Rejected Addresses ” to find anything to
remotely compare with it. If we turn to the

petent to readily

loftier flighits of the

muse,

we ne ed not

place Lowell's ¢ Commemoration Ode” by any
English one. In that noble national poem he
reached so high a point of art that we shall

appreciate, not belittle, it by critical

compari-

son.
We havey
it is true, no dramatic poet to
compare with
Browning, but he is past his
prime and has no successors; and the other
English poetical dramas are very slow affairs,
except the bright burlesques of Gilbert. - And
Heéavysegé’s ‘* Saul,”’.
which has
more
of
Shakespearian largeness of style
than any
recent English drama, shows how little difference the ocean makes. in genius.
If we can
not claim the very highest rank for Longfellow,Lowell and Bryant, neither can we accord
it to Tennyson or Morris, by whom
we natu-

rally place them.
The fleshly school of Swinburne and Rosset-

ti, now domindnt

in

Eoglund, has

found

no

imitators of note here, unless-we consider Walt

Whitman in that light ; but this

lucrative situations as soon
scribe.
Inasmuch

as

fear to |

is nothing to

be ashamed of, surely.
We may rather be
proud to think that the applause Whitman has
received has come 50 much more from English

as they

all tiff

are com-

report and accurafely
lilies

besos

‘double

regs

as

trad-

expert as
h

should be taught in our public schools, Iti is
quite truevthat all boys and girls cannot become stenographers, nefther can

they

develop

into artists and desigmers, draughtsmen. and
architects; yet drawing is taught in the Phil
adelphia public schools to-day with an assiduity leading one to suppose that it was the one

needful study.

Inthe

course of yeurs it will

be necessary for young men to be able
short-hand as long band,and to woman
a
new
path to
independence
in
a livelihood by her own unaided talent

to write
it opens
gaining
and ex-

ertions.— Printer’s Circular.
ee
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LITERARY

~—It is reported that
soon

visit

NOTES.

n=

Matthew

Arnold

will

this country.

—Wilkie Collins's sight is failing, and he can
no longer read or write.

He is dependent up-

on an amanuensis,
—The works of Mr. Charles Reade have just
been published, in England, for the first
ina collected form.
;

time

critics than our own. He je not the only pretentious mediocrity who has found in England
an upproval which his own country has too

Charles Reade’s “The (‘loister and the Hearth’?
is the greatest historical novel in the English

good

tongue.

taste to bestow.

lauded

to the skies

Jpaquin
in

Miller

was

London, while

Mr.

Carlyle’s genius received its first warm recog~mition here. It is not at all wise for the En-

glish to dwell on their critical

acumen

over-

much,

If the fleshly school of poetry has not -prospered here, the intellectual one has. Itis a
somewhat modern conception this extension
of the laws of poetic beauty to the products of

the reason.

In

Wordsworth

snd

Tennyson

and Browning it is finely made use of, but in
most English poets the scope of their stunzas

is confined to describing emotions and natural
process or renders it sluggish, is simply objects. In our great poets, however, in
Emerson and Whittier, Lowell and Holmes,
antagonistic to life. Furthermore, our ‘this cramping limitation has been entirely dismedical friend stated that there is, no regarded with the happiestresults, Whittier’s

“ What do-you go to school for?” askties. May God speedily send us the Col-He don’t interest himself in the business, ed Aunt Hannah, as she poured another
umbus who shall pioneer the way to this
except jest to do whathe must do.
Ev- cup of tea.
Good-bumor is the clear blue sky of the ‘Arabia Felix of our hopes.—Our Union.
© ery minute he can git between customers
«I don’t know. yet what I shall do in
soul, on which every star of talent ‘will
he has his book out a readin’. Wal). now, life, but I want to fit myself to be just as
shine more clearly, and the sun of genius
Governor Foster says that it costs Ohio
larnin’is a good thing enough, but it useful as possible. I think my highest
encounter no vapors in its passage. It is $3,000,000 a year to support its poor, and
ideal
is
to
be
a'true
Christian
woman.”
don’t work in well with store business.
the most exquisite beauty of the fine face,
1 have had a talk with him to- -day, and he
“You never can succéed, unless you a redeeming grace in a homely one. It is that $2,500,000 of that is directly chargeable to the liquor traffic. The entire
said all he came into the store for was to ‘do well what you attempt. If you go to
"like the green in the landscape, . harmon- saloon interest in the State pays less than
. earn money to go to school with, that he. school, you ‘must be jest as faithful =a
meant
to do his ‘duty faithfully but that scholaras you can; and whatever inter- izing with every .color, mellowin g ithe $300,000 in taxes, leaving the rest of the
the tax-payers to foot the balance of the cost
, he dida’t see how be could be interested teres with that, unless it is some higher glories of the bright atid “softénifgi
hue of the dark; like a flute in a fall
;
in my business as though it was his'n.
of free trade in intoxicants.
duty, like caring for your sick mother,
‘“ ‘But there's Ben now; he wants to go ought to be refused. But jest let me choros of thetroments, a sound not at first
The American . Missionary Magazine
$0 school jest.as bad as Frank does and give you this advice; whatever else you discovered by the ear, yet filling up the
"in the concord with its deep says: * Let temperance text-books go
_ saves &very tent he can towards it; but neglect, alway take time to pray and breaks
wd
into all the schools of the South, and they
t
wheri he’s in the store, you'd jjest think attend to those other religious duties that melody.
oe
&
.
will hasten on a revolution.”
the whole thing was right on his shoul- your soul needs for daily food.”
i
Many are much more anxious to know
ders. He's most always there a little
They had risen from the table when their fortune than to know their. duty;
There is no joy where'therd is no love,
ahead o' time, he has a pleasant way Annie noticed that Aunt
Hannah had more anxious to know what God intends and love begins to die When it becomes
with the olks that come to trade, and he
placed
a vase of fresh flowers on a brack- than what he requires.
damb.
.
oy
:
3

duller

of truth, We have so good a market for books
that vastly larger editions
are printed here

G. Plummer.

crease of crimes and misdemeanors, com-

the

should

The ignorance displayed here is so gross
that it reaches the -absurd. Nearly every
statement may be said to be the exact reverse

of Germany, in his late address to his Par
liament, called attention to the serious in-

aware of.

no

America-to have no time

more than double the use of alcohol, and
in the industrial counties has a dram-shop
for every seven persons. In Germany
the dram-shops increased in two years
12,261—about 10 per cent. The Emperor

.: ivet, of drunkenness.

culture

nation exercising vast
priding itself on the

kinds,” and those are held in slight esteem.

The advocates of light wines and

sought

at

market for books; even Tadies who in England
would be inveterate novel-readers seém iin

beer as substitutes for rum and whisky
have for years pointed to Germany as
illusteation. . The advocates of the free

and Parliament has

looking

sporting, or ephemerally frivolous. So while
innumerable journals command a great circu-

* And now comes a cryof distress from
Germany—the land of wine and lager—a
cry of alarm at the increase of drunken-

has,

and,

have so little to boust of in the way of books.”
‘‘ The only literature that really excites them
must be either political, industrial, financial,

vocate :

Belgium

ambitions;

than the fact that a
political power, and

LIGHT WINES AND BEER.
The often-urged plea for the use of beer
drawn from the example of Germany may
perhaps be best answered by the following from the Northwestern Christian Ad-

ness.

nobler

extraordinary in the nature of human

om the battle do not shrink;
Let us fight to break
fetters
Binding men to demon drink. :
And the God that watches o’er us

—R.

the

literature from the lower pecuniary standpoiat,

you like it,” and let them act it at Christmas or on a birthday.
6. Keep an atlas at hand, and teach
the children in detail the historical geo-

good engravings

those of Huxley ang

Tyndall and Lubbock and Maine, sud the ot.
ers.

hence, in the systems of those who habitually use alcoholiv stimulants, there is a
for clerks, ’cause he had to be away so
shall lose it; and he that loseth it for
| If they learn where the English counties massof dead, useless matter not carried
much buying his goods. One fall he
Christ's sake shall save it.”
lie,’and something about Scotland and away, and not replaced by the ordinary
hired two new ones, whom we familiarly
“¢¢ Well, I never really knew what that
| action of natural functions, ready to be
called Frank and Ben. Father said, a
France, so much the better.
Wmeant before. But now it is all as plain
|
a prey to disease, and affording no-basis
day or two after they commenced work,
7. Make the use of your well-bound
as
daylight,”
exclaimed
Annie.
‘But
I
for co-operation with remedial measures.
‘I never had too likglier lads in my store.
and illustrated books a pleasure and privcan't
really
see
after
all
how
to
apply
all
In other words, life is combustion, or the
But there’s a wonderful sight o’ difference
ilege for Sunday afternoons and holidays,
between ‘em.’ Father ever 1ikéd to be’ this to myself. Now, you know, I am in or a reward for work well done. -It is conversion of carbon into gas by means
teased, se we asked no questions. About the high school and have to study hard astonishing to a person who has not tried of its contact with the oxygen, introduced
two weeks after, hie said, shaking his and have very little time to myself. If the experiment tosee how much a child into the lungs by the organs of respiration, followed by the removal of ashes or
- head dombtfully, ‘I'm afraid Frank is'nt cannot attend many of the meetings of absorbs
from books
like
Froissart,
the
church,
unless-I
neglect
my
lessons.
effete matter. Whatever prevents this
the lad for me.”
Knight's History of England, or a book of

book tells us that he that saveth his life

essays to put beside

to

use of beer.

respect;

form, inevitably

ciative body of readers there is no incitement

honor him thereby. And I sale 3 Beer and ale huve™pointed to the
mean to{fee how fully I can meet my same example.
¢¢ But now the Nation publishes a ‘Berideal of a\ true Christian woman.
I do
‘ covet earnestly the best gifts,” for I see lin Jotiar pon the alarming increase of
that in that way I can best honor him intemperance, and the use of alcoholic
drinks in place of, or in addition to, the
who has done so much for me.”

thing to be treated with

graceful

Not the din of clashing steel,
Not the thrill of martial music,

Shall our strength and succor be,

himself and every decent body was so |
disgusted with him that he found his game

and more

Not thé sheen of burnished armor,

Till the last slave of the wine-cup
From its bondage shall be free.

ed and managed somehow not to commit |

continued :
touched with clean hands, and not to be
“Ofcourse I ought to get supper, | left on the floor at the mercy of the baby,
child. Thatis a part of my life-werk. dog or cat.
And the better 1 do my life-work, the
2. Do not let them read apyibing that
ae
better I shall please my Master. Our you have not read yourself.
an
Father’s children-ought to be ashamed to
3. Read to them, and te
do things shabbily. He has giver them
look for the explanation «
#7
abilities to use; and the better they use books.
Da not evant Me [0st Su-som.
them, the more they will honor him. Rut w the library with them to see a portrai
it makes a wonderful difference what the
of Queen Elizabeth or a picture of a Ro-|
“final motive in living is. Now there is man chariot, or to find oat why mince
‘Miss Simms and Miss Hall. They are
pies are eaten at Thanksgiving.
both first rate cooks, but Miss Simms is
4. Teach them to make scrap-books of
always a having company for her girls
pictures from history, poetry, or stories,
and plannin’ things jest for the pleasure
and to find out what every picture means,
.of her family. Everything in life, with
her, circles sight around her home, which
is the whirlpool that swallDoms up all.

Sn

LITERATURE.

lighter

Fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers,

it

REGENT ENGLISH AND AMERIOAR

goes to the wall. , In the absence of an appre-

Gather round its heaps of slain.

to a

law,

muster all your forces,

Stricken women, homeless children

gittin’

it come

the conflict!
call the brave,
blow for freedom,
and country save.

For the foe is in the field, |
And to naught but dauntless courage
Will the mighty legions yie id.

and people of that class hated him, yet
his death was lamented by every decent
person in the village.

THE OONFLICT.

To the conflict! To
Sound the tocsin,
Who would strike a
Who would home

husband? Was he my good, kind Uncle
Benjamin ?”
‘Yes, dear,” was the Teply dad Aunt
Hannah's eyes rested lovingly and long-

———
[§

to find a parallel. And in }broader fun
still more fertile. In history we: have —
e0tS we arp
Some passages in a recent article on America been strong. In other de;
| in the Edinburgh Review show how ignorant .more scantily equipped. We have few Valu.
the English critics still are of our literature. able books of travel, while numbers Bppear
In America, says the writer, the prosperity is abroad. Pumpelly’s China and our Arctic ox.
too material to encourage the learned profes- plorations, and some others, make a very
sions, ‘Intellect is ‘necessarily at a discount, short list. We have no writer on art who can
save in 80 far as it can be turned to practical be placed beside Ruskin and Hamerton _.
We have no Scientific
purposes.” and ¢ literature, especially in ite Porter and Swinburne.

1

|

“40h, Aunt Hannah!

getting supper for yourself.”
HOW TO TEACH THE RIGHT USE 0F
«Some of it is for you, child,” replied
BOOKS.
Aunt Hannah archly.
¢ Set right down,
The editor of the Harford Library
we will talk while we are eating.” AnBulletin recommends :
nie did not want to be urged, and after |- 1. Let ¢hildren learn that a book is a

knows it ard some delicacy finds its way
to ’em. She even went so far as to buy a

¢ Oh, to be nothing, nothing,
floating out of your

flashed through her mind.

.

Tewperance.

thought

inglyon the kind face. ** He lived to honor

"nn

never was worth a great deal in the
store, and when times grew a little dull
|'father concluded to git. along with less

And falling, falling sweet and low,

you torn your new dress, or—"
“Now,
Aunt Hannah, please

when

terest.
id Wall, some,” was the reply, ** but he

The music of the rain.

with

day,

Didnt Frank improve after your father talked with him?” asked
Annbie,
her face and manner showing a deep in-

The music of the rain.

BY

other

her story.

And gives delight to summer hours,—

-

the name caught her eye, a new,

The

Aunt Hannah went to the stove and’ his Master just as in boyhood he made my
took off the boiling teakettle, made tea father’s interests his own.”
« But Uncle Benjamin was respected
and then proceeded to set the table for
‘supper, going on in the meantime with by everybody, and although liquor sellers

;

"It cheers the waving grain,

-~

et beside her husband's picture and as

‘twas his own.

Ben.

It breathes of love that needs no proof,—
The music of the rain.

looks out for everything: jest as though
the bells rung for fire, all but him and I
went and he wasa- watchin’ round the
back door to see if all was right, when
he saw a feller sneakin’ along tryin’ to
see if there was a chance to steal anything. But he wasn’t sharp enough for

THE MUSIO OF THEE RAIN.

_ And falling, falling on the roof,
And on the window-pane,

1882.

“ Quaker

Meeting” is as full of

thought

as

Emerson’s “ Sphinx.” But itis not the cold
logic of * Bishop Blongram’s Apology,” it is
thought, {liuminated and transfigured by emotion.

The ‘passionate

desire

to

witias and to relieve poor, suffering

Alea

eof

better

the

humanity

its Burdens throbs through our
yoots in surges of holy fire that

make the prevalent school of English verse
seen very earthly in comparison. In England

the

movement

towards

nature in

the early

part of the century~has sunk into a luxurious
delight in her excesses; but in this country it
has soared aloft in an aspiring search for her
soul.

So

much of genuine religious feeling be-

yond the lines of creed it would be hard to

~—Walter

—Mr.

Besant,

the

novelist,

says

that

Edward A. Frocion, the English his-

torian who visited this country last winter,
has publighed his impressions of the United
States in the “ Fortnightly Review.”
;
~It ig said that Mr, Wharton Barker, one of
the Alumni of the University of Pennsylvania,
spent $15,000 on
the “Penn
Monthly,”
which

has succumbed

to a

want

of popular

appreciation .
tt Aspasia” 18 not received with govers] ap

probation.

It has not the pure moral tone of

George Ebers’ * Uarda,” nor the high dignity
of Charles Kingsley’s ** Hypatia.”
a
—8ir Bernard Burke, a British antiquskian’

declares that * there is not now a single descendant in the male line

of Chaucer,

Shake

speare, Spenser, Milton,Cowley, Butler,Dryden,
Pope, Cowper, Goldsmith, Byroner Moore,

not one of Sir Phillip Sidney, nor, I believe, of
Sir Walter Raleigh} not one of Drake,
well, Hampden, Monk, Marlborough,

borough, or Nelson;

CromPeter

not one of Bolinbroke,

Walpole, Chatham, Pitt, Fox, Burke, Grattan
or Canning; not one of Bacon, Locke, Newton
or

Davey;

not

one

of

Hume,

Gibbon

or

Macaulay;
notone of Hogarth, -8ir Joshua
Reynolds or Sir Thomas Lawrence; not one
of Duvid Garrick, John Kemble op. Edmund
Kean,”
+ =The question has often been asked, What
poet did Tennyson mean when he said—
“I held it truth, with him who sings |

find elsewhere. Whittier’s poetry is one long | . To one clear harp in divers tones,
hymn, running the whole gamut of holy feel- |. (That) men may rise on. stepping-stone
ing, from calm contemplation and righteous:
f their dead:
60 higher things”?
wrath up to beatific inspiration. Certainly
Feople of very limited reading have answerfor lyric poetry. of the earnest type he is uned Longfellow, remembering St. Augustine's
surpassed.
Ladder, but dates of publication, apart from
In miscellaneous prose writings of a light other considerations, forbid this solution. It
kind we find somewhat the same result, though has now been suggested that Petrarch is the,
the showing is not quite
favorable. There is author intended. It isa little surprising that
nothing in modern English essay writing to-put some one of the many critics of Tennyson
beside Dr:Holmes’s
Autocrat of the Breakfast. has not ventured to ask the poet himself for
Table.” One must go backto Charles Lamb the desired informatioh.—
Sel.

|
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CHRISTIAN FINANOE.

PEL

sil

Son

Layman’s Cungrets.]

i

SE Sects

the government or to political economy,

but as it relates to us as Christian indivi-

duals or organizations. Whatever we
may determine to do as such, in the financial world, is no more nor less than

every business man should do to be suc-

cessful, and I believe that the standard of

among

business

men as a class is as high as that of Christians in relation to their obligations to
church

and

its

Now, since Christian

benevolent

finance

-

;

Gi

THE
=

A

ct

i

;

2

E

It is for our in- | the affairs of the

work.

for ‘indivi-

nity to sustain these men.

:

church.

success of a new

debt which they did not aid to -contract 4

right to promise what he cannot perform.
Whea a young man in business, I

lected as they have been by the wisdom

of unreplenished life. © The greatest sufferers in this ruinous church debt policy

of the

are often among the ministry.

professing to take the Word of God as
their guide and the rule of their life, but

to my sorrow I learned that a man’s profession does not entitlé him to credit. A

be poor

denomination,

could

have

been

more faithful or managed its affairs more
prudently and safely than the corporators
of this establishment. I am aware that

years past. This may be, in part, due to
a cutting off of non-paying subscribers.

one

word

in relation

to the

time specified. Paul, in his Epistle to the
Romans, says, ** Owe no man anything
but to love one another,” Christ wrought
a miracle to pay a tax for himself and
Peter. . No man has any right to promise
even for benevolent objects money not
his own, or money which he has

not

and

which he sees no way to obtain. Let us
be first just, then generous. When I see
a man

who does not pay his legal

debts,

subscribing generously for any object, I
say that man is practising dishonestly toward all his creditors and toward the
Lord. That is a burnt sacrifice which
will not be accepted. And just here, let
me say a word in relation to public bequests. Justice and Christianity require
that we guard well all moneys entrusted
to us for the benefit of others.
When
property is bequeathed with conditions,
if we receive the property and violate the

patronage of the Morning Star for some

partment of church

We were told the

other

day

on

grounds by an able Professor
never hired out as a minister,
ministers should not hire out,
though I may agree with him in
ciple, the practice is to hire.

these

that he
and that
and althe prinWhen a

church wishes to engage u minister, one
of the first inquiries on his part is,

“What do you pay, and how much did
you pay the last man you had#” -and the
the question of settlement (often, though
not always) turns on the amount paid.
It makes but little difference sometimes
about the Lord's call. The minister does

not go until somebody
becomes responsible.

besides the Lord
From the prac-

tice of the last twenty years, the church
has come to believe that it is a contract.
The minister agrees to labor for a specified sum, and the church agrees to pay
it. Well, what now? Why, the church
expects the work done for which it en-

In 1868, the: corporators in making some
changes in the actof incorporation insert-

Sdbbath

most of

and

it is

a

matter

of

isto be given for the compensation

he

receives? Some years since, I wrote to
the Star asking that some one would anawer these questions in detail. No one
to my knowledge has yet replied.
For

the want of a proper understanding of
this subject, the relation

of pastor and

people is often broken, and the harmony
of the church destroyed.

Good,

pastors are in demand, and

well supported,
merely get

they

so that they

echureh

members

would

while those who

up something for a wetday.

Let, then,
pas-

tor and people thereby benefited.
Another point wherein we Christians,
ae well as others, fail, is in buying mer-

“chandise at less than its value.
ty-five per cent.

less than cost and then

there is a great rush to purchase.

- & falsehood, or intends to cheat
‘person,
Let us not. patronize

Letus buy

some
such.

our goods of hpnest men,

be

few

thoughts

and

Church
istry of

unselfishness.

to

the

purpose

of attracting

help to pay for
they have been

as to close to the church every 8

people

ble tendency to extinguish every

varieties

of

these

crystals,

pher.

A. change
in
regard to dedicating
churches before they are paid for would
tend largely to correct this disastrous condition of affairs. Let ecclasiastical bodies
set themselves right in the eyes of the
world, and correct this great evil among

is ne-

hundreds

the churches, by refusing to“fermally ded=
icate any and all churches not fully paid
for.
Congregations which are injudicious
and

cated.

some

plans,

are

it

is paid

pleased

for

minds.
with the

or

not

Whether
unpaid-for

If a number of per-

sons with misguided zeal were to gather
about your house and by imposing ceremonies offer it to God, setting it apart
for sacred purposes, no one would for a
moment suppose that God would accept
the gift or bless the givers. Let no church
be erected through vainglory or party
spirit or to gratify the pride or feelings of

a yearly

a

few.

But

let

them

be

erected

only

when and where they are needed. And
let them be paid for before ever a Chris.
tian minister shall, in the name of the people,.stand up in their presence and dedicate
to God that which they know does not belong to them.

we want to

of his thoughts

in

very justly been denouncedas a church

curse. It paralyzes every energy of a
congregation. The grand possibilities of
hundreds of congregations are to-day lost,

cause and

kingdom,

subject to a mortgage of twenty

thousand

to Thee

and

Thy

dollars,
We bequeath

it to “our children,

and our children’s children; as the greatperplexities crowd out | est boon we can confer on them (subject

nobler thoughts and leave no room for
spiritual and eternal things. The theory

to the aforesaid mortgage), and

we trust

that they will have the grace and the mon-

ey to pay the interest and lift the mort-

ter will attract outsiders, increase the gage. Preserve it from fire and foreclosure,
membership and pay the debt, is a dan- we pray thee, and ‘make it abundantly
gerous delusion. The principle is untrue, useful to thyself—subject, of course, to
the

for the public.

noj

patronize the

business of the world and

the aforesaid mortgage.”

DISEASES.

DO NOT

a
restore healthy action.
® to your sex, such as pain|

las

and weaknesses, Kidney-Wort is unsurpassed,

it will act promptly
and safely. —-—

Either Sex. Incontinence, retention of urine,
brick dust or ropy deposits, and dull dragging
pains, all speedily yield to its curative power,
43- SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS. Price $1.

the excess over one hun-

it is expected

that

cod
venerate
Fine

inge,

bistory.

00

»

$

O50.

hud

hymns

agd

of the Free

Christians

York, till the

in New

thority ot the General Conference.

20 cents;

the first 44 pages of the

covers,

Treatise.

tion

our work
Missions,

’

2

in the causes of Foreign and -Home
Education] Sunday Schools, Temper-

ance and Anti-Slavery.

General

It also has articles on the

Conference,

Literary Institutions,

“The Tables,

twenty

in number, are

of great va

ue for reference. There are steel engravings o
Buzzell, Stinchfield, Colby, Marks, Cheney, Day
Knowlton, Phillips, Hutchins, Burr and Quinby.
Price $1.00. Postage 9 cents.
The Minutes of the General

MANDRAKE BITTER

are published in pamphlet

Conference

form at the close

of every session, and the
bound volumes em brac
the EiSesedings of the first sixteen sessions.

$1.00, including postage.

A volume of 300 pages, con

—Prof. J. J, Butler, con:
wms two volumes,
one on the Gospels, ana the
other or Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It 18 ao
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel
lent book for all who would * search the * crip
tures ? Twenty-two lectures on the mes! important points of Bible study, 1.00; postage,
-| cts

eases, etc.,

|}

PURIFY

restoration

Se

FREE

nice paper, for the records

#2 50; Postage 25 cts,
Biographies or
Geo. T.Day,
- -

william Barr,

-

Jackson,

-

-

«

-

-

of the church.

15.

Price

70

”

“

09

¢“

”

95

- .50

”

06

”

5

0

84

Close or Open Communion.
An
perience, and an Argument.
pages.

J

v

IRES’

IMPROVED
ROOT
BEER
25c. package makes 5 gallons of a delicious, wholesome, sparkling Temperance bever=
age. Ask your druggist. or sent by mail for 25c.
C. E. HIRES, 48 N. Déla. Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

AUTOMATIC FISHER. SAMPLE BY MAIL, 25 CENTS.
AGENTS WANTED, J NOVELTIES
< Philadelphia Novelty ry Co., 821 Cherry St., Phila. Pa.
x

ay

AGENTS Wanted= Books & Bibles
‘Want

id

hice a

for handsome illustrated stands

oe

N. Fourth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

IRELAND gf TO-DAY Eze
-DAY

Sonn.

Gted Pr, MoCURDY 4 00.) Philadelphin, Pa:
i

;

ts

of

1882,

ete.

1.98
;

Is a special department
W
atthe New Hampton Commercial College.
The
on ly pl ace in New Eng- .
land where Telegraphy is practically and proper.
ly taught. J
ivi or ladies pind of be.
coming Telegraph Operators need look no farther.
JxRensce reasonable,
Send for particulars to
elegraph Department, New Hampton, N. H,
SAMUEL LITTLE, Pres.

WM. J. BRIDE, Treas.

BOSTON LEAD MANFNG CO.

175

Price 20 cents,

Christian Baptism
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.;
rents.
Sabbath School
tion Books
are for adults and

postages

children.

of Jesus,

=

Ah.

,02

WoONDKRFUL Works of Jesns. 12,
“02
Douglas's Address on John Brown.
By

Frederick Douglas at the laying

of

the

cor-

ner stone, Anthony :Hall, Storer College, Harper's
Ferry, West
Va,
Priceld ¢
. All the profits go to the college.
Sermon b
.
REV.
BENJAMIN RANDALL, preached

at the death of a child, and printed by
The oni, published sermon by Randall.
10 cents.
Blanks

- M.,

in 1803,

uest.
Price

:

Certificates,

10 cts. doz.

Cor. Messengers Certificates, 8 *

hurch Members’
Engravings
Of Dr. G. Ray

ficates,

Gn

.

4.46, J. L. Phillips,

25 cts.

26 and 35 cts,

Small Hngraving:, 5 by 8 inches, the same
as those in the Centennial Record, 5 cents each, or
20 cents for the seven; the first four on one

sheet.

tiuminated Cards. From one to ten on a
sheet, : by 6 inches. Price from three to six cents
a shee
MAP OF ORISSA. On cloth, 26 by 36 inches in
size, showing the fleld and all the stations of the
Free Baptist Mission in India, with much of the
acent country.Price 75 cents.
e above named books are sold by
the dozen,
at 20 hd cent. discount or smgle vol., for cash

with

the order, or on receiving the books.

-I. D, STEWART, Dover. N. H

THE MORNING STAR.

CORRODERS AND MANUFACTURERS:
¢« BOSTON

STAR

BRAND,”

PURE WHITE LEAD.
RED LEAD AND LITHARGE.

LEAD PIPE AND- SHEET LEAD.

TIN and TIN LINED PIPE, PUMPS, SOLDER, &c.
GOLD MEDAL awarded by the Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanic's Association in 1881;

. PER

NET.

Security”
rity
threeto six times the loam,
- without the buildings. Interest semi-annual, TWENTY-EIGHTH year of residence,
and EIGHTH in the business.
Nothin,
ever been lost, = Best of References, Sen
for particulars if you have money to loan.

:

and

are put bemade there

CENT.

|

N.

B. Costs advanced, interest kept up, and prin-

cipaljguaranteed in case of foreclosure. Address
D. S. B. JOHNSON & SON., St. Paul, Minn.
Negotiators of Mortgage Loans.
Mention this paper.

1y33

ime
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LEBSONs 10x Kvery Sunday, 15 postage ,02
STORY

Office, 24 and 26 Oliver Street, Boston, Mass.

Bitters.
A convict says he was sent to
prison for being
dishonest, and yet he "is compelled every day to

Eo

by reading it. 26 cis; postage

Church Records
:
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables

Daniel

say,

and palmed off on the innocent public as leather,

be benefited

Golden Shea! by
Mrs. H. C. PHILLIPS, illustrating Hindoo life

for- Pastors, Deacons, Clerks, Treasurers, - Sabbath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NonResident Members, and about 200 pages of very

Dit. KLINE
8 GREAT

worn-out functions follow the use of Brown's Iron

cut ont pieces of pasteboard, which
tween the soles of the cheap shoes

nisiers

and Christian experiences of Bal, a converted
heathen,
Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
Rules of Order.
:
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers. 10 cents.

n
4)
Insane
Persons Restore,

Prescription” is a

exhausted

Secretions.

HENRY, JOHNSON & LORD, Props. , Burlington, Vt.

Ladies!”

of

The

For sale by all dealers in medicine.
Send
address for pamphlet, free, giving full directions,

prompt and certain remedy for the pamful disor
ders peculiar to your sex. By all druggists,
“ You are weak,” said a woman to_her son, who
was remonstrating against her marrying again.

permanent

wonld
8 cts.

BLOOD

Price 25 cts. per bottle.

Emerson.—Charles Parker Emerson died
in Alton, N. H., May 30, aged 58 years
8 months.
An active business
life was thus
suddenty terminated. Surely, there is ‘“ a time
to die.”
Stockbridge.—Matilda, wife of [saac Stockbridge, died Aug. 10, aged 61 years.
A devoted wife, a loving mother, a quiet and unassuming friend and neighbor is mourned by many.

A

THE

by expelling all Morbid

COR.

1 can’t go a steptather.”

0!

but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more thdn thirty difierent
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Fermulas and Suggestions.
Tte Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well arranged; stating in fifteen
pages all the important parliamentary rules of de

all of which these

Bitters will speedily cure by removing the cause,
Keep the Stomach, Bowels, and Digestive Organs
in good working order, and perfect health
%
will be the result. Ladies and others subiberative bodies.
Price, Flexible Leather, 75
ject to Sick Headache will find" relict J | ~eents
and permanent cure by the use of these Bitters
The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every Christian
Being tonic and mildly purgative they

Longfellow.—Died in Palermo, Me., June
17, Betsey, wife of Jonathan P.. Longfellow,
aged 83 years and 1 day. Sister Longfellow
was born in Vt., ber maidén name was Edwards.
She experienced religion at the age of
23 year's, was baptized by Elder Samyiel Whitten-und was a. charter member of the F. B.
church in Palermo and’ continued a worthy
member until removed by death to join the
church triumphant.
She was the mother of 12
children, 8 sons and 4 daughters, of whom the
greater
part survive her. Sister Longfellow
was
a
lady of high intellectual powers, was
a constant reader of the Star,always manifesting a deep interest in the great work of salva.
tion. Her influence will long be felt in the
community in which she lived.
The funeral
service
was conducted by the Rev. J. D.

weak-that

Minister's Manual,

ruptions and

Sister’ W.

* I am so

Baptist Mins-

Bustiers Commenta

reading. 88 cts. per vol.; postage, 12 cents.
Lectures
Y
!

ory is blessed. The funeral services were attended by Rev. C. 8. Perkins, of Boston,
Mass., assisted by Rev's C. Bean and O. F.
Russell.
Zion’s Advocate please copy.

« Yes, mother,” he replied.

twenty-three

£8gmons,by 8s many different ¥.

- After constipation follows

much beloved in-thé community and her mem-

for Dr. Pierce’s ‘* Favorite

Pub-

lications and Aged Ministers.

DR. HENRY BAXTER'S

was .converted and united with the Raptist
church in Paris, Me., her native town, but on
removing to B. about twenty-five years ago,
united with the 2d F. B. church of which she
remained 8 most exemplary member to the
end of life. She was a most excellent wife,
and also exhibited much wisdom and motherly devotion in rearing three step children from
a tender age, two of whom still live to honor
her memory and mourn their loss. She was

that he is inside of a pound.
y:
¢ Sigh no more,

embracing

Price 6 ceats,

Centennial Record.
A vcl. of about
300 pages, reviews the denomin"ational progress for the century, gives a history of

Whitney.—Died in Buxton, Me., Aug. 27,
from blood poisoning, occasioned by ulcera-

The husband and children can trytbfully

pos.

:

of dectrinal theology, and the author's views
are those generally accepted by the denomination,

in a short time effect a perma-

*

general
by au-

or 50 cen ts per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
Butler's Wheoiony
.
:
discusses briefly,
but clearly, all the questions

and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of

godlibi
fila
i e88.
ft their impress on children, gra
:vn, friends and neighbors.
* He being u:
t speaketh.”
The funersl
services were cou sucted by Rev. Charles Bean,
assisted by Rev. Charles Foster.
MRs. EL1zA L. WEEKS,

o

of the

$1.00.
.
the doctrines

Doctrinal Views
is a small book in paper

and a thousand other diseases that
owe their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bewels,

the memory of their

time

union with the Freewill Baptists.
X'he WVreatise
:
.
cofftaing a brief statement of

$1.60 postage, 12 eents.

rComsStippsas

20

Baptists

tage, 1 cent

‘Will give immediate relief, and

Couliard.

seversi

held by
the denomination,
and our
14 nsages uo church-building. It 18 publish

There is no excuss for suffering from

\

sixty-two years.

7c.

$1.00, including postage.

The Memorials

Sermons.

Whitney, aged

abri

give the rise and progress of this body

cash

wil accompany the copy at the rate of four cents
per line of eight words. ~ J erses are inadmissible.
A

the public. - The

cents; postage, 2 cents.
y
The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century o1 our existence,
from 1780 10 1830. It describes with censiderable
~=t-delsil, the early events of our denominational

for those sent by persons who do
Star,

Aetna,

;

The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225

.KIDNEY-WORT

Obituaries must be brief

For

The SUREST CURE for

flcate that you are a victim P THEN

The thought of an organization
of
Bennett.—Abbie J., daughter of Morrison
enlightened intelligent people, with pub- Bennett, died Aug. 17, aged 24 years. The
lic parade and imposing ceremonies, set- hand of consumption did its fatal work in a few
months, and her sun went down while it was
ting apart to the worship of God a build- yet day.
Hurd.—Adella E., daughter of Seth Hurd;
ing which they have not paid for, and do
great granddaughter of Eld. Hezekiah Buznot own, strikes the ordinary mind as ridic- .and
zell, died Aug. 20, aged 17 years. Dire disease
ulous, if not sacrilegious or profane. To and death claimed this promising youth, How
those who will persist in this irreligious mysterous are the workings of divine Providence!
C. M. EMERY.
or wicked course,we would recommend that
to their other sins they no longer add that
QUIPS AND CRANKS.
of attempting to déceive God.
Be frank.
Tell God and the community just how the | Georgia mosquitoes don’t care for smoke. In
stead of trying to
push through window-screens,
matter stands, and upon what conditions
they serenely float down the chimney.
it is given. Such congregations will need
° A trade journal gives directions for ‘‘ preserving harness.” Preserved harness may be consida new formula of dedication, and for their ered
very palatable by those who like that soit of
use we might suggest the following, rec- thing, but we don’t want a bit in our mouth.
Wanted—Fifty ,thousand of the good people’ of
ommended by Dg, J. G. Holland, and
New Eovglandto try Wheat Bitters, a sure cure for
which may be slightly changed to suit the Malaria—* One .
id
circumstances:
‘‘We dedicate this edifice
There is a dog in & orgia that weighs only fifteen
to Thee, our Lord and Master; we: give it ounces. Whenever he gets lost, his owner knows

Church debts are nowhere sancter.
tioned in the Bible, either by precept or

both in

Particular Notice.

Abrig.

U. 8. A

P| Does
4 tame back or disordered urine indi-

a

“The band of God hath touched me.”

which express my own views of the mat-

because financial

church

offering is not asked.

learn is how to reach the masses.
The subject of church debts, which is
certainly one department of Christian
finance, has been so ably treated in a late
work by Rev. Sylvanus Stall that I feel
justifed in gathering together and plac-

you

Whether

God will be

poor men had farms worth six, eight, and

ing before

in their

seems foreign to their

are

meeting was held in one of these poor,
destitute places, and when the brethren
came back, they reported it a very productive county.
Why, sir, some of those

What

visionary

wont to regard their cherished purposes
all consummated when the church is dedi-

dying to-day, not from lack of means, of
which God has given them abundantly,
but from withholding to contribute of this
to further his cause. For several years
our Maine State Mission has been helping several of the churches in Aroostook
Co., but some three years since

o

EKIDNEY

Obituaries.
anil

& CO.

ss HAS BEEN PROVED

dark

follow in due course,
and diamond-factories working with, tons of sugar and
silver.— Christian Intelligencer.
——

¢

tunes selected especially for prayer m¢étings.

colored,
the other
transparent.
Mr.
Marsden believes that by using sufficient
quantity of material he will be able to
produce diamonds large enough for rockboring. If ro, jewelry may be expected to

Be

i

edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns
and more than halt of the tunes found in the
larger book, dnd is for the vestry and social
worship,but.is olten used in shufches:
TERMS: Single, $1.50, dz. or. more
$1.20. Postage, 10c.

SOLD EY ALL DRUGQISTS AND DEALERS IN MEDICIN®
Baltimoye, Md.,

to the best.

"the kind now before

its claims. prpEENIONS IN ELEVEN LANGUAGES.

.

if not,

Spiritual Songs.
‘
This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes is
offered to our churches as the best of all books of

No Preparation on earth equals St. JACOBS OIL 88 8 SAFE,
SURE, SIMPLE and CHEAP External Remedy. A trialentails
but the comparatively trifling outlay of 50 CENTS, and every
one suffering ‘ith pain can have cheap and positive proof of

A. VOGELER

$2.50

publisber

r Whe Little Star and
Myrtle
are Sabbath-school papers; printed alternatd
weeks, on superior
paper,
beautifully Hustrated
Both papers are of
the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
YRTLE.
:
Har
- Terms: single copy, each, - 38 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one address, each, »
+
,28 cénts
“Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time expires, and no commission allowed on mozey sent.
:
Sample copies sent free.
S. S. Quarterly.
.
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the International lessons for tnrce months, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. It is inténded

postage 4 cents.

ACHES

‘bene.

apology for turning a deaf ear to every ap+
peal
for aid.
The beneficence
of the
|
church decreases, until in Christian giving
the congregation becomes virtually a ci-

Many a church

visibility, and

LL THE POS
Al

and
two

one

year, if paid strictly
Jaa
within
the

8: 15 cents per copy in
packages for ‘the
year, or 20 cents to single su cribers. b cents for
one Copy,
A)
Lesson Papers
<
of the International Beries, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly, at the rate of
100 copiesto one address for $5.00. Payment
in advance, ' Discontinued. when time expires.
Sample copies gent f-ee.
3
The Pralmody
:
;
|
isthe demominational H:
Book, extenaively used. Large book, in Sheep,
£0; Morocco. 90; Morocco Gilt, 1.25; Turkey Gilt, 1.50,
Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, & cts;

AND

graphite
Brbide
crystals,

hard enough to scratch glass, quartz
sapphire.
The microscope displayed

per

Postage ig paid by the

been made

ound
carbon
in three forms,
brown sodty material roa
of silver—and small octahedral

Terms ;—$3.00
advance;
$3.

first thirty days, and

TOOTH, EAR
HEADACHE,

| from sugar by Mr. Marsden, who describes
the process in the proceedings of the Royal Society 'of Edinburgh.
He
heated
charcoal of sugar mixed with silver during
ten hours, then cooled them slowly, and
Qjssolving Su id silver with nitric acid,

of |RE wwi

uriance, while the church debt is made the

from the Printing Establishment, should
has lost its

in

be equal

lent sentiment of a congregation.
It gt
lows selfishness to flourish in great lux- bs

glecting a great instrument for good.
It
is ope-of the most efficient auxiliaries a
minister can have in his work. It is the
educator of our people, and until they
are thus educated, we - shall lack the
means for carrying on the work God has
given-us to do.
The money to carry
forward this work, instead of coming
come from the churches.

une

ngefilness in a community.
St.
pou;
result of this unsound policy is itsg: =

tle-or-nothing;-and-no-doubt-every
paster
has observed the same to be true in his
own congregation. A good church paper
is a great power, and any minister who
his

SORENESS

oo

Diamonds are said to have

Star.

is a large religious paper of eight pages, in ta
fifty-third volume.
It is able, lite
and prossive.” | All
communications, should be adgsed t0' Dover, N. H.
:
.

|!

sult these persons are largely lost te the
power of the truth. The influence does
817.
He soon after became a Christian and
not stop here, but- the injudicious, if not urited with the F. B. church; was ordained
Deacon
in
1831. He married Miss Betsey Lord,
dishonest, policy is denounced by all fair: sd aised up twelve children. Two noble sons
thinking people, and may proceed -.
7.-

1
v

efficiency

men of means, who shall
the unholy trap in which
caught.
:

Now, |thata new church dtid a popular minis-

common sense teaches that that man tells

its’

sacred only

There “both to the church and the world, simply

comes « aan into’ the community
who advertises to sell all kind of goods at twen-

but

The edifice should be erecté® and dedica—
ted to the worship of Jehovah, the preaching of the gospel and the salvation of souls.
Instead of these, how many churches are

did not read it gave lit-

fails to use it among

Freewill Baptist Publications.

lcouT,
~

VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati,O.
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The Morning

‘great soldier, Ibrahim "Pacha, are not in
contradiction with this conclusion, because few of his troops were Fellahin. |

anborn.—Was transferred from the friendships of earth to those of heaven, at Kust
Fiyeburg, Me., July 2, Dea. Jonathan Sanbarn, at the advanced age of 89 vears.
Bro.
Simborn was born in Limerick, Me.
He moved
to Fryeburg, then almost a wilderness, in

our

§

_ LUMBAGO,
BACKACHE,

11s of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
hools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete, FULLY
WARRANTED,
Catalogue sent Free.

|

from the tax-gatherer, the bastinado, and
forced labor? The achievements of that

however, one after another becomes
wearied of pressing claims that remain unpaid,
the church -is spoken against, and as a re-

They are grievthe primitive church.
ous burdens. They are great hindran;
ces to the spread of the Gospel and the
salvation of men. A church debt has

thia relation be clearly defined, and

ministrations

Christ bad in establishing the church.

present number of subscribers we should
have thirty or forty thousand; and the
people would have been educated so that,
instead of a few contributing all the
funds for boovielehy purposes, the majorof

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY.

be expected from men whose only knowledge of their government is that derived

in the Christian church that claims against
its organization would be most promptly
met when payment is demanded.
When,

ity

g

rates.

E NEURALGIA,

SCIATICA,

& CO., sr Park

| thorized
Bow, New
York, fortan
to contract
advertizing
:

REMEDY
| REEDMATISH,

l

JG

S. M. PETTENGILL

= Their

in trade in the shape of talent, and to secure a larger circulation, instead of the

the

example, among the ancient Jews,or

a living, but be able to lay

its honor was no concern of theirs.

dre words, and

have

faithful

shall not

and excellent
physique;
ntterly worthless, as it

matters
naturally
expect—and
have a
right to expect—from the principles taught

would

T=.

li} GREAT GERMAN

nomination strengthen the Establishment.
Had this money been put into the stock

I

can

be

I

seems to me, because they were destitute
of that pride which is inspired by patriotism; for them their flag had no meaning,

minister

295

.

ISM.

telligent faces
yet they proved

AS anit,

EE

-

il

|

de-

denomination,

classes of society.

another,

:

:

—

v

Another and very sad result of church
indebtedness is the great distrust which it
begets in a community.
Claims presented
remain unpaid and the church falls into
disrepute.
Persons untaught
in these

church

great interest to us as a denomination.
What are the duties of a pastor? What

a

They also serve to defeat the design which

home and foreign
mission
societies.
Nearly an equal amount has been given.
for other purposes.
Now I take the
ground that this sum has been misappropriated and that such’ a distribution has
been an injury to the denomination.
I
would reverse this policy and, instead of
the Printing Establishment’s aiding the

ject with reluctance, and it may be said
that it is not relevant to my theme.
But
the minister takes one view of it, the

sub-

I speak of this

© If

that breathe and words that burn.
debts are despoiling the gospel

000 have been given to the educatign,

ten thousand dollars! They were able to
buy the mission society, root and branch!"
There are now in the savings banks of N.
Y. and
Mass. $425,000,000, and this
amount is owned largely by the middle

gaged that pastor.

work.

is left to struggle with desperate financial
difficulties all the week, there can be in his

having a share in the work. Had this
money been put at interest, it would now
amount to more than one half million of
dollars,
enabling this paper tw employ as
conditions, we are unworthy the confidence of the community.
Unworthy able an editorial staft as any paper in the
means to accomplish arrend, however de- Union.
A certain missionary, while collecting
sirable that end may be, are unjustifiable.
: funds in this country for missionary purA second important point in relation to poses, said that he found it almost unifinance is that the article delivered shall versally true that those families which
correspond in quality and quantity to read the denominational paper were best
informed and contributed most liberally,’
the article sold.
If you hire me to labor for you for one
day, one week or one month, for a stipulated sum, itis not for me to say how
many hours I shall work, or when I have
earned the amoutfit you pay. My duty is
to labor the customary hours each day
for the time agreed upon.

.

—

| His conquering armies were mainly composed of Arabs, Syrians, N ubians, Arnauts
tie
h-of the pastoral and ministerial —in
fact, of fighting men from all the
offi, That he may be efficient in his neighboring parts of the East, who were
reduced to discipline by his stern will, and
calling, these matters should be entrusted
to persons properly appointed to that de- guided to victory by his great military
genius.— Century Magazine.

have no means to pay, the seller suppos- ed this clause: ‘*All the profits of the said
ing that the goods are to be paid for Printing Establishment not necessary for
when delivered. Among business men publication purposes shall be sacredly
we say such a man is a fraud. If 1 pur- appropriated to benevolent purposes conchase one hundred dollars’ worth of goods, nected with the Free Baptist denominaThis policy I question.
From
saying nothing in relation to the time of tion.”
payment;
the money is due as soon as 1845 up to the present date, about $45,-

the goods are delivered. If the time of
payment is agreed upon, itis due at the

The crush-

ing responsibilities or undue
anxieties
are left to’exhaast
his physical energies,
to make unlimited demands upon his méntal activities, and to unfit him for the" du-

in. criticising the action of these men, I

man should get in debt above his capital.
It is often the case that men professing
i Christianity buy some commodity with-

payment, knowing at the time that they

-_

conduct in Abyssinia and the Soudan was
Thus the debt saps the best interest of the ‘similar,
and no doubt from the same
church, causing it to waste away because
cause. How can valor and patriotism

that I fully believe that ne persons, se-

No

out saying

are very slow to assume it voluntarily.
New comers and old residents alike in
seeking a spiritual home will often avoid
such as are weighed down by heavy debts.

now propose to apply the
our Printing Establishment
to a firm in business expectBut first allow me to, say

am criticising the action of men who may
be my superiors in many respects. I am informed that there has been a decrease ifi the

man has no’ right to trust his property
without insurance, unless he can pay his

;

During my visit to Egypt—some seven
One more point before leaving this part solicitedto contribute towards an uaderor eight years ago—there was certainly
of my subject. ‘There is 80 much compe- taking already so unsuccessful as to be no national feeling among the
Egyptians.
{tition in trade in these days that it be- embarassed with debt, they will give spar- Neither they nor their ancestors, for near- ||
comes necessary in order to succeed that ingly as well as grudgingly. If a church, . ly two thousand years, had known native
rulers. During all these ‘long centuries |. @
‘every firm should carry a sufhcient stock: therefore, would be prosperous and useful, they had been the spoil
of Roman, Arab,
to meet the demands of its customers. If it must shun everything which looks like Turk, and Mameluke in turn; from none,
In- since the Roman time, had they received
then, it adds to its stock in trade annual- church debt, whether great er small,
protection of life and property, or any nastead
of
tending
to
increase
its
memberly, it will soon be ahle to secure a suffitional benefits, and it was impossible that
cient amount to maintain its standing ‘bership, a church, struggling under a patriotism should exist among them, for
er is no patriotism save in a country |
and supply its customers with those heavy debt, or perhaps mortgaged for
“worth loving. The conduct of the Egyptmore
than
it
would
bring
under
the
hamthings, which will secure their patronage.
ian troops in the late Russian war is a |-B
On the other hand, if [* put-in a small mer; invariably repels the very class it proof of this. The few battalions I saw in
was designed to attract and hold. Men Egypt were - fine-looking
troops—well |
capital and spend all the profits, I never
who are not personally responsible for a armed, instructed and equipped, with incan compete with my neighbors who

designed. I
same rule to
that 1 would
ing success.

liabilities if he loses that property.

Q

enterprise,
but when

of the most commonly accepted business
principles.
First, every man should-be prompt to
meet his engagements. A man has no
those

_

People will | WHY EGYPTIANS LACK PATRIOT-

iness finance, I shall refer briefly to: some

trust

.

:

have a large capital, but I shall

be safe to

i

o

>

,

,—,

=

.

all my life and unable to do the good God

would

”
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duals does not differ from secular or bus-

thought it

._

|
.

terest and for the interest of the commu- | pay with some cheerfulness toward the

:

It 18 scarcely expected of me to treat of
the subject of finance in its relation to

the

3

who charge afair profit.

|

correct business habits

re

"

—=4
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"

Liver and Boweils.

:

Kidneys,
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i
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-advance;

$2.00 per year, if paid strictly in
$2.20 if Paid within the first thirty

days, and

$2.50 if not.

; De
mgnriior will please notice
of payment on the label of his paper,

the date
and not

allow it to be in arrears.
J
‘The Star is not discontinued when the time
expires for which it is paid unless
persons request. it; and it is discontinued when it has
been more than one year in arrears, after due
notice and time shall have been given.
REMITTANCES must be made in money-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a
istered letter and at our risk and expense,
n writing to this office, persons will please
Sesignate thei» STATE,

a8 well

as

town, anc

give
both the old and new address when they
order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star
goes to press Tuesday Worhing,
and gi

ere on

in

Satu

LoRiions

Address.

or insertion

revious.
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The Kurosophian Society

20,000 people, parade in New York City.

for the coming

industrial

President, E.

Vice President,

.C. S. Flanders,

Wilson,

’84,

Miss Mary

A.

Emerson,

Librarian, A. B. Morrill, 85.

Brewster concludes his argument in the Starroute cases atnoen.
Prayerson which the defence wished tbe court to,charge the jury are
read.—T. J. McQuiddy is nominated by the

to establish

another

college for

their

BY R. H. HAINES.

9’

A technical school Is about to be established
at Leicester, England, the main features of
which will be to give instructions in the technology of spinning and the technology of frame-

.

a ver-

rain in the southern

part of N. E.——One man is killed and five

bi’s troops; the British loss is reported to be
80 killed and wounded; five guns and many
of Arabi's troops are captured. ——The British
and

twenty

of tho

cre
aye lost...
w
ue
Chinese
i
ties huve intervened in the Corean ii
g
reinstating the king by the aid of Chinese
troops and
ships of war,——Thirty-nine

houses, worth $500,000, have been burned at
Port-au-Prince, Hayti.——Another esrthquake
occurred at Panama on Saturday morning, and
the people-of the-city are so terror-stricken
that they pass their nights in the public

&quare, not daring to sleep in buildings.
Personal,
Fhe

birthplace of

Wh

BT,

Ie

Haver

Mass., is now the property of Mr. George Elli-

States are total abstinence men.

Mr. D. L.
in the Alps.
Paul du
rambling in
The Rev,

Moody, the evangelist, is traveling
Chaillu, the French traveler, is
the Catskill Mountains.
Joseph Cook has bad a pleasant

and protitable lecturing tour in Australia.

On

his way thither from Japan, however, he met
with ‘a serious mishap, being thrown down a
hatchway during a storms with such violence
that some of the muscles and cartilages of his
ribs were torn asunder, and considerable surgical treatment was necessary.
He soon rein excellent health.
The widow of John Brown has been presented with an appropriate address by the Citizens’ and Ladies’ Committees of Chicago, and
with the receipts of the benefit-reception lately
tendered ber in Farwell Hall, amounting to
several hundred dollars.
.
Miscellaneons. =‘.

: The crops

in

France

are

i

thought

“to

, The

hundred

lives were

lost at Aspw-

|

Science and Art.
:
The banyan-tree is well known
to science.
It throws out branches which, touching the
ground, take root, so that after awhile a whole

orest may grow from a single tree.

Contracts for the erection of hotels and ruunofo
ten years,
years, have
n made by Secreta
0% ry

The Arkansus Republicans increased thei
Vote.at the

late election in the State
oh
cent, over any previous vole, and it forty
is report-

ed that they have secured. one, and
two,
men.

possibly

430 feet to the top. This tree |
circumference at *‘ some disground.
This equals, if fit
the big trees of California.

A bust of the late Earl of Beaconsfield is
about to be presented to the Greenwich Conservative Club of England.
It was paid for
by the pennies of British workmen.

the plant will |

bloom for several weeks.

~ f

a man

ntinue

to

ate

The artist commissioned by Queen Victoria
to paint a portrait of Cetewayo 1s Carl Sobm,
of Dusseldorf.
.

Subscription lists have been ppered throughout the State of Georgia for a
fund of $30,000
for erecting a monument to the memory of the
late Senator Hill, Contributions are "limited
in amount to from one cent to $10, the aim» being to make the movement a thoroughly popular one,

The many friends of Mr. W. Hamilton Gib#on, the artist and author, will be glad to hear
that he has recovered from the indisposition

which

afilicted hima

ail pend
it.

during

the

spring

and

early summer.
He is now at the Intervale
House, in the White Mountajos, and will spend

September and October at

Mountain Point, Lake George.

Bolton and

Black

The first likeness ever successfully obtained
in this country by the Daguerre
process was
taken by the

late

Pro

J.

ub tia have: he ow

i a false
But the ‘disease is
ut
until

deli
restrained iA
tly and §
the
ent is
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oe

sand some notable pictures were taken.

rol. Morse, who invented the lelegraph, Sie.
ceeded P|
t Draper the next winter, and
rom bain small beginning the art of photogra-
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New Life
IrRoN Bitters.
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Winter it strengthens and
warms

and

is

IN DISGUISE,

The wonderful success of James Pyle’s Pearl
ine has given rise to a flood of imitations with an
“ ine” to their names, evidently to have them
sound like Pearline. Enterprises of this sort are
quite liable to be more selfish than beneficial.

the

insanity

The Iaxhets,

becomes simply weak-

/ Boston

Produce

started well in life, physically speaking, goes into

| decline
a
at this age,

)l.the.

of the parents abeut her schooling.
In this
* slaughter of the innocents,” piano practice
counts heavily.
i
But the child is not “crowded” with study, the
parents and teachers say. It learns easily, and has
plenty of time to play. Just such children I have

never needéd to be

urged to their lessons, who conscientously per.
formed all their piano practice without a murmug,
or an expressed wish to play out-doors instead.
Indeed one of the first signs that thé pupil is over.
is its reluctance Lo

i

join in active physical
/
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N.Y. and Mich. roller straights......6
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OATS~The receipts of Oats for the
have been 248,675 bushels. The marke!
t
Materials since our last, and we noticea
settled feeling. We quote No.1 and extra
ite at 51 @ 63¢; No.
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and
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miasmatic

air,

STENNIS

and it prevents Consumption, Kidney and Liver Disease, &c.

WAKNER
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and No.2 mixed at at 45 @ 48¢ 1b bu.
RYE~The market for Rye is quiet
are nominally 85 @ 90c.4 bushel.
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- Berlin & Co., Attorneys, Le
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induced
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$10 REWARD

will be paid forany cor
set in which the Cora.
line breaks with wix
months ordinary wear.

ton, D. C,, writes, Dec. sth,
1881:
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Price by

Gentlemen : 1 take pleas-

n

ure in stating that I have used
Brown's Iron Bitters for malaria and nervous troubles,
caused

by overwork,

Nu

WARNER

v. Beware
of imitations.
Ask for BROwWN'’s IRON BrT--

TERS, and

AGENTS

;

|

szsist on having

it.” Don’t be imposed on

with
something
recommended as “just as good.”
The genuine is made only
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convENTIONS,

Price $100.) It is the companion hook to the
#PEERLESS, is larger, and has a much greater
. number of pieces for choirs. The singing class
course is the same as that in the smaller book.
By W. O, Perkins.
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Morphine Habit Cured in 10
Days. No Pay until Cured.
J. L, Srerugns, M, D., Lebanon, Ohio
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ME,
.
It consists of 130 Acres, divided into Mowing,
Tilltng, Pasturage, and Woodland. It is natural
88 land, and cuts 25 tons of hax nearly all of
‘the very best quality.
The buildings are all in
good condition and neat loo
. ne
rm is
situated within five minutes’ walk of the Post Of
fice, Ohurch, Store, Académy, and daily Express.
The Orchard is ne
the best, and consists of 200
Apple Trees of choice varieties, besides Pears,
P eaches, Elms, Cheyries, etc. This offer is for
the next thirt;
CALEB W. WINN.
8.
.
West Lega oar Mo. August
«1882.
85
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OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.
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books

BICLOW & MAIN,

GH
LS,
(Price $1.00.) This book, although of re
t is.
sue, has come to be regarded as a staRdard
hook for sein the hi hér schools, By
WTS.
en,

on the many

It contains 192 pages, handsomely printed.
It combines
hymns with musie, among which
will be found some of the choicest standards.
The tunes are fresh, attractive, and impressive,
and the words purely devotional and appropriate.
This work can be used to advantage in prayer and
prajes:
8. A thorough examination of this
, book is solicited before adopting any other,
Price per 100 copies, oar covers, $80.
Single copy in paper covers, by mail, 25 cts,
Specimen pages sent to any address on applica-

atténded

this exceptionally fine collection, which
been before the public but a few months.
thusiastic commendations wherever used.
Th

This collection has been pronounced by the high-

est authorities and ablest critics, to

suwpaYsomoovs.

Great

atta;

The Latest Sunday School Sug Bok.

dur-

FOR COMMON SCHOOLS.
ong
e S.
Price 50 cts.
Has hada year’s trial, with universal approv.
al, in a multitude of schools. Large variety of
wide-awake songs. By L. O. Emerson.

{price

Christia

AGENTS WANTE
the best
mil K it
k
tA
Machine Lb ‘ever invented, hid, knit
a pair of
tes. Tel a knit & great variety ny
work for which there
is always
a ready market, Send
for circular
1
to the
Twombly
Knittin,
ne Co.
Tremont Street, Mey it io

siverve scuoors.

Light and Life.

movements

paand &

n Wi oman EG A any
Jespects, .
JAS. H, EARLE,
178 Washington Stree ated.

Winter.

By W.O. Perkins.

0Age.

WOMANS CR

ITTENMYER.
Pl record. of ome of the most. wonderful

sirable book, with abundant material for the instruction of singing classes, and for social sing-

S

alar book,

The
Lives of all the Presidents of the U.S, Complete
in one largeelegant ustrated volume.
The fastest selling book
in Americ a.
Immense profits to agents.
Every intelligent per
sonwantsit,
Anyone can become a successful agent.
. Liberal
terms free.
Address HALLETT BOOK CO. Portland, Maine

BE

for use

A new, fresh apd every

BRO'S.. 372 Broadway, N, Y.

The Most Thrilling. Book
of the
8
vo 800

FIVE MUSIC BOOKS
Fall and

$1.30; Coraline

wanted for the immensely

THE

by the Brown Chemical Co,
Baltimore, Md,

ensuing

mail, W. B.

or Flexible Hip, $1.5;
Misses’, $1.00.
sale by leading
merchants.
Beware of worthless
imitations boned with
cord.
’

with

excellent results,

The Welcome Chorus. £9

Report.

ened, and can no longer confine itself to hard
:
by HILTON BROS & CO., Commiasion
study.
The brain must have a long rest, and
Reporiod by and di
in butter, cheese and
probably never fully recovers its lost power, The |
s beans,
apples, &c. Cellar No. ?,
Roy Market, Boston.
brain itselt, though the organ of the mind,is but
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Sept. 9, 1882, .
a partof the body, and its failure is a failure of
FLOUR.
"SPRING WHEATS,
physical health. But sometimes the md seems Western superfine, «..cseeevessisnee.s0:350 @ 4 00
COMMON EXLIAB. «cv vververrenssrsieseid B80 @ b
even clearer and stronger than ever, as muscular
WISCONSIN.
ss risennssnsssssesssssesvend T
power fails, A time of especial peril to girls is Minnesota,
DAKers....eeessvivsessansss i
the age between twelve and fifteen. Nature then Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....7
seeks especially to round out and develop the
i
.
WINTER WHEATS.
woman from the chifd, and over-work of any kind Patents, ChoiCe..covasseesrsrreiiiisin
Ja tuts) sommen to
eu ans eines
tends to thwart her plans. Many a poor girl who

worked

danger

water

ing.

convalescent
:
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‘changing seasons, it disarms

the

ing the

A man that studieth revenge keepeth his own
wounds green, which would ‘otherwise heal and
do well.—
Lord Bacon. ,,, '- .,.. .'
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MONEY REFUNDED

IroN BITTERS ensures perfect health through the

of a very superior character,

The cost to the English Government of selting
down a full armed British soldier in Alexandria is
abou: $600.

of

am So FO HASMCNASO-

is the great remedy

$200,000,000.

construction,

In no way can disease be
so surely prevented as by
keeping the system in perfect condition.
nBrOWN's

oysters

Rheuma-

“in

For «ale by all leading dealers. *
PRICE BY MAIL, $1 50. .
Lady Agents wanted,
Manufagtured

<t

of sudden changes.

have ever

Boldly do

by a new and novel

BLE ind PERFECT FIT.
~ TING cbiset known,
Is Avpraved by the Dest

“system to stand the shock

Our

all.”

3

and is the most COMFORTA.

nerves and digestive organs;
in the Fall it enables the

:

diseases.

arrangement

Summer it gives tone to the

Eves,

)

to any form

in the

and conquers disease; in the

the most perfect success.”

COVETOUSNESS

the system;

Spring it enriches the blood

Phosphate

A true friend to the weak
Brown’s Tron Bitters.

YEARS AMO

BALL'S HEALTH PRESERVING
LD
SORSET...

is given by using BRowN's

20,000,000

Dr. C. O. FILES, Portland, Me., says: *‘* After
perspiring freely, when cold water “has utterly
failed to satisfy my thirst, it has accomplished the
purpose with

DODGES'

®

who

life

which

@

obmiony

of

A Refreshing Drink.

may result from over-work of the brain.
Sometimes the bright, precocious child becomes almost
idiotic from combined over-work ot the Wrain,
excitement of feeling, and neglect of the body.

More frequently the mind

;
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AGENTS!

..~—Droit

The Romans had a tariff of two and a half per
cent. for export dnd import, and imposed internal
revenue taxes.
In the reign of Augustus the

AT SCHOOL.
the

to

From the States of Iowa and Missouri,
Kan sas, Nebraska and Minnesota
:
CHOICE SMALL

FOR

choice 22

& CO., Pubs,, Boston,

ener BONDS
TH

its

tism and piles vanish before it. The tonic effect
of Kidney-Wort is produced by its cleansing and
purifying action en the blood.
Where there isa
gravelly deposit in the urine, or milky, ropy
urine from
disordered kidneys, it always cures.

Ward

housekeeper’s

what

we affirm that

for liver, bowele,

She

and

Northern and Eastern—-Choice

Good ix @ $lv; Fine $15 @a817:

D. LOTHROP

>

- - $1.00. |}.

Wild Pigeons, ¥ dozen $2 25 § $2 50

at-

and

pot lived

-

16mo, Cloth, Illustrated,

Cana-

; 3 75.

Western—Turkeys,

by Arthur Gilman, M. A,

3835;

17 @ 20¢; Live fowl 12 @ 14c; Woodcock, each)

We sell more of it than of any other

1«* * Do boldly

satisfac-

Agriculturist, gives a valuable

cle on *“ Over-work

$21;

By the most popular writersin America. Ejited

16c; Northern— Murkeys, choice 26 @ 26c; Fair to
good, 22 @ 24c; Chickens, 15 @ 22¢; Farr to good,

quite a

The experifnent will be tried of raising
in the Great Salt Lake of Utah.

* little things” which

|

the American

are

edy for rheumatism, neuralgia, etc., we
had in stock.

Many more women might be named, who not only
write books, but are capable and willing to work
with their hearts and hands, to make their homes
comfortable and a haven of rest té their fymilies.
oil
Who sweeps a room as by thy laws,
¥
Makes that and the action fine,

Faith

such as

=

proprietary medicine we

not only writes good
poetry about. her garden,
but she gets up before sunrise to work in it. She,

excellent

Sweet Potatoes 3508

- POULTRY & GAME.

customers are continually praising its
effect.
ive qualities, and we think that it is the best rem-

better housekeeper, wife, and mother she can be,
and she 1s herself a_ shining instance of such

an

naturally

It forms

(Muscatine, lowa, Daily Journal

tion in their discharge. “Let them gain all the information possible, as to the best methods of
housekeeping. There are many valuable books
writtenby women, who know practically of what
they write.
Itis one of Mrs. Terhune’s (Marion Harland)
pet theories, that the more a woman knows, the

Rose Terry Cooke is another.

flats,

@

ox

@ 23¢; fair to good, 20 & 21c: Chickens, choice 1»
@ 22¢; Fair to good, 17 @ 20; Scalded Poultry 15 @

Messrd. J. R. Bennett. & Co. Muskegon, Mich,
thus speak: St.Jacobs Oil is the best liniment

uable than the labors of aa™ exclusively literary
career. Let thém do this, and they will soon ac-

is

which

Minneapolis
millers
mean
bushels of wheat this year. .

accustom themselves

quire a love for its duties, and pride

330

Poor $12 @ #14; Swale Hay
; Rye Straw
choice $15a816; Rye Straw common to good $13 @
$14; Oat Straw $9.

stores of formey' daya, met
t proportions, but for the

1n hot iron,

die. — Zimmerman.

ucation can engage, involving duties and respon.
sibilities far above the fripperies and tinsel accomplishments of fashionable life, and more val-

too,

street

“All die who have lived ; all have

to regard their vocation as the most honorable
employmentin which women of intellect and ed-

possibilities.

#208

Extract of Smart-weed
p
psentary,
:
| morbus, colic and kindred affections.
By drug| gists,
.

over again” ‘is a weight which is at times almost
unbearable, unless aided by system, punctuality,
and order.

common,

choice, # bu $1258 130;

275@ 300;

coarse

MAGNA. CHARTA STORIES,

good

¥ $2050; Peaches. ¥ basket $100 @ $1 75; Watermelons, ¥ 100, $6 00 @ &15 00.
1a
=

young

4 blacksmith’s anvil, arise from the absorption

suicide “be-

the “over

to

a dealer

oxygen, forming the protoxide of iron.

cause she wag tired of washing dishes.” Probably not many women would put an end to their ex“istence simply because of dishwashing, or other
labor;

Eyes,

\

THE INITIAL VOLUME OF A NEW SERIES.
¢ The Reading Union Library.”

¥ bu, $345

GREEN APPLES AND PEACHES. Apples, choice,
¥ bbl, £275 @ $300; Apples. common to good $1

| is a certain cure for d

once committed

P.,

common

to good 2 008 2 25; Yellow Eyes,

Canada,

Dr. Piercé’s Compound

woman

H.

P.,,

Yellow

THIS AND THAT.
The scales

them to produce

_

H.

345 @ 850; Yellow Eyes, choice

@ 350;

60;

careful attention to the wants of buyers
honorable methods of 'dgipg business.

from

HOUSEHOLD DUTIES.

Northern,

Y.

Medium
choice hauod
picked
iam, choice screened 225 @ 235;

jmproved

of contents. The high repu‘bas been earned by years of

yfation of this hou

N. J.

seen-break down—those who

middle aged men suffering fgom
, loss

:

a

household

who has received higher honors from European scientific societies than any geologist now living in the U. S,, says of the first chapter of
Genesis: ° Examining it as a geologist, I find
it to be in perfect accord with known science;
therefore,
as a Christian, I assert that the Bible narrative must be inspired.”

It is believed that

‘best to

Moorestown,

accurately

Regii, the giant water Tily of South- America,
to grew to perfection in the open air in this
country has just been successfully accomplished by E. D. Sturtevant, a florist of Borden:
town, New Jersey.
The plant has leaves six
feet in diameter.
Last
week
it
unfolded
its. first flower, a creationof
eat beauty.

by

spring-set plants, and-not allow
fruit the first season.

etup-to-the

the, Victoria

ail

N.

“da, common
90 @ 1 05; Green Peas, Northern $1 20
@ $1 25: Green Peas, Western $1 60 @ 81 65¢.
POTATOES. Northern,¥ bu., 70 @ 80; Natives

BUSINESS

business

tracts the attention of strangers.

planting of strawberries has is, that they will give

t It is said that there has recently been discovs,
ered in Australia a species of tree catted the’

BLE AND

of Boiesthe

with him

a moderate crop the next year, while it is usually
considered

W. Draper in
the Autumn of 1839.
INOURAB
RA LE,~In Beckford1 ! 8 Hall
:
¥ box. in
- Hiskamers was A Siar
man with an jncurable wound in During the next winter a small gallery was
4&

commenced

eoitrast to the carpet

n#

:

The difficult task of inducing

ures

they can be sent by mail to those who do not liv
near express offices. One advantage that. the fal

trifies, holding them aloft for years, until they

Prof. James D. Dana; of Yale College,

Queen,

fall planting, and with the additional meri

aroand’ any object they touch, and lift the ab-

first branch, and
is sixty feet in
tance,” from the
does not surpass,

Jersey

840;

345

| men as partners.
Their extensive, well-lighted
XA.
and centrally located warehouse is one of the feat

a

ject into the air. In this way the long tendrils
pick up stones, bones, bits of wood, and other

been

are

in September when they

aps tree aloo throws vut branches. pit ingiees

bas

also

Pea,

@

sessed a fine musical taste, which he improved by

Pot-grown plants are desirable fi

But there

grow into the tree,

ahd so

Pea,

350;

in woolen goods and tailor’s trimmings, in a small
store on Washington street, between Cornhill and
State street. His cheerful style of greeting customers, apd his honorable, straightforward treatment of them soon secured him a valuable patronage, and his trade rapidly increased. In addition to his attractive business qualities, he pos-

Vernon, Big Bob and Sharpless, either for theld
large size or beauty, &c.

is another wonderful tree, with similar power,
ta has just been disenvered in New Cwiads.
Iso thr
.
but instead

.A committee of fifteen has at last been orgaNl Soi
companies ‘will not get
much nized in Boston to raise funds for the erection
méke than half their expected Fist
of an equestrian statue of Paul Revere.
pm

Ding stage lines oid the Zellowstone Park, for
a
Yih

social bearing,

ciated

cholera is also raging in Cochin China.

+ im Maine, and the tomato crop isa failure, al50, on account of the drought.
‘
ne

BEANS.

@

:

\ SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

a 26¢; Northern 238 24; P. E. 1sland and

Nova Scotia23 @ 24c.

Bidwell 1s a great favorite on account of its xe

has been spending the summer. at Pont-Aven,
Brittany, was joined there recently by his artist-uncle, Mr,
W. Allan Gay, of
Boston, who
is on his way home from Japan, where he has
been living for the past six years.

thousand

mont,243

The school population of Tennessee, white
becoming a member of the Handel & Haydn Soand colored, numbgrs 545.875. During the past
seeing the berries encircling the plants like an ciety, of which he was an honored associate with
year the average namber of days on which the embankment one or two inches high, remarked
the late Jonas Chickering, M. S. Parker, John A.
public schools of the counties bave been at that the berries were wedged in so closely togethwork has been 86; in 1880 it was only 68. The
Dodd and other eminent citizens. About the year
er
that
it
bardly
seemed
possible
for
a
bug
to
number of teachers employed is 6,880; of this
1346, when located at 48 Washington street, he
crawl
between
the
berries
if
wanting
to
reach
the.
number-1,338 are colored. There are 4,338
conceived the idea of adding a small stock of car
plant. This might be literally true if a Junebug
schools for whites and 1,270 for colored children.
petings to his stock of woolen goods as an experiThe average daily attendance last year was of could be taken as a limit for, the smallest bags,
ment.
It was a new venture, but a successful one.
139,469 white children and 41,046 colored.
The
anything smaller to be called an * insect.”
The
public school receipts were $706,152.13. There “Iruit of this new strawberry is of large size and of The principal carpet houses were then Ballard &
Prince, Fowle & Brewer and Job Taber, which
are in the State 1,467. privateschoels,with 1.528
good quality, while the plants thrive under indif- were located farther up town.
Mr.
Pray soon
tefichers and an averpee attendance of 25,820
ferent culture.
pupils.
found the carpet innovation paid well for the capiManchester is a variety that is perhaps nnre
tal invested, and that the outlook was promising for
The new hall for the School of Liberal Arts,
frequently mentioned just now than any others. good future results. His sons soon joined him,
Boston University, is approaching completion,
The
fruit
is
of
good
size,
bright
red,
firm;
wile
and will be ready for occupation in the early
and the trade rapidly increased, so much so that a
the plants are so very productive, and produc? so move with the southward tide of trade was a maspart of Nov.
The new brick.snd stope..front
is in fine taste. The rooms are admirably “well either on rich loamy ground or on poor sardy
ter of necessity. The firm for several years occuadapted for the purposes of education.
No
soils, as to make it one of the most popular of
pied a large store, 192 Washington street, previ
space is lost, and if the building had been origistrawberries for either market or home use.
ous to which they occupied a store in Summer
nally planned and erected for a collegiate hall,
Finch’s Prolific 18 attracting the attention of
street.
After the great fire of 1872, they removed
it could hardly, have been more convenient.
fruit-growers, owing to its having ‘nearly all the to the spacious building, Nos. 558 and 560 WashA large class is expected to enter.
Important
characteristics of the Wilson’s Albany and a litle ington street, where the immense business, so long
changes have been made in the faculty,
and
larger facilities for instruction introduced. The
brighter color. The berries are firm, a trifle lazer
and systematically conducted by the late John H.
‘academic department of the University comthan the Wilson; and the plants have lighter ©!Pray and his son, John A. Pray, Esq, 1s now conmences a new and hopeful era with its next
ored foliage, great productiveness
and healhy
trolled by the last named gentleman,who has assosession.
habits of growth.
ductiveness;

cate internal membranes,

@
y
fair to BOOBs avessesnsessndl
COMMON sesssissessesssssld
§
16
% Do ’
EGG8.
Eastern,# doz. 25¢; N. Y. and
Ver.
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working order without irritating any of the Hy

Red Kidneys, 2 25 @ 2°50.

honey,

strengthens the digestive organs,

puts the whole machinery of the, systom in’ gens

susnnunesans

HAY AND STRAW.

A LARGE
HOUSE.

OF

nerves,

Es patos unwho esome bumors, esols the obblood
hg Jiasi

Sixty-five years ago, in the year 1817, a young,
energetic man of pleasing appearance and fine

James Vick is the latest acquisition to the list of
desirable strawberries, and will be offered to the
publie this fall for the first time. It is remarkable
for its wonderful productiveness—one person, on

Mr. Walter Gay, the American painter, who

"The destruction of property on the Isthmus
of Panama by Thursday’s earthquake is larger
than at first reported. The loss in the City of

dorjars, and several

A large Freshman class enters Dartmouth.
Over fifty are in the classical
department,
twenty-two in the scientific, and fourteen in
in the agricultural.

ble.

ment is a bronzeé statue of Garfield, ten feet in

cases of sending threatening letters.
Cholera is making sad ravages in Manila.

Panama will reach several

The Oregon State University is doing an
excellent work with ‘very little money.
Mr.
Henry Villard is the chief benefactor of the institution, having made large gifts for library,
scholarships, etc.

the berries it may become quite a popular variety.
A large, extra early berry has been very much
needed, and consequently - the-Ray’s -Brolific is
well worth testing in different localities, as the
early ripening varieties are often the most profita-

hight, firmly poised, and to which
have been
given both dignity and likeness. The inscription on the pedestal is: James A. Garfield.
-Strangulatus pro Re-publica.”’
:

“slightly above the average.
g
be
An official report places the number
of
agrarian outrages in Ireland for the month of
August at 165, including one case of murder,
ten cases of intimidation, amd eighty-three

It is perhaps.thé largestof the extra early straw-

berries, and from this tact and the fine quality “of

The Garfield monument to be erected in San
Franciseo is described as follows: The design
includes a pedestal raised on a base of gently
ascending steps. On these isa seated figure
in brenze of America, leaning on a sword and
showing sorrow in her face and position. The
sides of the pedestal hold eagles, the first
guarding tlie emblems of war and commerce
and the second watching
over the flag and
shield of the country.
Surmounting the pedi-

covered completely, and at last accounts was

HISTORY

CHOCO.

Medium,common

spring

Ray's Prolific 1s a new variety that is attracting

from the bowels, regu

7

0, fair to good... ceueveenas sasvesaesld

250
@2 60; Meg

The ary weather has injured the apple crop in
New England to a considerable extent, causing it
to drop off, but still it is ealenlated by good judges that a fair crop of apples will be raised.

considerable attention. on account of its earliness:

Others are promising

a teacup full of

c

e

WESTERN.

Ladle packed, choice. .... ARR

>
~~

set plants, would soon fill up the rows.

the scheme

t has been unCémmerce and the

}

almond-leaf gam, which

ott, of Boston, whe has rescued it from decay
and is preserving it for future generations as a
memorial of the great Quaker poet.
Dom Pedro, Emperor of Brazil, rides out, it
is said, in a plain black coach which, in peint
of style, would scarcely bear comparison with
the public hack of this country.
The vehicle
is drawn by six mules, and followed by twelve
cavalry guards, modt of them negroes.
The
Emperor wears plain black clothes{ bows to
«all who bow to him, and even raises his hat
when saluted in like manner.
He looks many:
. years older than when he visited this country”
in 1876, and wears a dejected expression; as
though
disappointed and
despairing in his
hopeless attempt to bring his subjects to a
sense of their backwardness and inspire them
to seek such a plane of civilization as exists in
some of the lands he has visited.
The Governors of the six New England

generally

than

LIPS.—To

b

Do, air

Daity,

add half the quantity of mutton tallow, and stew
together till well mixed ; pour it out in a cup, and
Leep stirring till cold.
v

2352

founders

FOR CHAPPED

ream

290

Milk toast slightly thitkened

eas

bark * Canoma”

runovers quicker

spread over it will answer
may be made by spreading
toast with beef or chickén
and set in the oven. till, the

S88

-——The Sultan has issued a proclamation declaring Arabi Pacha a rebel, and calling on all
Egyptians to obey the Khedive.
;
WEDNESDAY,
SEPT. 6.——Arabi Pacha’s
troops are growing bolder and are engaging in
skirmishes with General Woelseley’s soldiers.
——An entertainment in-honor of Mayor Harrison of Chicago is given by the Lord Mayor
of Dublin.
THURSDAY, SEPT, 7.——A general advance
of the British forces from Kassassin Lock is ordered and it is expected that an attack will be
made on the Egyptians by Monday or Tuesday
next.——The British troops at Kassassin Lock
aggregate 15,000, and the advance will be made
with fifty guns.——Arabi Pacha’s entire srmy
is estimated at 93,000 men of all arms, and 145
guns.—— There is a 150,000 fire in Quebec.
A severe earthquake occurs on the Isthmus of
Panama destroying much property.
FRIDAY, Sept. 8.—The difficulty between
Corea snd Japan has been adjusted, Corea to
pay Japan
£300,000 and £50,000 to the relatives of the murdered Japanese subjects.
SATURDAY, Sept. 9.——A sharp fight is begun at Kassassin between the British and Ara-

out

sugar or canned fruit
nicely. French toasts
the slices of hot dry
gravy;
pile them up,

ac

ing of 2,000 or 3,000 Turkish troops at Port Said.

|.

yet

addition is desired, a little

c

ooooa®au

by English guns, thé-Bgyptians responding
with vigor and excellent precision.——The.
British Government has assented to the land-

Canon Vaughan.

eip.

very warm,

If ahy

gravy is absorbed.

vorable for the rapid growth of the plants. I have
sometimes had a few plants set out even in December, removing the trozen crust of the soil in
order to plantthem; and though some few plants
would not survive the winter, yet the remaining
plants, sending

of juicy

and salted is another much-relished lunch.

choice, select the months of

days are

pound

Nano

last night.

he,

something"or

the cooler nights and abundant rains are very fa.

ton schools have given $5,000 toward this object; the Science and Art Department, South
Kensington, has promised $2500; $5,000 has
been raised by subseription ; and another $5,000

for the present.
The move
dertaken by the Chamber of

both ‘sides.

VARIETIES,

September and October for this purpose in preference to the summer months. In the fall months;
though some
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’ Railroad at Alexandria was shelled

growers, of their own
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| is all that is required to complete

NEW

the success that attends the planting of strawberries during the later fall months.
Many fruit-

work knitting...
The governors of the Wigges-

wounded by lightning at Yantic, Conn., and.
the tobacco crop is damaged by hail in the

THE

sons it may be of interest to know

Penn., has just returned from a visit to the Indian country, bringing home thirty-three boys
and twenty-seven girls for five year’s study in

SATURDAY, Sept.-9.—Yellow fever is declared epidemic at Pensacola, Fla.——The jury

ABOUT

The dry weather localities have prevented many
“persons from making plantations of girawberries in
July and August as they had intended. To such per-

mentof Drury College. °°
Co
_ Prof. J. A. Lippincott of Dickinson College,

the school at Carlisle.

|

race.

business throughout the country during the
past seven days.——Ta€ Social Science Association closes its sessions at Saratoga. = The next
annual meeting is.to be held at Saratoga, Sept.

ABROAD.
TUESDAY, SEPT. 5,——By a railway accident between Freiburg and Colmar, Germany,
hin
i
hundred persons were killed
and three hundred injured.—Three hundred
and forty-seven natives and one-European died
. of cholera at Manila, Philippine Islands, on
Sunday.—— Arabi Pacha’s camp near the Cairo

POPULAR STRAWBERRIES, /
A TALK

Take
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—J. @. Whittier,

for

is easy to

and pepper it slightly ; take a stone jar to hold
two pints; pour into it a pint and a half of cold
water, a teaspoonful of whole rice ; cover with a
saucer, and let it bake slowly for four hours; remove any fat. that is préiént.
]
ToASTS.—If bread isa little stale, make Queen's
toast of it. Cut it into half slices, not very thin,
and dip it into two eggs, beatenup with a large
cup of milk dnd halfa teagpoonful of salt. Lay. it
on a hot buttered griddle, and brewn it nicely on

time of harvest shall be given;

If not on earth, at last in heaven!
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invalids. “It
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steak, from which all the fat has been removed; | oD, FAIL 80 GOO. -vssrsnresesennsesand @
cut it up in pieces of about an inch square, salt

" The flower shall bloom, the fruit shall grow,

‘Miss Laura M. Saunderson, a graduate of the
high school at Nashua, N."H., has
accepted
the position of Principal of the Female Depart:

the judge, ——There have been 119 faflures in

southern parts of Mass.
;
MONDAY, Sept. 11.—There were forty-two
new cases of yellow fever and three deaths
from the disease reported at Brownsville, Texas,
yesterday. The fever is about exhausted
at
Matamoras.——Pres. Arthur is cruising on
the coast of N. E.
He was at Portsmouth, N.
H., on Sat., and yesterday
‘at Bar Harbor, Me.

not well blunder.

re

They have nearly completed the payments
the necessary grounds at Atlanta.

FRIDAY, Sept. 8, ——dJudge Wylie occupies
five hours in charging the jury in the Star-.
route case, the jury retiring for consuliation
"at three o’clock. At six o clock they report
that a verdict is not reached, except as to one
of the defendants, They are again sent out by

dict.——There is heavy

for

¢an

The colored people of Georgia are struggling

Cal. Greenbackers for Governor.

in the Star-route cases have not reached

use

Who toils to leave as his bequest
An added beauty to the earth,

* WiD. Wilson, ’S84, Miss Clara L. Ham, 85;
Committee on Musie, J. L. Reade, 83, W.D.

International Fishery Exhibition to be held in
London next May.
mio
:
THURSDAY, SEPT. T.——Attorney-Geuneral

3
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"The

‘burn, '853 Editorial Committee, O. L. Gile,’83,

the

pr

For he who blesses most is blest;

And soon or ate, to all that sow

’84; Sec., D. C. Washburn, ’85; Treas. , C. F.
Bryant,
85; Executive. Committee, H. H.
Tucker, ’83, E. R. Chadwick, "84, C. A. Wash-

nian Institute, are at Slonvesier, ‘Mass., making

collections for the United Statés’;display-at

year as follows:

Remick, ’83;

:
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parade takes place at Cincinnati, and the Exsition is formally opened.—~Professor G.
rowne Goode, and others, from the Smithso-

has elected officers

active

worse.

And Gpd and man shall own his worth,

E. Parlin, ’85;Orator, F. E. Manson, 83.

by
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makes
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vote is light.——One

and fifty labor organizations, represented

than
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victory.

Republican

usual

rather
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mont election results in the

reading

sports, and ‘this

the

Ver-

publican Convention of Nevada.——The

light

for Fever and Ague,

Give fools their gold and knaves their power,
Let fortune’s bubbles rise and fall;
‘Who sows a field or trains a flower
Or plants a tree is more thaa all.

The Social Science Association began.its annual
evening — Enoch
session at Saratoga last
Strother is nominated for Governor by the Re-

NORTHERN,
ChOICe..ceavrtnsne

Do fair to good. ..ccaives
Franklin County, fine,# b.
N. Y. and Vermont, choice.....
Do
do,
fair to good.
Do
do,
COMMON...
CHEESE,
NEW CHEESE:

Specific

‘Vernon, Ind.; in the liquor interest,buraed the
city marshal’s house and beat his deputy.—

HUSBANDMAN.

ton Seed Meal is scarce and prices are nominal,
PRA
UTTER.

A

THE

is habitually expended, mostly by the brain, the
rest of the body can have little, and in this way
all of the bodily functions are impaired.
The
over-tasked pupil probably seeks recreation in

HEADACHE,
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FEED-—There is very
little doi!
in Shorts and
we quote sales at #22 @ $23; Bb -fon. Fine Feed
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sports. There
is a limit to the gmount of vital
energy each one possesses at any time, and if this
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